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Abstract (continued)

cap layer to the bottom of the elastic model and by using phase velocity filtering
to attenuate the spurious scattering caused by the cap layer.

Comparisons of the results of the locked mode approximation with exact results
obtained from other synthesis methods are presented and the limitations of the
method are demonstrated and discussed. A number of examples of synthetic seismograms
using the locked mode approximation are then given along with a comparison of
observed and synthetic seismograms.

The locked mode approximation provides a new and efficient method for computing
complete synthetic seismograms which extends the range of geophysical problems that
can be treated with the aid of seismogram synthesis.



Danny J. Harvey (Ph.D., Geophysics)

A Spectral Method for Computing Complete Synthetic Seismograms

Thesis directed by Professor Charles B. Archambeau

The efficient computation of complete solution synthetic seismo-

grams for flat, plane layered, laterally homogeneous elastic media and for

high frequency bandwidths is a problem which has received considerable

attention in the field of solid-earth geophysics. The only available methods

for computing complete synthetic seismograms are computationally expen-

sive and, in many cases, suffer from numerical instabilities which limit

their ranges of applicability.

A new method is presented which is based upon a spectral

representation of the solution of the elastic wave equation. The eigenvalue

and eigenfunction computations are reformulated in a manner which

avoids the numerical instabilities. A mode searching algorithm is

developed which makes it possible to find large numbers of Rayleigh and

Love dispersion curves in an efficient and reliable manner.

The locked mode approximation is then presented which allow-

nearly comple(e synthetic seismogranL. to be computed using only the

discrete part of the spectrum and using only normal modes with real

eigenwavenumbers. This is achieved by adding a high velocity cap laver to

the bottom of the elastic model and by using phase velocity filterinp to
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attenuate the spurious scattering caused by the cap layer.

Comparisons of the results of the locked mode approximation

with exact results and with results obtained from other synthesis methods

are presented and the limitations of the method are demonstrated and dis-

cussed. A number of examples of synthetic seismograms using the locked

mode approximation are then given along with a comparison of observed

and synthetic seismograms.

The locked mode approximation provides a new and efficient

method for computing complete synthetic seismograms which extends the

range of geophysical problems that can be treated with the aid of seismo-

gram synthesis.

The form and content of this abstract are approved.
I recommend its publication.

Signed 2 7
Faculty member in charge of thesis
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CHAPTER I

LNTRODUCTION

Historically, normal mode theory has been restricted in its appli-

cations to low frequency bandwidths; namely to low frequency spherical

earth normal modes and to Rayleigh and Love surface waves for flat layered

structures. In this dissertation I will show how spectral solutions of the elas-

tic wave equation can be used to compute complete, high frequency syn-

thetic seismogramns for flat, plane layered, and laterally homogeneous struc-

tural models in an efficient manner. The method which I developed is most

useful for computing synthetic seismograms in the zero to ten Hertz fre-

quency range and for source-receiver distances of 10 to 1O00 km. I have also

been able to successfully apply the method to exploration geophysics prob-

lems with frequency bandwidths of 100 Hertz and source-receiver distances

of several km. By making a simple modification to the structural model I

am able to use this method to compute the P and S body waves, in addition

to the surface waves, using only normal modes with real eigenwavenumbers.

I am thus able to approximate a complete solution of the elastic wave equa-

tion with a mode sum which makes this approach much more efficient than

existing complete solution methods which are based upon direct numerical

integration such as the reflectivity method.

A variety of approachs have been used to synthesize the P and S

body waves for laterally homogeneous structures, and all of these approachs

start with a doubly transformed version of the elastic wave equation which

remove the derivatives of time and the horizontal space coordinates. The

l;%
|t'jrj'



2

methods differ by the solution of the transformed wave equation which is

used and by the way in which the two inverse transform integrals are

evaluated. The asymptotic methods evaluate either one or both of these

integrals analytically by approximating the integrand function with suitable

asymptotic expansions, and the resulting solution is a decomposition of the

complete solution in terms of rays. These ray theories work well for syn-

thesizing particular phases, but they can be cumbersome to use when trying

to compute the complete solution, especially in certain distance ranges. For

very near field distances (zero to ten kin) and at teleseismic distances

(greater than 1000 kin) and for sources at typical earthquake depths. the

elastic energy is propagating in a fundamentally vertical direction in the

crust. This means that the scattering off of the large discontinuities in the P

and S wave velocities that can occur in the crust and at the Mohorovicic

discontinuity (Moho) can be represented by a relatively small number of ray
4..

paths, and so the major applications of ray theory have been in these dis-

tance ranges. In the 10 to 1000 km distance range however the crust acts

as a waveguide and most of the elastic energy is contained within this

waveguide and propagates in a fundamentally horizontal direction. In this
-4i.

distance range, when using a detailed crust and upper mantle model, ray

theories require the a priori specification of a very large number of ray

paths to synthesize the complete solution for the P and S body waves (a

typical example of this is the P. coda which is seen in the western United

States).

Another category of seismogram synthesis techniques which have

been used over the past fifteen years are the complete solution methods and

these methods all differ from the ray theoretical methods by the solution of

the doubly transformed elastic wave equation which is used. The complete

J. P
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solution methods, as the name implies, use a complete solution of the dou-

bly transformed elastic wave equation by allowing for all possible P and S

wave propagation throughout the structural model and by treating this as a

boundary value problem. When one uses a complete solution method it is

only necessary to specify the structural model and frequency bandwidth to

compute synthetic seismograms and these synthetics contain an infinity of

rays. In contrast, ray theoretical methods require the user to specify ray

paths and, based upon these specified ray paths, an incomplete solution is

obtained. It is the use of this incomplete solution, in addition to certain

other approximations which are usually made, that causes the ray theoreti-

cal methods to be much more efficient than complete solution methods and

it is primarily this efficiency that has made ray theoretical methods so

popular.

( The complete solution methods are themselves broken down into

two general categories which I refer to as the reflectivity method and the

spectral method and these methods differ in the way in which the two

inverse transform integrals are evaluated. I am using the reflectivity method

to refer to all methods which compute both integrals in a direct numerical

manner although the original reflectivity method, as developed by Fuchs

and Muller (1971), is rather restrictive in terms of the horizontal phase

velocity range over which it works. Owing to recent developments (Kind

(1978), Kennett and Kerry (1979). Kennett (1980), Cormier (1980),

Bouchon (1981)) the reflectivity method can now be used to compute com-

plete seismic codas for arbitrary frequency bandwidths and source depths

and for vertically inhomogeneous structural models. If the reflectivity

method were also efficient, then the problem of computing complete syn-

thetic seismograms for flat, laterally homogeneous earth models could be

............................. '.......,...'-.--.....-...-"..--.-..-..
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considered to be solved however the reflectivity methods are very computa-

tionally expensive and this expense is proportional to the product of the fre-

quency bandwidth and the maximum source-receiver distance. In fact the

computational expense is so high that it limits the use of these methods to

low frequency bandwidths for cases where the complete seismic coda is com-

puted.

One obvious way of increasing the efficiency of complete solution

methods is to analytically evaluate at least one of the inverse transform

integrals as is done by most ray theoretical methods. Unfortunately the

complexity of the complete solution integrand function, for generally com-

plex structural models, frustrates efforts to apply the types of techniques

which are used by ray theoretical methods to eliminate the numerical

evaluation of the inverse transform integrals. There is one straightforward

method however which we can always use to evaluate at least part of one of

the inverse transform integrals analytically and this method makes use of

the residue theorem. We can extend the integration path in the complex

plane into a closed contour and then evaluate the original integral in terms

of a sum of residues which are caused by the poles of the integrand function

which are contained within the contour of integration. These poles

correspond to flat earth normal modes and for structural models which have

totally reflective top and bottom boundaries, one of the inverse integral

transforms can be expressed as an infinite sum of normal modes. The cases

of most interest in seismology are for structural models which have a free

top boundary and an infinite homogeneous half space on the bottom and for

these situations one of the inverse integral transforms can be expressed as a

finite sum of normal modes along with branch cut integrals which come

about due to the semi-infinite nature of the structural model.
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I refer collectively to methods which use the residue theorem to

evaluate one of the inverse transform integrals as the spectral method.

Although this method has not been as popular as the reflectivity method for

computing complete synthetic seismograms, it has undergone parallel

developments and improvements with the reflectivity method. The first uses

of the spectral method actually predate the reflectivity method since the

spectral method is the basis behind the computation of synthetic, flat earth,

Rayleigh and Love fundamental surface waves however, among the earliest

uses of the spectral method for computing a substantial portion of the com-

plete seismic coda, are those of Knopoff. et. al. (1973), Nakanishi, et. al.

(1977), and Mantovani, et. al. (1977) who used a sum of SH normal modes

to compute synthetic SH seismograms. More recently Swanger and Boore

(1978) computed both SH and P-SV synthetic seismograms for near field

strong motion studies using a normal mode sum. All of these uses of the

= spectral method had one thing in common v'hich was that a small number

of normal modes was included in the mode sum and this resulted in rather

incomplete solutions to the elastic wave equation.

One fundamental difficulty, which had a large effect on both the

development of the complete solution methods and their ranges of applica-

bility, was a numerical instability which seened to be inherent in the com-

plete solution form of the P-SV integrand function. This numerical instabil-

ity was always associated with the presence of inhomogeneous or evanescent

waves within the elastic medium which exist at horizontal phase velocities

that are less than the local P or S wave velocity. This problem was first

recognized by Dorman, et. al. (1960) when the complete matrix solution for-

malism of Thomson (1950) and Haskell (1953) was applied to the problem

of computing Rayleigh dispersion curves using an early digital computer.

" .
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Although the numerical problem was circumvented for the computation of

the fundamental Rayleigh dispersion curve by the use of structural layer

reduction, it wasn't until Knopoff (1964) applied Laplace's development by

., minors to the problem of computing the Rayleigh characteristic function

that the numerical problem was formally addressed in an analytical manner.

Knopoffs work was the seed for an area of research which was followed by

Dunkin (1965), Watson (1970) and most recently by Abo-Zena (1979) and

all of this research was aimed at streamlining Knopoff's original method and

understanding why it worked as well as it did. The method completely

solved the numerical instability problem, as related to computing the Ray-

leigh characteristic function and thus the Rayleigh dispersion curves, for all

frequency bandwidths and structural models.

Although Knopoffs method works quite well for computing the

Rayleigh characteristic function it does not address the problem of numeri-

cal instabilities which are present in the computation of the depth depen-

dent stress and displacement eigenfunctions. Because of this it has not been

possible to use the spectral method to compute P-SV synthetic seismograms

for buried sources and at high frequencies when using the Knopoff modified

version of the Thomson-Haskell matrix formalism. Thus we can see that

there are actually two numerical instability problems which must be s' lved

in order to use the spectral method to compute P-SV synthetic seismograms

for arbitrary sources and frequencies, and my research has focused on

extending Knopoff-s method to solve the eigenfunction numerical problem

The same numerical difficulties that plagued the spectral method

were encountered with the reflectivity method. The original method as

given by Fuchs and Muller was based directly on the original Thomsorn-

Haskell matrix method and the) avoided the numerical problems b\

.'-. . . ;. :-.. ? ?...:-. ?, ..:/ . . . ..-. -. ., .? .? ., .. . .. . . .?. .. ..,. ?. .... . :. ... .:. -. -. -.. .
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limiting the range of phase velocities to those for which there were no

evanescent waves within the structure. This narrowed the range of applica-

bility of the reflectivity method until Kind (1978) applied Knopoffs method

to remove the numerical instabilities. Kind also reformulated the integrand

function in a manner which he claimed eliminated the numerical instabili-

ties associated with buried sources A completely different and novel

approach was taken by Kennett, et. al. (1978), Kennett and Kerry (1979)

and Kennett (1980) to solve the numerical problems of the reflectivity

method which was not an extension of Knopoffs original work. They
4

showed how the doubly transformed complete solution of the elastic wave

equation could be expressed in terms of a set of generalized reflection and

transmission functions. They then showed how all growing exponential

solutions could be eliminated in this ray-like representation of the complete

solution and this eliminated the numerical instabilities for all source depths.

The most recent developments of the spectral method have

focused on solving the numerical problems for arbitrary frequencies, source

depths, and structural models and extending the completeness of the spec-

tral solutions. All of the earlier uses of the spectral method used only a

small number of normal modes and thus produced rather incomplete solu-

tions. Harvey (1981) and Kerry (1981) were the first researchers to use all

of the normal modes with real eigenwavenumbers and I refer to spectral

synthetic seismograms produced in this manner as locked mode synthetics.

The branch cut integral contributions are ignored when using the locked

mode method which gives the most complete spectral solution possible

without using numerical integration or without locating poles off of the real

wavenumber axis At about the same time Wang and Herrmann (1980;

developed a truly complete spectral solution by including both a numerical

%°.
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integration of the branch cuts along with all of the locked mode residues.

As with the reflectivity method, the development of numerically

stable algorithms to use in tae spectral method has followed two paths.

Kerry (1981) directly applied the methods developed by Kennett, et. al.

which reformulated the frequency-wavenumber solution of the elastic wave

equation in terms of generalized reflection and transmission functions. I

chose to extend Knopoff's method, which operates directly with the

Thomson-Haskell matrix formalism and uses stress and displacement func-

tions to describe the elastic propagation, and the numerical algorithms

which I developed constitute a substantial portion of my research. Kerry's

locked mode method comes the closest to my own both in terms of the basic

way in which it works and its range of applicability and I will be comparing

these two methods throughout this dissertation.

The research which I will be describing in the following chapters

has as its basic objective the development of an optimally fast, accurate and

complete spectral method for computing P-SV synthetic seismograms for

flat, plane layered, laterally homogeneous structural models. An equally

important criterion which I placed on the method is that it work for the

widest possible range of frequency bandwidths and structural models. I

adopted this last criterion to cover problems such as high frequency P" and

S. wave propagation in oceanic structural models with liquid and near-

liquid layers and very high frequency near surface wave propagation in

structural models which have numerous strong low velocity zones for prob-

lems in earthquake hazards engineering and geophysical exploration.

Since eigensolutions of the elastic wave equation can be thought

of as providing optimal sampling in the wavenumber domain, spectral

methods should be able to provide the most efficient way to compute

S", . --%" -, - . . ", . - •. " . .- - - - - - -
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complete synthetic seismograms. I feel that one of the fundamental reasons

that the spectral has not seen the popularity of the ref' ctivity method has

been the lack of an efficient and reliable normal mode searching algorithm.

A substantial portion of my research has been devoted to developing a truly

fast, accurate and completely reliable mode searching algorithm in order to

realize the potential efficiency of the spectral method. Also, in order to

maximize the efficiency, it was desirable to compute nearly complete syn-

thetic seismograms without making numerical evaluations of the branch cut

integrals. For normal structural models locked mode synthetic seismograms

will not contain any P wave arrivals since they are typically part of the

branch cut integral contribution however, by making a simple modification

to the structural model, one can significantly extend the phase velocity

range which will be represented in the locked mode synthetic seismograms

while simultaneously insuring that a certain time window within the syn-

thetic seismograms will be uncontaminated by the structural modification.

When the locked method is applied to such modified structural models, I

refer to this as the locked mode approximation which produces nearly com-

plete synthetic seismograms while only using normal modes with real

eigenwavenumbers.

In chapter two I review the basic theory for computing flat earth

normal modes and the resulting displacements. Most of this draws upon

previously published work however I will present a complete and consistent

derivation starting with the ela wtic wave equation and ending with the spec-

tral solution for flat, plane layered, isotropic and laterally homogeneous

models. During this derivatioii I will indicate the departure points of the

various seismogram synthesis methods and I will also point out the sources

of the numerical instabilitile The final solution which I derive will be
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expressed in terms of proper and improper eigenfunctions representing

respectively the discrete normal modes and the continuous branch cut

integrals.

In chapter three I will address the numerical instabilities which

are inherent in the Thomson-'! askell matrix formulation and I will present

two methods which overcome these instabilities. I start by reviewing

Knopoff's method, along with the later work which was based upon it, and I

give the derivation of a numerically stable computation of the Rayleigh

characteristic function. I then describe a simple method for stabilizing the

depth dependent stress and displacement eigenfunctions which works quite

well for completely elastic structural models with monotonically increasing

velocities with depth except for no more than one weak low velocity zone.

The locked mode method when using this algorithm is functionally

equivalent to the method developed by Kerry and I discuss the restrictions

which these methods have in common. I then proceed to derive a much

more robust method of computing numerically stable eigenfunctions which

has virtually no restrictions. This method works for oceanic models as well

as for complex elastic models with multiple strong low velocity zones and at

arbitrary frequency bandwidths. I finally show numerical examples of depth

dependent eigenfunctions using the two methods for several different struc-

tural models.

In chapter four I describe the numerical algorithms and computer

programs which I developed to implement the computation of locked mode

synthetic seismograms from a starting structural model to the final, three

component time traces at specified receiver locations. The first step in this

process is the normal mode searching algorithm which locates the Rayleigh

and Love dispersion curve , arld I go into considerable detail to describe the

- . J
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algorithm which I developed. The next step involves the computation of

certain partial derivatives which are necessary for eigenfunction normaliza-

tion and which I use in a first order perturbation approximation to account
.4"

for the effects of frequency dependent anelastic attenuation in the structural

model. I give analytic expressions for these derivatives and I show how the

first order attenuation approximation can be computed and applied in a fast
14.

manner which does not require the use of complex arithmetic. In the next

section I describe the actual computer programs which I wrote and the user

interface with these programs. I discuss practical matters such as the algo-

rithms which require the use of double precision arithmetic, the amount of

core memory required by each program. the approximate run times of the

programs, and the structure and size of the intermediate data files which

link the programs together. I then formally present the locked mode approx-

imation and show when the approximation breaks down. In this section I

also show synthetic seismograms produced by the locked mode approxima-

tion and how spurious arrivals caused by the approximation can be con-

trolled. Finally I show comparisons of synthetic seismograms produced by

the locked mode approximation with synthetics for the same structural

models which were generated using other complete solution methods.

Chapter five is devoted to showing examples of synthetic seismo-'

grams produced by the locked mode approximation for a variety of fre-

quency bandwidths, structural models and source-receiver distances. In the

first part of the chapter I show a number of examples which illustrate the

characteristics of elastic wave propagation which can be seen when using a

complete solution method. I then show an example in which theoretical

seismograms using the locked mode approximation are compared to real

observed data. This example involves modelling an underground nuclear

. . .. ,. ..... -+ +.+. + m :,.i . ,,,r.,..~ll.*,m, m., +,41lt .I " . . - -t~li . . *.* . .* .I : ,*. .. ,- a-'. * ) * .
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explosion which took place in northern New Mexico and for which receivers

recorded seismograms in the 10 to 100 km distance range and the 0 to 10

Hertz frequency range. This is a well constrained example since both the

source and the structure were known and since the structure was closely

approximated by a flat layered half space.

In chapter six I conclude the dissertation by summarizing the

relative advantages and disadvantages of the locked mode approximation

when compared to other seismogram synthesis techniques. The possibility of

future extensions of my research are discussed which would extend the

range of applicability of the methods which I have developed while main-

taining the efficiency.

,p
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t.

CHAPTER II

THE FUNDAMENTALS OF NORMAL MODE THEORY

FOR FLAT !,AYERED STRUCTURES

Although the development of the theoretical basis for elastic wave

propagation can be traced all the way back to Lord Rayleigh's time, the

first occurrence of the complete solution of the elastic wave equation in

cylindrical coordinates and for flat, plane layered, isotropic and laterally

homogeneous elastic media is given by Sezawa (1931). He uses a

transformed version of the elastic wave equation which eliminates all deriva-

tives except foi the depth derivatives and thus he reduces the problem of

S( solving the elastic wave equation to one of solving several ordinary differen-

tial equations and evaluating inverse integral transforms. The form of the

solution which Sezawa presents is identical to that used by all modern day
a'

seismologists who work in cylindrical coordinates.

Sezawa did not give solutions for the depth dependent ordinary

differential equations for arbitrary vertical velocity distributions and the

next major development was aimed at solving these equations. Thomson

(1950) derived a solution for the depth dependent differential equations

which was expressed in terms of recursive matrix multiplications.

Thomson's method applied to elastic structures which were composed of

planar, isotropic and completely homogeneoux layers which were welded

together along their top and bottom surfaceo Although each layer had to be

homogeneous there was no restriction on the number of different layers that

were welded together or on the thinness of each layer and so, in the limit of

%..............................................................................................
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an infinite number of infinitesimally thin layers, Thomson's method pro-

vided complete solutions of the depth dependent differential equations for

arbitrary vertical velocity profiles Haskell (1953) embraced Thomson's

approach and basically streamlined it and applied it to produce numerical

computations of the fundamental Rayleigh dispersion curve for several sim-

ple structural models. The Thomson-Haskell matrix method has provided a

formalism for obtaining complete solutions of the elastic wave equation and,

as with Sezawa's work, this has become one of the basic tenets of a large

branch of subsequent research.

It wasn't until digital computers became generally available that

the next major developments in the theory of seismic wave propagation in

cylindrical coordinates took place. In the early sixties a number of research-

ers applied the Thomson-Haskell matrix method to write computer pro-

grams for locating Rayleigh dispersion curves (e.g Dorman, et. a). (1960).

Press, et. al. (1961)). Numerical instabilities in the Thomson-Ha skell

-C method were discovered at this time however these instabilities occurred at

frequencies which weie above the range of interest of the researchers. Har-

krider (1964) made the next major contribution by showing how to compute

time domain synthetic seismogram-, for Rayleigh and Love surface waves

and for arbitrary point sources at arbitrary depths. This research was based

directly on the Thomson-Haskell matrix method and it suffered an addi-

tional numerical instability associated with the source depth.

In the following chapter I give a condensed yet complete sum-

mary of linear elastic wave theory for flat, plane layered. laterally homo-

geneous structures. This treatment will draw primarily from the work of

Harkrider (1964) and Ben-Menahem and Singh (1972 and 19S1) who show

how a complete solution of the elastic wave equation can be expressed in

- - .o- . . . . .



terms of vector cylindrical harmonics. but in oroer to preserve continuity. I

will use my own notation and layering conventions. I will show how normal

mode solutions are derived from the general solutions of the elastic wave

equation and to what extent these solutions are related to other types of

solutions such as ray theoretical and reflectivity solutions. I will also point

out both accuracy and efficiency problems which come up in the numerical

implementation of the theory. These problems will be addressed in detail in

subsequent chapters and constitute the major portion of my research.

2.1 Basic Assumptions

In order to obtain tractable solutions of the elastic wave equation

it is necessary to make a number of assumptions. Most of the assumptions

I have made fall in this category and are absolutely necessary in order to

solve the problem at all. I have however made a few additional assump-

tions which were made primarily to narrow the range of the problem and I

will outline the necessary steps which must be taken to remove these

assumptions.

The first assumption is that of a linearized elastic wave equation.

This is widely used and accepted by seismologists and is justified by the

small amplitudes of differential strains that are produced globally by most

seismic disturbances. The exception to this is in the near vicinity of a large.

non-linear seismic source such as an earthquake or a nuclear explosion

Even in these cases we can consider the elastic wave field to be linear

beyond some volume which encloses the non-linear source region and

represent the source by an equivalent linear point source (e.g. Bache and

Harkrider (1976)). In this case our solution will be invalid within the non-

linear region but will be valid outside that region.

-p

5,

p.o
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The second assumption is an earth structure which is laterally

homogeneous. This is the most restrictive assumption and considering the

attention that seismogram synthesis for laterally homogeneous structures

has received in the past, some justification is deserved at this point. I justi-

fied the laterally homogeneous assumption based upon the following three

premises:

1. A starting point for the solution of certain laterally inhomogene-

ous problems is an accurate, efficient and complete solution to the

laterally homogeneous problem.

2. Although much work has been directed, towards the laterally

homogeneous problem. an accurate efficient and complete solution

is yet to be realized.

3. Spectral solutions of the elastic wave equation promise the most

efficient solution to the problem, at least when compared to the

methods used presently.

The second premise can be justified by a quick review of existing methods

for synthesizing seismograms for laterally homogeneous structures. These

methods fall into two general categories: ray theoretical methods and com-

plete solutions methods. Ray theoretical methods, although efficient and

accurate, do not, in general, provide complete solutions (Hartzell and Helm-

berger (1982)). The complete solution methods are all closely related to the

original reflectivity method (Fuchs and Muller, (1972)) and suffer fromr

being rather inefficient. This is due to the direct numerical integration

approach used by all of these methods to compute the inverse Hankel

transform. Discrete spectral representations of the solution, however, al]ov%

for the inverse Hankel transform to be evaluated analytically in term- of a

residue sum which, in addition to avoiding the accuracy problems associated

,- .) " . .= - .° "' "."%=, =* " ' " o" % ". " * "%* -° =0
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with direct numerical integration, ak6o provides a more efficient solution as I

will show later.

The third assumption is the flat earth approximation. This is nri
5%

at all restrictive and can be easily justified for several reasons. First of all,

as will be shown later, the major applicability of the spectral method will be

for near field problems where the flat earth approximation is quite good on

its own. If the source receiver distances become large, a flattening correc-

tion can be applied to the vertical structural dependence which will give

S very good solutions out to teleseismic distances. It should be pointed out

that all ray theoretical solutions end up making the flat earth approxima-

tion implicitly by using the Poisson sum formula to convert discrete sum

solutions in terms of spherical wave functions to continuous integral solu-

tions in terms of cylindrical or Cartesian wave functions.

The fourth assumption is that the earth structure will be made

up of homogeneous layers connected by flat plane interfaces. At first this

A. may appear to be a restrictive assumption, but we can represent any arbi-

trary depth dependence for some finite wave length by specifying a large

number of suitably thin layers. The question, then, is whether it is more

efficient and accurate to use a large number of homogeneous layers or a

smaller number of inhomogeneous layers and I will address this question in

more detail in a later section.

The fifth assumption is that the earth structure will be isotropic.

This restriction can be reduced to that of lateral isotropy without any fun-

damental change in the analytical development of the solution although

with the expense of significantly increased algebraic complexity.

5,0
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The sixth assumption is that the source of seismic energy will be

a spatial point source. Once again this is not a restrictive assumption since

any distributed source can be represented as either an equivalent point

source or a linear superposition of a large number of point sources placed

along the boundary of the distributed source.

2.2 Differential Equations, Coordinate Systems, and Boundary

Conditions

The most general representation of the linearized elastic wave

equation in Cartesian coordinates is:

cr ,' + Pf, = p i, (2.2.1)

where ui is the space and time dependent stress tensor, fj is the space and

time dependent applied body forces. p is the space dependent density and ut

is the space and time dependent displacement vector. Integer indices range

from one to three with the implied summation convention. Partial differen-

tiation is indicated by ,j = )i aj and -= a2/at' .

The stress tensor is related to the displacements through the con-

stitutive tensor, C, j k1:

oI, C kI Uk.. (2.2.2)

Using the first law of thermodynamics and assuming adiabatic elastic defor-

mations, one can show:

C CIIJ =  
, (2.2.3)

and since the stress and strain tensors are svmmetric,

Cijkl = Cjik( = Ci.lk = Cjilk (2.2.4)

Equations (2.2.3) and (2.2.4) reduce the number of independent components

.- • ... i .-I I i *! . .
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in Cijk to 21 and this is the number of elastic constitutive parameter-

which must be specified for a general anisotropic material. Since we hay,

assumed a linearized elastic wave equation, each of these parameters depen(

Wa only on the spatial coordinates and not on the displacement or any of its
"S

S[ derivatives. Also, since we assumed a laterally homogeneous structure, the

elastic constitutive parameters (along with the density) will only be depen-

dent on one spatial coordinate, x3 .

If we assume lateral isotropy about the x3 axis, the number of

independent elastic constitutive parameters reduces from 21 to 5 and follow-

ing the notation of Takeuchi and Saito (1972) we represent these parame-

ters with the coefficients A, C. F, L and N in expression (2.2.2).

all= A(ujj + u2 ,2 ) - 2Nu 2,2 - Fu3,3 (2.2.5)

022 = A(u 1 ,j u22 ) - 2Nuj, - FU .3

33 F(ul. U2.2) -, Cu3.3

023 = L(u 2,3 - u3 2 ) = 3-.

a 31 L L(u 3 1  u 1 ,3) 0 013

V 12 N(U1 .2 -U11 1) 021

For the case of a completely isotropic material.

A = C-= A - 2w,L= N ,F A (2.2.6)

where A and u are the Lamb elastic parameters and we can rewrite equation

(2.2.2) in the following familiar form:

Vi. =  A 5ijukk P(u,, - uj.) (2.2.7)

Typically the elastic parameters are redefined in terms of the P and S wave

%.
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velocities in a homogeneous isotropic material

a = X"(A - 2u)'p, = v'P (2.2.8)

For the case of a laterally isotropic material we can also define the elastic

parameters in terms of horizontal and vertical propagating P and S wave

velocities.

OH \'X-p. O- =C/P

(2.2.9)

VNi vN , t7'

and we are left over with a fifth coefficient, F.

The constitutive relations (2.2.5) and (2.2.7) along with the elas-

tic parameters allow us to model either a full elastic material or an acoustic.

liquid material by setting 8 = 0. We can also model an anelastic material

by allowing the elastic moduli to have non-zero imaginary components and

this will be addressed in more detail in a later chapter.

In order to easily represent the radiation field from point sources

and to match boundary, conditions at horizontal layer interfaces, the coordi-

nates will be changed from Cartesian to a cylindrical coordinate system and

all of the following analytical developments will be done in cylindrical coor-

dinates. The cylindrical coordinate system is shown in Figure 2-1 along

with layer numbering conventions At a later point in the theoretical

development the assumption of a layered structure will be made and since I

will be writing solutions of the wave equation in each individual layer and

then matching boundary conditions throughout the stack, I employ both a

global coordinate system and a set of local coordinates, each relative to an

individual layer. The origin of the global coordinate system will be at the

free surface with the poultr,, z-axil pointing down The origin of a local

e~5'.
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coordinate system w" be at the top of the layer, with the radial and azimu-

thal coordinates being the same for all of the coordnate systems.

I distinguish between the global and local vertical coordinates by

using an unsubscripted or unsuperscripted z for the global coordinate and a

superscripted (P) for local coordinates where p is the layer index. The

depth of the bottom of the pt" layer in global coordinates is z = h(P whereas

the thickness of the p" layer is f(P), ( (P) = h(P -h(P). This dual

representation is used for all of the functions of z as well. Whenever a func-

tion of z appears without a layer superscript it is understood that the argu-

ment will be in global coordinates and whenever a layer superscript does

appear, then the argument of the function will be in local coordinates.

Thus for some function, f(z)

f(z) 1< P)(Wi (2.2.10)

By making the flat earth and laterally homogeneous assumptions. the elastic

moduli and density will be dependent only on the z coordinate and the

lateral isotropy assumption will imply isotropy about the z-axis.

The boundary conditions will be specified either in terms of dis-

placements and tractions, or in terms of wave field functions (radiation con-

dition). The displacements are denoted by u,(r.0.z-t). uo(r.8,z:t), u,(r.O.z;t).

and the tractions across a horizontal plane are T,(r.O.z:t), TO(r,8,z.t). and

T,(r,.,z.t). The boundary conditions are as follows

1 A traction-free surface will exist at the top of the structure (z = 0).

T,(r...t) - Tj(r,0.Ot) - (2 2 11)

- T,(r, O.t) 0 for all r.O.t

2 Either a radiation coridit ,n %ill exist for a semi-infinite bottorii layer.

r, , at 7 a ( 2.12)

,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~...,..,..:.........,...... .. .-................................... , .,.. ...-. :,a.,- - -.:-.,, - .-. ,,.,-......
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or a plate boundary condition will exist for the underside of the bottom

layer at z = H which can be specified in several ways; either

T(r,O,H;t) = T#(r,O,H;t) = T,(r,0,H;L) = 0 for all r,O,t, (2.2.13)

or

u,(r,O,H;t) uo(r,O,H;t) = u,(rO,H:t) = 0 for all r,9,t, (2.2.14)

or

T,(r,$,H;t) = Tg(r,,H;t) = u,(r,O,H~t) = 0 for all r,9,t . (2.2.15)

The mixed boundary condition given by (2.2.15) insures no conversion

of P to S energy at the plate bottom or vice versa.

3. Tractions and displacements will be continuous along the z-axis for all

r,6, and t as long as the elastic moduli are continuous except at the

source location.

4. For a horizontal interface at z = h where the elastic moduli change

( discontinuously, the boundary conditions will be specified according to

the type of discontinuity. For a solid-solid discontinuity,

T,(r,O,h*;t) = T,(r,O,h-;t)

Tp(rf.h*;t) = T#(rOh-:t).

T,(r,O,h";t) = T,(r.0,h-;t). (2.2.16)

u,(r,O,h';t) = u,(rO,h- t),

ue(r,O.h :t) = ue(r,O,h- ;t),

and u,(r,8.h';t) = u,(r.O,h :t),

for all r., and t, where h* is Just below the interface and h- is just

above the interface.

i........................'
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For a solid-liquid and liquid-liquid discontinuity

T,(r,O,ht) TO(r,O,h*;t) = 0

,-. ,(r.,h -:) =T8(r,O,h- ',t) 0 ,

T,(r,,h';t) = T,(r,8,h-;t). (2.2.17)

u,(r,0,h-;t) = u,(r,0h-;t),

for all r,O, and t.

2.3 Separable Solutions of the Elastic Wave Equation in Cylindri-

cal Coordinates

The elastic wave equation (2.2.1), can be written in cylindrical

coordinates as follows:

Pul : - - (r rr) - (2.3.1)
r a r r (30

- 3 0 e 1 0

(3 z r

1 8 1 aa 8
pue = pfe +- (ra ) - -

ae
r c)r r c a Cz

Likewise, the constitutive equations (2.2.5) can also be written in

cylindrical coordinates for the casc of lateral Isotropy

lu, (I ) ue 1 2uA (A 2 - F L (3 2)(3 = r r (30 r 43z
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() UU r I C) uv* = (A-2N) - + A -- -- u, + F--
# r r "O T 3 Oz

I F P Lu,
r TO a =

"z + a

are N (aue 1 P + 1 au,) f
ar r r a8

where the coefficients A, C, L, N, and F are functions only of z. For the

case of a completely isotropic structure equations (2.3.2) reduce to the fol-

]owing:

-. lowing:(A + 2p) "!r " A u i + (2.3.3)

3r r r 30 Oz

a (A + 2u) A + ,

r - r 0 I Or z

Ou,c ~ (l Ou9  Ou,

C,, = (A.-2u)-.A -u, +--
8z r r 3 8 r

r a)O C3Z I

(au, a U,
= z ar o

= ':(OUe l U1 i + 1 

Sr9 =  8 ( Or r r o 0  
9r'

%,
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where once again A. and M are functions only of z.

Equations (2.3.2) or (2.3.3) could be substituted back into equa-

tions (2.3.1) to eliminate the stresw variables and produce a system of three

coupled, second order, partial differential equations in the three displace-

ment unknowns, u. u , and u,. The next step, normally, would be to define

three potential functions of the displacements in order to decouple the sys-

tem of equations (2.3.1). The P wave dilatational potential and the SV and

SH wave shear potential functions will only decouple equations (2.3.1) when

the structure is completely homogeneous and, in the case of an arbitrarily

inhomogeneous material, the representation of equations (2.3.1) in terms of

the potential functions would be completely coupled. Ben-Menahem and

Singh (1981) have shown, however, how separable solutions of the elastic

wave equation in cylindrical coordinates for the case of an arbitrary verti-

cally inhomogeneous structure can be represented in terms of vector cylindr-

ical harmonics. When these separable functions are substituted into equa-

tions (2.3.1), the t, r and 0 dependence are eliminated and we are left with

a set of coupled ordinary differential equations (ODE) in the depth variable,
*5,

.5,

I will thus assume the following solutions for the displacements,

u (ur.ue,.u.).

u = el'' up(Pk,k.M.7)P '(r,O) - (2.3.4)

uB(.',k,m.z) B,- '(r.0) - uC(_-,.k,m~z) Ck'(r,O))

where . is the constant angular frequency,

k is the constant horizontal wavenumber.

m is the corista-i ir tfvger azimnuthal order,

!~ N'
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and P, B and C are the vector cylindrical harmonics and are given by

Pkm(rO) = e, Y'(rO)

Bj'r'9 a 1 C3 Y V(r,O) (2.3.5)a(kr k a-e Tr..5

( a C3 1 ,.(r,9)

C-c(r,,) = Te 7. o -j-
kr ae (kr)

where e. e. and e, are unit vectors in the r, e and z directions and Yk(r.8)

is the scalar horizontal wavefunction and is

Yk(r,O) = Jm(kr) e' e  (2.3.6)

J(kr) is the integer order Bessel function of the first kind.

In order to satisfy the boundary conditions it will be necessary to

compute the tractions across the z=constant plane as well as the displace-

( ments. Separable solutions for the tractions in terms of vector cylindrical

harmonics will also be used.

T = e (Tp(,.k.mz) Pk(rO) (2.3.7)

T B("I,kmr.z) Bk(r,O) Tc(.,.kmz) Ck(r,0)

where T = (Tr,T0,T,) and

Tr = n

TO= 
0'Uz

Finally. I will represent the body forces, pf = (pf7, pfe, pfj), in the sam

manner as the displacements and tractions.
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pf e fp(. ,rkmz) P m(r,O) + (2-3-8)

+ fB(.-,k,rn,z) B,'r,O) - fc(-.kA,m.z) C'r0

If we substitute equations (2.3.4), (2.3r7), and (2.3.8) into equa-

tions (2.3.1) and (2.3.2) and use relations (2.3.5) and (2.3.6) along with

various properties of integer order Bessel functions, the t. r and 0 depen-

dences can be factored out leaving a system of six coupled ordinary differen-

tial equations of z, in the dependent variables Up. uB. uc. Tp, T B, and T c .

The resulting z-dependent ODEs can be written as follows:

0 k 0 0 0F- --

C C
Up Up

-k 0 0 - 0 0UB L UB
d Tp _J:p 0 0 k 0 0 Tp

d
0 1 A - ' -TZ TB -A Il i TB

UC C C uc

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 (k2N- wp) 0

0
0
fp

'fB (2.3.9 )

0
fc

Once gain the elastic moduli A. C, L, N. and F are arbitrary functions of z

and at this point we have madh no approximations or assumptions other

than linearity, laterally homogfrwous structure and laterally isotropic struc-

ture.
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Because of the separable form of the solutions expressed by equa-

tions (2.3.4) and (2.3.7), equations (2.3.7) must hold at a fixed W, k and m

-' for all t, r and e. Thus the boundary conditions expressed by equations

(2.2.11) through (2.2.17) will be insured by applying them to the depth

dependent spectral functions in equations (2.3.9).

2.4 Solutions of the Depth Dependent ODEs: The Propagator

Matrix

We can write equations (2.3.9) in a more convenient form as fol-

lows:

d {y(z)} = [U(z)j y(z)) - {w(z)}, (2.4.1)
dz

where {y(z)) is the six component displacement-stress vector, and is given

by

"- y1(z) Up

y2(z) UB

Y3(z) Tp

y4(z) = TB (2.4.2)

y5(z) Uc

y6(z) Tc

{w(z)} is the six component forcing function vector and for a time and space

distribution of simple body forces is given by

W1(z) 0

%k2(z) 0
W?(z) fp 

(2.4.3), %%() f,

5(z) 0
(Z) fc

V6Z
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*' and [U(z)I is a six by six matrix -hose element are functions only of .,k

and depth dependent elastic moduli.

It is obvious from equations (2.3.9) that we can partition equa-

tions (2.4.1) as follows,

and

d tL. )) ) Lt Z) L(z))}- .()) (2 4.5)

dz

Where

S4(z) %A4(2)

kF -

-k 0 0 4

pvR1"() 2 = 0 0 k , (2.4.6)

Ik2(2 P~ ~~p a- p

and

ILY() X6(Z) , 'L%(Z)}

(2.4.7)

o

kLU(,) (' _2p) o
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and where the R subscript denotes Rayleigh or P-SV wave motion, the 1

subscript denotes Love or SH wave motion, and the elastic moduli A, C, L

and N have been replaced by the P and S wave vertical and horizontal velo-

cities, OV, OV, ,, and OH from equations (2.2.9). We can easily determine

IRUj and LU for a completely isotropic structure by setting OV = OH=

= = and F = A.

Consider the homogeneous or unforced part of equation (2.4.1).

namely,

d (Y}=)~ {} (2-4.8)
dz

Gilbert and Backus (1966) studied solutions to this equation and popular-

ized and generalized the propagator matrix method which was first

employed by Thomson (1950) and Haskell (1953) for the case of a plane

homogeneous layered structure. In order to solve (2.4.8) the matrizant of

IUI is defined as follows,

JA(z.z0 ) = -.- f'U(¢,)] d 1 - (2.4.9)

. fu(1): f JU( )' dede.

where [I] is the unit matrix. Differentiating the matrizant with respect to z

gives,

t

ddz

t.

or

d
T A(zdz0 ) = 1z) A(zz 0). (2.4.10)

SSZ
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If we post multiply (2.4.10) by {y(zo)) we arrive at,

,d_ [A(z, ,o) ( zo)) U(,,) JA(, zo) (,,zo) (2.4.11)
dz

and comparing this to equation (2.4.8) it follows that,

{y(z)} = 'A(z,z0)J {y(zo)} . (2.4.12)

When we include the forcing function vector {w}, equation (2.4.12) becomes
I

{y(z)) = 'A(z,zo)' {y(zo)} - f A(z, )' {w()} d. (2.4.13)
to

The matrizant of [U] given by equation (2.4.9) allows us to pro-

pagate the solution for {y) from some initial depth, z0, to some other depth,

z, and thus the matrizant is usually called the propagator matrix. One

obvious property of the propagator matrix which must be true in order for

relation (2.4.12) to be valid is that,

IA(z,z) = 1I . (2.4.14)

Another important property of the propagator matrix is that it is only

dependent on w, k, z, and the depth dependent elastic moduli, and is

independent of r, e and the azimuthal order m. The major difficulty, then

in determining spectral solutions of the elastic wave equation for a laterally

homogeneous structure, is in computing the propagator matrix.

Consider the {y} vector at three depths, z., z1. and Z2, such that

Z2 > ZI > Z0. From equation (2.4.13).

a'

{y(zl)} 'A(zl,zo)' {V(z0)} - f 'A(zl, )' {w(f ) d

and

{y(22)} A(Zzz) {vz1)} - f A(Z2.'0 w() d
t",

1, p

. -5-*S .* .. . -. . .- . - - . . ..-_ . - . ,. .. . . . .-. .. - - . . .- ° .- .- - . . .- -. ° .'
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or

{y(z2)) = [A(z 2,zl)) JA(zj,zO)l {y(z0))

I

-[A(z 2,21)" f [A(zj, ), {w(( )} d

to

but since

{y(z2)} A(zl,zo)' {y(zo)} - f fA(z2,5),' {w(5)) cl

[A(z 2 ,ZD)* = [A4z2 401 1 JA(z1 ,zo) (2.4.15)

Equation (2.4.15) expresses an important property of the propagator matrix

which is especially useful when dealing with layered structures. The depth

restriction, 22 > z1 > 2o, is actually not necessary and as a corollary to

(2.4.15),

[A(zo,zo)7 !1 fl = A(zO,zj)! IA(zl,z 0 )'

or

IA(z0 ,z1 ); = A(z,zo)' .(2.4.16)

Thus the upward propagator matrix between two depths is the inverse of

the downward propagator matrix between the same two depths.

For the case of a general heterogeneous structure with depth.

equation (2.4.9) cannot be. solved analytically and the only method

presently available is that of numerical integration. In practice equation

* (2.4.1) is integrated with respect to z so that,

{y~z} = y~z 0 } f ( )' {y d) f {w(ff} d
f.I
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(2.4.1")

The six by six propagator matrix can be determined by ignoring the forcing

function contribution in (2 4.17) arid then numerically integrating [U(z)l

{y(z)} six times with each element of the starting value of {)(z0)} set con-

secutively to unity, the other elenjerits being zero The resulting six values
of the vector {y(z)} will constitute the six columns of A(z.z:) It should be

pointed out at this time that all solutions of the depth dependent ODEs for

an arbitrary heterogeneous medium are in fact approximations to the exact

solution. Thus we should evaluate candidate approximations according to

accuracy, efficiency and ease of implementation.

One candidate approximation which is very popular and rela-

tively easy to implement is to assume the structure is made up of a number

of plane layers, each layer being completely homogeneous. It is obvious

that any arbitrary depth dependence can be approximated by a large

number of sufficiently thin homogeneous layers welded together. The

approximation would then break down at wavelengths less than or equal to

the individual layer thicknesses, and the approximation could be made arbi-

trarily accurate by decreasing the layer thicknesses.

In order to see why the homogeneous layered structure approxi-

mation is easy to implement let us first consider the case of a completely

homogeneous structure. In this case (Ul is independent of z and can be

taken outside of the integrals in (2.4.9) which then gives

JA(z.zo) (z - z )' - (z -z).

2 1 te y

-expl (z z D) .(2.2 1S)

Wecan apply Sylvester's formiula (Hildebrand (1952fl to compute any func-
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tion of a matrix in terms of the eigenvalues of that matrix.

H (Vu>- A-I)

rukfoUD = f(.Ak) k - (2 4 1~

where [U] is a square n x n matrix with distinct eigenvalues, A, i = 1,2.n.

We now have an explicit analytical solution for the propagator matrix in

terms of the eigenvalues of (z - zo)1U.. From equations (2.4.18) and (2 4 19)

we can see right away that the solutions for the propagator matrix %%iL; 1,

exponential functions in z which is what we might have expected for a

homogeneous structure. It is the exact solution for the propagator mat rLx

given by (2.4.19) along with the simple functional dependence with depth

that makes the homogeneous layered approximation easy to implement.

relatively efficient and arbitrarily accurate. As for as I can determine, there

is no other structural approximation for which an exact analytical sohu'on

for the propagator matrix can be obtained.

The eigenvalues of (z - zo)' for SH waves are easy to compute

and from equation (2.4.7) are

A~ ~ ~ II +2z 0
= i (z - z0) 4 - - "

A2= -(z- 2) - ,'k- - (242W

The Love wave propagator matrix can now be expressed as follows fr a

solid laterally isotropic homogeneous material

'L . (Z .Z ' ) e x p (z ( 1 .

e x p ( ) (2 4 2 11

U,.. " " ,I %'" " q '"'"' ' "
% 

"
"*"%-"," 

%
" ' '

" """ "" " q

" " " "" ' " *' , "%
" " *

J "",
'

"" " " "," 
' " ,

" ' j"
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I Z . sZc,h 1'z ) L )

-. I (( 2'; 2
,  

ZC) ti •

iII" [ ,'({/ ZL (2) 4.22)

where It, is the l~ov ,. rtical v avenuimber and is given b,

" , . 'L I- -- 2 4.23)

I have chosen the"er cc,71tl v:.i,,ber by analog-y with the horizontal

wavenumber so that Ahe,, It, i rcal, propagating solutions occur in the z-

direction and when LL' is irnagiiarv. irihomogeneous or evanescent solutions

exist. The propagator matrix h, ' x . remain, real for all real values of.,

k. 3H. i\ and p. Also, even thoug:. , i, a dual valued function due -o the

square root. the propagator ,f,' .,lef is single valued This is because

boTh values of Lv are Ii:.24.. ,. .,,::. cr matrix ,which can bet more

easily seen in equatio ,l l . I "}.ert " i(z - L1  and

- - i(z - z,) ,,.

Consider th,, tra:n cfrc,, cnc. atr; B Ahlch diagonalize- 'I"

(i I i2 4 24)

7,A'- .. '- ..- .... v -.-''-.' .- "'-.-"% .'..-:'---.-.'-.'.- ..". -. "-"-"-',..- : -: " '. ". '."--" .," " .,: , -, , , .- ,

!, , - . . . ;,.-.-.....;. . , ,' . . . . (,_, • , " 5 " _ " ,_; " _" '
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Obviously, the diagonalized version of JU] will consist of diagonal elernents,

equal to the eigenvalucs of [CI and the columns of [B] will be equal to the n

eigenvectors of [U]. Let us use [B] to transform the stress-displacement vec-

tor, {Y}, also.

{v}= [B) {y) ,

or

(y)} [B] (v) (2.4.25)

Substituting into equation (2.4.8) and assuming a completely homogeneous

material,

[13 (v} !U!B~fv}dz

dz{}=B' [UjBjv}

or

d_ {v}= !A' {v}. (2.4.26)
dz

defining the propagator matrix for the transformed vector, {v}, as '(z~z 0)'

and applying Sylvester's formula we geL,

{v~z} = V~zZOY ~(Z~} .(2.4.27)

I V(z,zo)' exp((z -zo) A)

exp((Z -Z 0)A1)
exp((z - zo)A 2) 0D

V~z~ 0 ) =(2.4.28)

exp((z o-%
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This transformed version of the stress-displacement vector has

been used extensively by Kennett, Kerry and Woodihouse (1978) and Ken-

nett and Kerr' (1979) who show how complete, numerically stable solutions

to the elastic wave equation for plane homogeneous layered structures can

be expressed in terms of a generalized ray expansion. They refer to the vec-

tor, {v}, as the wave or wavefield vector and its elements are decoupled

from each other in a homogeneous material due to the diagonal form of the

wavefield propagator matrix, IN". The six elements of {v) are, in fact, the

w, k and z dependent factors in the P, SV and SH potential functions for

upward and downward propagating waves. Thus the elements of the wave-

field vector are the w, k and z dependent complex amplitudes of P, SV and

SH rays travelling either upward or downward through the homogeneous

material. The matrix JB], then, transforms the z-dependent solutions from

a ray representation to a stress-displacement representation. Using IBI we

- can easily relate the stress-displacement propagator matrix directly to the

wave field propagator matrix.

B 1 'A(z,zo)- B jV(z,zo)' 'B (2.4.29)

The !BJ matrix also proves useful in computing reflection and

transmission coefficients across layer interfaces Because of the usefulness of

9B], I will compute the P-SV propagator matrix using (2.4.29) instead of

Sylvester's formula. The first step is to compute the eigenvalues of 'RU

given by equation (2.4.6). This reduces to solving for the roots of the fol-

lowing characteristic equation

-I -7 k - 7' )  (2 4 .3 01

IR~ ''d 0

S. % %
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where RA is an eigenvalue of [RU], and

Ov ,0 =  v ,7 a 2 + 2B2  (2.4.31)
ov p

,PP

S - k ,R 1 = k kV

RV. and Rvt are P and S wave vertical wavenumbers and when they are

real, the z-dependent solutions are propagating and when they are ima-

ginary, the z-dependent solutions are evanescent as with Lv- For a com-

pletely isotropic material,

1 1, €= 0

and we can write equation (2.4.30) as follows:
2 o

RA' + RAI (Rv.2 + RV',) RVaRo, = 0, (2.4.32)

which can be factored as,

(A2 RV 2) (A2R8)=

so that

A2 RV (2.4.33)

or

R A 2  RV_ J,2

This then gives the following four solutions for RA which corresponds to

upward and downward travelling P and SV waves.

RAI = + i= i = -k RA. (2.4.34)

RA2  - iL', = - i - RA.

RA3 = i i'O = -\ iX4 - RAO

..

-..................

, "• , :, . , e:.._. _" " .".- e .. € , :,t&. ,', .,,,. : .A-,. A-." ,- .-. . .':.-A:.,.-" ,, ''' > *' k,:'.~ "2_ " ",, , .
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RA 4  
A

We can certainly obtain an explicit algebraic solution for RA2 even for the

anisotropic case, however, the form of the solution wIll generally be compli-

cated. For the isotropic case the roots FLA" are always real and distinct for

real o~, k, a, 9 and p and as long as a 4& $. For the anisotropic case the

roots, RA., may be either real or complex depending on the sign of the

discrimninant of equation (2.4.30). As long as Y7 is close to one and kc is close

to zero (weak anisotropy) we would expect the roots to remain real and dis-

tinct and the resulting wave motion Would correspond approximately to P

and SV' type wave motion. There will be values of tj and , however. for

which the roots, R' Will be complex, but since the coefficients in equation

(2.4.30) are always real, complex values of RA Will occur as complex conju-

gate pairs.

In order to compute RB. we need to compute the eigenvectors of

J. . We will compose [RU" from the four eigenvectors of 'RU' as follows:

ARB, = j{Rb),i Rb}2  { Rb} 3  (Rb}4J (2.4.35)

where {Rb} is a column vector with four components equal to the i"~ eigen-

vector of [RU), and

- lj ~b * 10} ) 1,2,3.4 .(2.4.36)

The normalization of the eigenvectors is arbitrary and so we will chose the

first component in each eigenvector to be unity so that

R13ii = RBI: R1313 R 1 0 1. Solving for the remaining components of the

eigenvectors in (2.4-36) we get

RBI,= (2.4.37)

Pra"'S
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1 2
RB2 = - adRp = - , P t

R]33 ~ 2,2- ~'

[ ;R RB .1 2 = - RBA1 , -~ ,=- B (..-

RB41  R = _a ,B_ + _oj 2 21

where 6i F , I ro dqat 1,2.3,4.

Since RA2 - Rki and RA 4  RA3, we can see that,

RBt hi RB 2 I R B24 gntoRB 23s (2.4.38)

RB - RB~j RB34 =-RB3 33,

RB42 RB42 RB44 =RB 43

We can obviously compute -RB and from equation (2.4.29) obtain an

explicit solution for the stress-displacement propagator matrix for the aniso-

tropic case.

At this point I am going to assume a completely isotropic struc-

ture. This assumption is being made primarily to simpliffy the form of the

solutions for [B) and [A] which will result in a computationally efficient

algorithm, however, there is no fundamental reason why the anisotropic

case cannot be handled in the same manner a- the isotropic case. I am also

going to redefine the stress-displacement vector, (y}, as,

y,(z)

):(Z)

V ( ) =i3(Z (Z)' (2-4.39)

Yf*9
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and

Similarly. I redefine the forcing function vector, {}as

WI l(z)

I 2(2) (WSWZ

,{ (z)/k ,LW(z)} = W.(z) (2.4.46)

4 W(2)A/,

I will drop the overbar in the following development in order to simplify the

notation. From the definition of the matrix, IRB, and assuming an isotropic

homogeneous structure we arrive at

i~ io 1 1

S i-i0
.RB P(V il P -. !) pc3 10 -pC i" 7

PC 1i - PC 1i o0  PC'(--1) P9C(h'- 1)

where we have changed the normalization from that defined by (2 4.37)

and,

c is the horizontal phase velocity. (2.4.42)
k

o,,= 32c o)2 - , v 3)21 are the cotangents of the incidence

angles for plane propagating P and S waves.

and -- 2(3 c)'.

Note that v. = ko6 and L, -- k ,, and that by redefining the stress-

displacement vector with eq'.iaiom (2 4.39) -e. have eliminated depen-

dence from RB;. We can easily compute , ' from (2.4.41)

• .4
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-h i -)

.4 Ipc 2  PC2 io (2.4.43)

2 2 -1 2a -i¢,e pci, e pc
'7 C 10

Using equations (2.4.28), (2.4.34), (2.4.41), (2.4.43), and (2.4.29) we can

solve for the Rayleigh wave stress-displacement propagator matrix for a

solid material.

RAll(z,zo) 1 -i ) cos(O0 ) + -Icos(6G0) (2.4-44)

RA1 2(Z,ZO) = - yOsin( 0,) - ') sin(0,)

( RA,3(z,zo) 2 s--Z in(O°) sin(8e1)
PC2  p 20

RA14(z'zO) ---2 p C OSO -- ,-C OS8

RA21(Z,Zo) s in($.) - -10,sin(0,6)

SS

-. R(l 3(Z.ZOA14 - - 2

4-0

RA R4(zzo) = ( o (O ) - 2 i -zo)

RA3 l(zzo) - 2(.- )2 sin(Oo)- pc 2 12 sin(O8),. , ,, .-- ..'. .. , ,.-N ., ... , . .. .A., ,. ,....,os(0),,(.v : . ... .: ..1),: c: .,o..;.-(ON ?.? ?')
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RA32 (z,zc,) - pc (-7- 1) co(8) P pc2 i -Y ) cos(9 )

RA33(z.zo) RAII(z.zC)

RA 4 1(Z'ZC) = - A32(z.z,)

)2
RA42(ZIZO) PC p 2 - 7 osin(O.) - PC(- - 1)2 '

RA,3(z.z0) = - RAI,(z,z.)

RA44(z,zZ) = RA 22(Z.ZO)

where

= (z - 7,) v' 0  (z - zc) ko . (2.4.45)

and

Og = (z - zo) ,' = (z - zC) ko0

Once again, as with the SH case, we can see that although 0,, 1/. 0, and v,

are dual valued, the elements of the propagator matrix are all single valued.

In order to compute the propagator matrix for a liquid or acous-

tic layer let us renormalize the last two columns in [RB with 1/(i04) and

then let 8 -- 0. We can see from (2.4 41) that the last two columns and the

last row of [RB] will go to zero and the 4 - 4 jRB' matrix will be singular

and non-invertible. For an acoustic layer only the upward and downward

P-wave solutions will exist and so we need to partition out a 2 x 2 non-

singular matrix from the 4 4 IjRB matrix in order to determine a solution

for the acoustic propagator matrix. We define the acoustic 1B matrix a,

follows.

,,-,...,,- ,.,. . ..- . .,,.. . • ,' -•. ... ...... . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .
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\ yl(z) = [AB: V2(Z) (2.4.46)

-where

[i°. -°io
iAB' = - pc2 •  (2.4.47)

We should note that the second and third rows of [RB] are linearly depen-

dent for S8 = 0 and so for an acoustic layer,

yS(z) = -pc 2 y 2 (z) . (2.4.48)

"", VWe can invert [AB, to get
S.

iAB - - (2.4.49)... 2 I - I/1 pc 2|

and obtain the 2 x 2 acoustic propagator matrix.

i-'- = IAA(z,zo)' (z ) (2.4.50)

cos(eo) -asin(8o) 1
LA(z,zo) p2 os( ) (2.4.51)

-p0os0)

We can also rewrite (2.4.51) in terms of a 4 4 matrix using equation

(2.4.48).

cos(190) -(psin(19.) 0 0
sin(Po) cos(Oo) 0 0

eAA(z,zo)] = 2 2 (2.4.52)
Ssn(e0 ) -PC cos(9 0)

0 0 0 0

".4.

..
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We have already dealt with the Love wave propagator matrix.

but we will write down the solutions for ILBI, [[B1-, and ILA(z,zu), for the

case of a-n isotropic homogeneous material.

113'1p2i ~p2j (2.4.53)

LB = (2.4.54)

cos(Oa) sin(0e6)

1LA(z,zO)I = -B 2 si(O) cos(G00 (2.4.55)

Equations (2.4.44), (2.4.55), and (2.4.52) give the stress-

displacement propagator matrices for P-SV, SH, and acoustic materials

which are completely homogeneous and isotropic. In order to compute pro-

-, pagator matrices for a homogeneous layered structure we need to apply the

layer interfae boundary conditions given by equations (2.2.16) and (2.2.17).

(P)

* First we start by defining the layer propagator matrix, a ]j, which relates

the stress-displacement vector at some point within the p" homogeneous

laver to the stress-displacement vector at the top of the layer.

i(WO)= -a (). (P )), {y("(O)} (2.4.56)

* ~a (()'=(2.4.57)

where (P) = z - h(-) 0 <_ (P)

and (), e() and h(-1 are show,%n in figure 1.

When I( ~P) then the lave'r propagator matrix will relate the stress-
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displacement vector at the bottom of a layer to the vector at the top of the

layer.

For a solid material we can now start at any layer interface, p,

and propagate the stress-displacement vector to any other interface, q,

(where p < q) by applying the welded interface boundary conditions

expressed by equations (2.2.16) and by repeating equation (2.4.56) and in

doing so we define the interlayer propagator matrix, A('")I,

ly(h(q))) = ! {y(h()} . (2.4.58)

The interlayer propagator matrix is,

IA(",)] = 1 [a (C(q-'p1-1)) (2.4.59)

For a solid-liquid, liquid-solid, or liquid-liquid interface, the situation is a

little more complicated and I will cover these cases in the next section.

Equations (2.4.44), (2.4.52), (2.4.55), (2.4.57), and (2.4.59) give

the exact solution for the stress-displacement propagator matrix in a verti-

' *.cally heterogeneous material made up of plane homogeneous layers. Thus

the approximation made here is in the representation of the structural

model and not in the solution itself. As I stated previously, candidate

approximations for the propagator matrix in an arbitrarily heterogeneous

material with depth must be compared on the basis of accuracy, efficiency

and ease of implementation. The plane homogeneous layered approxima-

tion is exact for the structural model it represents and can be made arbi-

trarily accurate to represent any structural model in a straightforward and

physically interpretable manner. Also this approximation is relatively effi-

cient and easy to implement due to the simple algebraic-trigonometric form

of the solution.
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I was able to compare the homogeneous layered approximation

directly with the full wave theory or Langer approximation which has been

used extensively by Paul Richards and was modified by Vernon Cormier

(1980) to compute the stress-displacement propagator matrix in a layered

structure in which the layer elastic moduli vary linearly with depth. The

Langer approximation ran about ten to twenty times slower than the homo-

geneous layered approximation on a per layer basis. Also the Langer

approximation is an approximation of the solution and not in the represen-

tation of the structure and it breaks down when velocity gradients within a

layer become large. Wkhen this happens the structure must be broken up

into thin layers as with the homogeneous layered approximation.

2.5 Integral and Spectral Representations for the Solution of the

Elastic Wave Equation

Equation (2.3.4) represents a solution of the elastic wave equation

for all t, r, 8. and z in terms of the constant parameters w, k and m. The

final solution will be some appropriate linear combination of solutions of

form (2.3.4) spanning the range of the parameters w, k, and m. and this

appropriate combination will be determined by the source vector.

{iw(,,k,m,z)), in equation (2.4.13). In order to determine the source vector

we first define the following transforms:

2 rr

F~ft)): ff~t e - ; t t,- o.< ................. 1

where F(-) is the integral Fourier transform and F-l(-) is the inverse

integral Fourier tran~f(,r,m

4~*~*~'* .. -. , -. " - 4
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2w

G (f(O)) = I f(G) e- Im dO. m = -x, •• .0,1, • •• (2.5

."G-fm) -L ' fc k ) e'8 (2.

NI 2 w - O
2;

where G () is the discrete Fourier transform G-l() is the inverse discretf.

Fourier transform,

H (f(r)) = f(r) Jm(kr)rdr, (2.5.5)

0 < k < -t-oc, m -oc, ,-1,0,1,.

H -(f(k,m)) f(km) Jm(kr)kdk (2.5.6)

H() is the Hankel transform and H-() is the inverse Hankel transform.

Note that these transforms are normalized so that,

-F((t)))= f(t)

G (G B)))

H H(f(r)) = f(r) ,for all m.

Ben-Menahem and Singh (1981) show how any vector, )t(r.l). car,

be expanded in terms of vector cylindrical harmonics

x (r,8) = E L.- 4 kdk [k,(k.m) P m(r.8)
'.P

C 7-

.B(k.m) Bkm(r.) ,CCk(r.6)] (25 '

where using the vector cylindrical harmonic orthogonality relations.

%N
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XB(k,rn) 4 rdr 4dO X(r,O) Pk'~ (r,O)

OL 2w

kC(km) - 4d4 dO x(r,O) C m (r,e)

and * denotes complex conjugate. We can express the body force vector,

pf(.,',r,O,z), as (2.5.7) and thus the displacement vector u(w,r,9,z), as

7r kdk Iup( .,k,rn,z) P m(r,V) (2.5.9)

ut UB(;.,.k,m,z) B'(r,O) - uc(wk,m,z) Ckm(r,f)]

In order to obtain the time domain solution, we apply the inverse integral

Fourier transform to u(.,).

u(t,rO,z) = L f d ' u(.,,r,O,z) (2.5.10)

The actual values of the stress-displacement vector, {y} and thus

the values of Up, uB and uC will be functions of fp. fB and fc in equation

(2.3.8) and using (2.5.8) these are,

0C 2*

fp(-,.k~m.z) = 4 rdr 4 dO pf(w~r,8,z) Pm' (r.8) , (2.5.11)

0C 2W

fB( k'M'z) 4 rdr 4 dO pf(.r,O,z) .Bmo(r,e)

2w 4

rdr dO pf(...,z) C m (r,)
k9

-. - - -. ',% - , -. . .-. " . % - ,



where

pf~u),r,8,z) = f dw •- iwt pf~t,r,8,z).

-00

Equations (2.5.11) allow us to express any space and time distribution of

body forces in terms of frequency and depth dependent vector cylindrical

harmonics. Using equations (2.4.3) and (2.4.13) along with the expressions

for the propagator matrix and the boundary conditions at the top and the

bottom of the structure, we can compute the stress-displacement vector at

any depth. Finally, with equations (2.4.2), (2.5.9) and (2.5.10) we can com-

pute the displacement vector, u, for all space and time.

At this point I will make the following assumption regarding the

source vector, {w}.

{w(w,k,m,z)) = 6(z -z.) fE(.,u,k,m)X (2.5.12)

I am thus restricting the source to a horizontal plane at depth z We can

see from equation (2.4.13) that if z < z < zo, or if zs < Zo < z, or if

ZS > z > 20, or if zS> 20 > z (i.e. z., is not between z and 20), then the

integral in (2.4.13) will be zero. On the other hand. if z < z < z0, or

z < z5 < z, then

{y(z)} = A(zz 0 )i {y(z 0 )} - 'A(z,z,) {E}, (2.5.13)

Z < Zs < Z0 or z0 < Z2< .

The vector function {J} is called the source jump vector since it causes a

discontinuous jump in the stress-displacement vector. Notice that this

"jump" condition only exists when the source is restricted to a horizontal

plane (or a point) and that for a spatially distributed source in depth, the
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stress-displacement vector will remain continuous everywhere.

The problem of computing the stress-displacement vector for a

given source at depth z. has now been reduced to a linear algebra problem.

For a completely solid material we can relate the stress-displacement vector

at the top interface to the stress-displacement vector at the bottom inter-

face as follows:

{y(O)} = ,A(O.z,)! {y(z 3 -)} (2.5.14)

{y(H)) = A(H,z5 )i {y(z +)},

{Y(Q} {)(z-)} - {I}

where z is immediately above the source,

and z* is immediately below the source.

and 0 = zT is the depth of the top boundary,

and H= B is the depth of the bottom boundary.

We now need to apply boundary conditions at the top and bottom of the

structure. These boundary conditions can be expressed in terms of zeroing

out some linear combinations of the stress-displacement vector and so we

define the [Et matrices as,

STE {y(O)} {0) . (2.5.15)

IBE. {y(H)) = 0},

where the superscript T denotes the top interface and B denotes the bottom

interface.
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The two [El matrices will, in general, not be square and may have

different dimensions. For a solid structure both [TEl and [BE] will have six

, columns and the sum of the number of rows for both matrices will be six.

The number of rows for each matrix will be equal to the number of boun-

dary conditions at that interface and in practice there will be three boun-

dary conditions at each of the top and bottom interfaces. The [E] matrices

are given below for the various boundary conditions expressed by equations

(2.2.11) through (2.2.15).

1. A traction free surface,

J 10 0 010 (2.5.16)
0 0 0 1

2. A rigid surface,

'E'-- 0 1 0 (2.5.17)
[0 00 0 1

3. Zero shear tractions and zero vertical displacement,

JJ = 0 0 0100 (2.5. 18)
0 0 0 001

4. No upward propagating P or S wave radiation (Sommerfield radiation

condition for a bottom half space). In order to do this we must first

transform the stress-displacement vector to the wavefield vector using

the transformation matrix, [B'. We then pick out the first, third and

fifth rows of 'B- to give for a solid half space,

,.

,,: u...~..~ ~.
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i~ pc 2  Pc2io a

=2 '(p PC2 10 PC

0 0 0 0 1

where the elastic moduli are those of the half spare,

5. No downward propagating P or S wave radiation (Sommerfeld radia-

tion condition for a top half space). In this case we pick out the

second, fourth, and sixth rows of [B'- .

h~ -- -) ' 0 0

-I - 1 0 0 .(2.5.20)I 2 '(P9 P c2 o PC2

0 0 0 0 1
P 3 2 ip'

As with the propagator matrix, it is obvious that we can partition the

IE] matrix into a 2 x 4 1R E! matrix and a I x 2 ILE! matrix.

From equations (2.5.14) and (2.5.15) we arrive at,

ITE) !A(0,z,), {Mz'j) 1 0 (2.5.21)

jBEj IA(H,z,). 6y(Z5")} (0{

BE A(H.z,)! {y(zj-)) = !BE' A(H~z,)' (E) (2.5.22)

we now define the [D] matrices as follows.

ITD(z), TE. A(0,z) .(2.5.23)

%:F-- A-



- so that

1D(z) {y(z)) = (0) ,z < z , (2.5.25)

2: ndBDz) {y(z)} = (0) ,z > ze (2.5.26)

-p.Equations (2.5.25) and (2.5.26) are important relations and will constitute

the basis for numerically stable computations of the stress-displacement vec-

tor. We can now specify the stress- displacement vector immediately above

the source as,

TD(zV)' y(z[_)) = {0) (2.5.27)

IBD(z) {y(z)} = [BD(z) fE}.

This gives us six equations in the six unknowns, ()(z-)), so we can solve for

()(z,-)). We can then compute the stress- displacement vector at any other

depth by using the propagator matrix

ED(2 5)' (y(z[) -{ - 1 (2.5.28)

(y(z)} 'A(z,z5){(~) (2.5.29)

6-(z)) A(z.z5)(yz }-{} z>z (2.5.30)

wher D~ 5)1is a six by six matrix composed of 'TDr a D IB(z) as,

~D~z5 ~(2531

.- *z -p - - -. .- - - 2 5-1

A . A -
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Once again ;D(z) can be partitioned into a four by four Rayleigh matrix

and a two by two Love matrix.

So far, in order to compute the various JD] matrices, we have

4 assumed solid-sold welded interfaces and this approach must be modified

somewhat to handle acoustic layers. Of course, Love waves will be com-

pletely blocked at a solid-liquid interface and so we will only need to

address the P-SV problem. Let us first consider the case of the P-SV

stress-displacement vector being propagated upward through a solid to

liquid interface. In this case we will denote the stress-displacement vector

in the solid material immediately below the interface as J.)} and the

stress-displacement vector in the liquid material immediately above the

interface as {Ay }. From equations (2.2.17). the boundary conditions at the

interface require the following:

I-1 A 1 (2.5.32)

R% W5 Ay3,

0 ,
R'4 =0O

RY4

A'4 =0.

in this case the shear displacemcint will generally be discontinuous. Within

the solid laver there are general'v four linearly independent components of

the stress-displacement vector with a four column (and usually two rows)

B
R D matrix Within the liquid layer there are two linearly independent

components of the stress-displart'ment vector with a two column (and usu-

ally one row) ,3D matrix. The problem then is to apply the boundary con-

ditions given by equat ,'" to determine the elements of DD from

.* I-

~/
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the elements of : BD' at the interface. This is a straightforward problem

and the results are as follows:

BD = BD BD BD BD (..3
A 1 R 11R 22 R 12 R 21'(.3)

BD = BD BD BD DA 2 R 13 R 22 R12R 3

where

*A I (2.5.34)

For the case of the stress-displacement vector being propagated upward

through a liquid to solid interface, the same boundary conditions apply and

the resulting 'BD' matrix is as follows:

BD BD
R 11 , (2.5.35)

B D B BD
R is A 2'

BD =1
R 24

BD -BD -BD BD -BD -
R 12 R 14 =R 21 R 22 R 23 =

The results for downward propagating ITD' matrices are identical.

Given the stress-displacement vector, we can write the integral

equations for the displacement vector given by (2.5.9) as Rayleigh and Love

wave components.

(2.5.361

! f k,m,zz( ) I )m- kdkRUr("'r'elz) - kr m=-o m r)

.,.,-.,~~2 Y2(,..-., ,: ... - . . .... ,.. .... -..- _- - ' .-.. .-. ,.:.- .: - ,,: -,-'- . ,--'-:-- ",'.:,.-.-.--.:.%...
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E. f Y2 f-"k'rnz~z) Jm(kr) - kdk

u r - 1 (-,l,rn.z z.) Jm(kr) e 'm kdk

and

(2.5.37)

Lul( , O ) 2 ,krmz;z) J J(kr) kdk

L 2(wrO') 2x f:- ")~5
1 X Y5? - Jm(kr) + Jm j(kr)j e 8 k Jk

Lkl( ,r.e.z) = 0,

where N V )2 and N, come from equations (2 5.28), (2.5.29) and (2.5 30).

Equations (2.5 36) and (2 5.37) are the basis for the various

numerical integration approaches A hich I refer to collectively as the reflec-

tivity method First popularized by Fuchs and Muller (1971) this direct

integration method has been modified and expanded by Kind (1978), Ken-

nett and Kerry (1979). who eliminated certain numerical instabilities. Cor-

mier (1980), who applied the Larger approximation to model inhomogenf-

ous layers and deformed the contour of integration t, avoid singularitie ir;

the integrand function a: d B(c r u(; 19' 1). - ho ektah. hed a spat ian: ar:.-

pling theoren witfL repect to t,. Hankel trajifor:x,, and applied tL;,

theorem in a dirr,", wll n c 1vnI fr valua'ing the a .r.'jr r

integ,:ais Al! of th, ref ,c I' ::,fpL,, t i . r :.:tin h, d r,-t re'w.

ical intofrat . ., f ti,, v '.' :. , .r ai +  Ir, IA it,

(2 5 36) arid .37

%

-1

. -U..]
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Another approach for evaluating the wavenumber integrals is to

deform the contour of integration in the complex wavenumber plane so as

to encircle the singularities of the integrand function and then apply the

residue theorem. The integrals given by equations (2.5.36) and (2.5.37) are

not amenable to this since the Bessel functions blow up as I k! - oc, how-

ever, Lapwood (1949) and more recently Hudson (1969) have shown how

the Bessel functions can be changed to Hankel functions of the second kind

by extending the contour of integration to -oc.
,.-

.f(km) J(kr) kdk f f(k,m)H )(kr) kdk (2.5.38)f Inm m~r 2d _ f km- t

where f(k,n) = (- 1)f+I f(-k,n),

and HM2) is the integer order Hankel function of the second kind.

The Hankel functions go to zero as I k! - oc and Im(k) < 0, so

the contour of integration can be closed by including a semicircular arc at

infinity in the lower half of the complex wavenumber plane. We now need

to consider the locations and characteristics of the singularities of the

integrand functions.

The singularities of the Hankel functions are well known and so

we turn our attention to the singularities of the stress-displacement vector,

{y), as a function of complex wavenumber. First of all we will address the

question of when {y} is a multivalued function of wavenumber with atten-

dant branch points and branch cuts. The only multivalued functions to

appear in the propagator matrices or boundary condition ([El) matrices are

the dual valued vertical wavenumber functions. v and vB (as and .

In the case of the propagator matrices, these functions always appear either

s arguments of even function, (e.g cos((2 zo)i'o)) or in products or quo.-

A. "" " " ' " ''i m') " , , " : - , .'. " '""/ . " -"" -"
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tients (e.g. v. sin((z - z0) v.), sin((z - zo0 ) va)!v) such that the result is

single valued, and thus the propagator matrices are single valued. The

boundary condition matrices. 'TE and BE', however, may be either single

valued or multivalued depending on the type of boundary condition.

For conditions where all incident seismic energy is reflected for all

wavenumbers (equations (2.5.16), (2 5.17). and (2.5.18)), the [E] matrix is

single valued and if both ITE: and BE are determined by one of these con-

ditions then we will refer to this as the plate problem. For the plate prob-

lem the various ID] matrices will also be single valued, as can be seen from

equations (2.5.23), (2.5.24) and (2.5.31) and since the source jump vector,

{E}, is always single valued, the stress-displacement vector will also be sin-

gle valued as can be seen from equations (2.5.28) to (2.5.30). Thus the con-

tour of integration can encircle the lower half of the complex waveriumber

plane without being required to detour around any branch cuts or branch

points.

The case of most interest in seismology is what we will refer to as

the half space problem, that is, a reflectivity boundary condition at the top

and a radiation boundary condition at the bottom of the structure. The

free surface boundary condition will be applied at the top of the structure

and thus TE' will be single valued and given by equation (2.5.16). The

radiation condition given by equation (2.5.19) will specify the boundary

condition matrix at the bottom IBEI, but in this case the matrix will be four

valued for P-SV waves due to the v. and v,6 functions (in the form of o,

and o.). and two valued for SH waves due to v (0). We can see then

that the P-SV stress-displacement vector will be four valued with two

branch points at L- 0 and . 0 and two branch cuts emanating from

. o . ° .o . O . ° . - o . -. * - " . • o °, - ° ," - . . - o ° . ° % -. . ° . -. . • ". o 0
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these branch points and the SH stress-displacement vector will be tw(

valued with one branch point at ve = 0 and one associated branch cut. The

* contour of integration must be deformed around these branch cuts and

branch points in order to stay on an analytic path and the resulting branch

cut integral contributions are well known and physically attributable to the

-. energy which "leaks" away into the bottom half space (Gilbert (1964)). We

have been somewhat remiss in this analysis since v. and v are functions of

k2 and so for every branch point at +k there is another at -k. Conse-

quently, there are actually four branch points and branch cuts for the P-SV

case and two branch points and branch cuts for the SH case, however since

the integration contour circles only half of the complex wavenumber plane,

only two branch cut integrals will occur for the P-SV case and one for the

SH case. As we will see this symmetry will also be characteristic of the

( poles of {y} as well as the branch points and branch cuts.

The remaining singularities of the stress-displacement vector are

the Rayleigh and Love poles which occur at values of w and k for which the

[D) matrix in equation (2.5.28) is singular. For a fixed frequency these

poles will occur at discrete wavenumbers, however in the (.k) space these

poles form continuous functions of w and k which are commonly called

dispersion curves. Thus, in order to locate the poles. we can either fix fre-

quency and look for discrete poles as a function of wavenumber (or phase

velocity, slowness, etc.), or fix wavenumber and look for discrete poles as a

14 function of frequency. Whenever the ID] matrix is singular, we can write

equation (2.5.28) as follows:

JD(K (n, E ),,I { (n.w.,s)} -= 0}, (2.5.39)

where K (n.w) is the nth value of wavenumber which at frequency ., for
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(2.5.39) is true given {E(z,) ; {0}. Note that equations (2.5.39) and

(2.5.28) are identical if {)} = {E) and if {(} = {O). Thus the {E) vector is

the stress-displacement vector for the unforced vibration problem, or in

other words, {E(n,,,,,,z)) is the depth dependence of the nt h flat earth normal

mode at frequency w.

Kazi (1976) shows how (2.5.39) can be written as an eigenvalue

problem for SH waves and defines a Love wave operator whose eigenvalues

are LK 2(nw) and eigenfunctions are {LE(n,w,z)) The definition of a Ray-

leigh wave operator is not so straightforward because of the P-SV coupling,

however, we can still compute Rayleigh wave eigenvalues and eigenfunc-

tions by searching out the singular values of [RD(d,k)'. In order to do this

we will first propagate the eigenfunctions from the source depth to the sur-

face so that,

ID(K (n....).0)' {E(nw,O)} {0}, (2.5.40)

* where

jT E(K (n,w)).
: =D(K (n,-),0) . . (2.5.41)

IBD(K (nw),0)

Note that since the {E) vector is a particular type of stress-displacement

vector, it has most of the properties of the stress-displacement vector and.

in particular, it can be computed at different depths by applying the correct

propagator matrix. One property of (E } which is not true of (y), however.

is that {E} is continuous everywhere with depth and does not suffer a

discontinuity at the source depth In fact, from equation (2.5.39) we can

see that the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are completely independent of

any source characterLtir, s,:. ,. in that equation can be replaced bN an
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other depth we chose (as in equation (2.5.40)) which of course is what we

would expect for normal mode solutions. It is this decoupling of structural

wave propagation characteristics, as manifested by its spectra or normal

modes, from the source and receiver characteristics that makes the normal

mode method an efficient solution of the elastic wave equation.

Returning to (2.5.40) we now need to compute the determinant of

[D] which we will refer to as the characteristic function

RA(w,k) = det(IRD(;,k,O) ) , (2.5 421

LA(w,k) =det(IL (,,,))

Assuming a free surface boundary condition we can write the ID] matrices

as follows:

0 0 1 0(0 0 0 1

[RD(wk,0)I = BD 10) R D (0) BD () BD (2.5.43,
BD (0) BD (0) BD (0) BD (0)

R 21 R 22 R 23 R 24

and

0 1

LD(,k,= BD() B) (2.5.44

We can easily solve for the characterkitic functions which are as follows:

- ..) B[(_R.k.) B .k,.0 (2.5 4

R R I2 1 R 2

H 12 .

The characterstic funr timi it, , , ,

°4.. - - " :( J ; . : L . . . . " " , ,
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define the eigenvalues by,

R (_,RK (n .)) = 0 , (2.5.47)

&n.

L (,LK (n...)) = 0

The normalization of the eigenfunctions is arbitrary and so we

will assume a vertical displacement and SH shear displacement of unity at

the free surface. We can solve for the remaining non-zero eigenfunction, the

P-SV radial shear displacement in terms of the ID] matrix elements so that

REl(n,w,O) = 1 (2.5.48)

RE 2(n,-;,O) = - (BDII(,VRK (n,w),O) BD( K (nw).0)

- ,DI(,.RK (n.-,0)ol D2,(w,.RK (o, )~o )
/(BD 2(,,.,RK (n...O) BD2 (,,RK (n,.,.),0)

- Dl4 (,,K (n..-,),O) BI D2 (wK (n,w),o) )

RE 3(n. ,) = 0

RE 4 (n,.., 0 ) = 0

LE I(n ,, .,0) 1 (2.5.49)

t E 2 (n , ,,,O ) 0

With the surface values of th, eigenfunctions defined, we can compute the

elgenfunctions at an:, other deti,. siiq.1% bN using the appropriate propaga

tor matrices

- .- . - ." . . . . ... .. . . ... ...... . -. .. . - . . .. ., .. .
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In order to use the normal modes we must say something about

where the modes will be located. As with the branch points, for every

eigenvalue at +k there will be one at -k due to the fact that the ID] matrix

elements are functions of k2 (or equivalently c2 ). In general, for all of the

Riemann sheets there will be both pure real and complex eigenwavenurnbers

(the exception to this are SH and acoustic plate problems for which thc.

eigenwavenumbers are always either purely real or purely imaginary). The

complex poles will be easy to deal with since we will include the residues of

those complex poles which are within the contour of integration, however

the poles on the real wavenumber axis cause a problem since the integration

contour goes directly through those poles, and we cannot know off hand

whether or not to include their residue contributions.

We could compute the principle values for these poles, but there

is a simpler way to deal with this problem. Basically, we will apply a per-

turbation to the frequency, ,., such that the poles move off of the real

wavenumber axis and can be easily identified as being within or outside of

the contour of integratio.i. We can allow the frequency to have a small.

constant imaginary component as long as lm(.x) < 0 in order to insure that

the Fourier transform remains analytic. For each pole on the real

wavenumber axis for real frequency, we can compute the group velocity. VU.

as the slope of the dispersion curve in the u.'. k space, or,

U(n,Lv) - d",idk: (2.5.50)

A small change in .,, 6.. will thus cause a small change in R K (n._'), 6,

such that.

6 6- J (2.5 .1.
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So for poles on the positive real wavenumber axis, if the group velocity is

positive then a small negative imaginary perturbation of frequency will

move the poles into the fourth quadrant where they would be within the

integration contour, and if the group velocity is negative then the frequency

perturbation will move the poles into the first quadrant where they will be

". outside of the integration contour. However, for every pole at +k there will

be one at -k and it is easy to show that a pole at +k with group velocity U

will have a companion pole at -k with group velocity -U. So the companion

poles to those on the positive real wavenumber axis with positive group

velocities will have negative group velocities and will move into the second

quadrant where they will be outside of the contour of integration. The

companion poles to those on the positive real wavenumber axis with nega-

tive group velocities will have positive group velocities and will move into

the third quadrant where they will be within the contour of integration.

The net result is that all poles with positive real wavenumbers and positive

group velocity will contribute their residues to the wavenumber integral and

those poles with positive real wavenumbers and negative group velocity will

contribute with their companion poles at -k. The wavenumber integration

contour in the complex wavenumber plane along with the branch points,

branch cuts and poles are shown in figure 2-2 for the general P-SV half

space problem. We can see from figure 2-2 that

fI-Ral I 3 - R9 2r~ i residues, (2.5.52)

where the arcs at infinity do not contribute and the sum of residues are

those within the integration contour, F.

I

I;
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We now turn our attention to the evaluation of the residues.

Returning to equation (2.5.28). we can write the solution for the stress-

displacement vector at the top of the structure as we did with the eigen-

functions

{0}
ID(0) {y(O)} = (2..53)

BD( O) ,z) i

Once gain we assume a free surface so that ID(0)] is given by equations

(2.5.43) and (2.5.44). Substituting these relations in (2.5.53) it follows that.

RYi(0) } BD(O) RBDI 2 )] BD(O) 'RA(OI zs {RZ} (2.5.54)
RY2(0)J=  R -B21 (0) RDI0 R("s

RY3( 0 ) = R4(0 ) 0

and

,y (0) BD(O) LA(0.z1 ) {L } ,  (2.5.55)

L (0 ) = o
We can see that the two by two minors of the two by four P-SV

IRBD matrix appear repeatedly throughout the analytical development of

the eigenvalues. eigenfunctions and the stress-displacement vector. In order

to save writing we will define the four by four anti-symmetric minor mairlx.

[MLJ as.

MN j(-;.k,z) = RDii(-.M.z) RD 2j(.,k.z) 2.5.56

- i (-.k.z) RD 2 ,(-',k.z

Obviously,

% %



Mi(w,k,z) = M M( ,k,) ,
AM = M 22 = M33 = M 44 = 0.

We will also have two versions of the minor matrix, fBM, and ITM

corresponding to I1D] and I[TD. The minor matrix can now be used to

simplify the solution to equation (2.5.54) as follows,

1 }-RY(0) 12BM(o) 0- BM(0) - BM2) R4()
RY (OJ - IBMM(0 BM 2(0 )  BM (0 RA(0z') R }

oa.

We can also see from equation (2.5.45) that.

R M(0) (2.5.58)

The P-SV radial displacement eigenfunction at the surface. given by equa-

tion (2.5.48), can be written as follows

RE 1(n,w,O)
R (n, ) s R E igh a Ea(n,,,0)f (25.59)

+"" BML(p K (n..),0)

M24(;,- (n)))

BM~s R (n,,,,).0)

where Rf (n,-)) is the Rayleigh wave. sui, arc ?'',': for the r)'h M,,,dc a'

frequency

Poles of equatior-. 5 , 2 . , , r _

implicitly define,, the eiger. ave r , r, , r , ,. ' , . 57

further when k is an elgf n ,! J 'A),r a%# 1 , .. ,, . - ".

' I~i ,.,....., . .. *... .,...... . . .
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eigenfunctions. but first we must state two general properties.

M13U-',k,2) - M 24 (-,k,z) (2.5.60)

This is true for all k and z It is obviously true for the boundary condi-

tions given by ec, ations (2 SAC) through (2.5.20) at the top and bottom of

the structure. a&.d, with much tedious algebraic manipulation, it can be

shown to be true at all depths. The second property allows one to relate

the elements of a P-S\" propagator matrix which propagates the stress-

displacement vector upward between two depths to the elements of the

downward propagator matrLx.

RA3 5 (U.z) 0Z R4 (Z0 ,Z) - RA1 3(z0.z) - RA 23(zo,z)

RA34 (o,Z) RA,4 (oz) - RA 4(ZO.z) - RA 24 (zO,Z)
RA (z. z,

- RA 3 (ZO.Z) - R.4l(zoz) RAlI(zo.z) RA 2 (zOZ)

B 4.2 (Zo,z) RL"42(z0,z) RA12(zO.z) RA 22 (zO.z)

(2 .5.61)

Thi, can b,, shAr ri byN using the relations that exist among the elements of

thE P-S laver prollagator matrix (equations (2.4.44)) and then reversing

the order of layer muhtiplication. Equation (2.5.6) iS a general property of

the propagator matrix it is true for all ,,, kz, and z0 and it is true even for

ar, arl',orarilv mlh,,mgen(7,,us str-cture with depth. We now define the

nurierawor ' (,r ii; 2 3 57) &s

(2.5.62)

*;,g ci' q aj " arid 2560) we can solve for {N]
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RN 0 )  B 0 0 1 RE], R~o~j R( o BM .2(o) 0 ' R'' E2 A(0") {Rx )

RN2) k ,Rk (n-w) 0j0RA 2r.

P,I

Using (2.5.61) this can be expressed as follows,

RNl(°1 = .* 4
R k=RK (n,w)

S- RA 3,(z,.O) - RA4 1 (. o I ( (, o) R 4
...- •1U ~ R~ RA3 2 (zs.0) -RA 4 2 (Zs,(J R12(l ( R

-(.'

-w {R 1 k-Rh " (n. )

(0) (0)
R 2 R RN i

We can write the Rayleigh wave eigenfunctions at the source depth as

RAII(z,O) RAl 2(zO)

RA 2 1(za.O) RA 22 (zsO)

{RESI (  w"z)) R A ,, (z,O) RA 3 2 (z,,O) k-R . (n.. ' R (2 5 4

RA 4 1(zsO) RA 4 2 (zsO)

If we redefine a new vector for the source jump vector as.

R.' .'LR I R 4 Rvi Rv2 kR .

and using (2.5.65) we can write (2.5.64) as
.5
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We may now evaluate the wavenumber integrals given by equa-

tionsr (2 5 36) and (2 5 37) in terms of branch cut integrals and residue con-

tributions Unsg equations (2 5 38), (2 5 52), (2 5 58), (2.5.68), (2-569) and

(2 5 71) we can write the frequency dependelL displacements at a receiver

location (ry , a r. 2.) due to a source confined to a horizontal plane at depth z,

a.- follo A

RU( -'.rr.-r.zr - Rc R ] (2.5 72)

- (n.-} i-r,.r El (n , z '1; l n,-.m r,r 8 Zr .

ard

Lu(- , r, r r) I .ql (2 .5 73)

L L I r '  I i r ... . E~ { E n. .z } L :n. 'rn. r r' r, r) I

A h er,,' u k arc scalar amnpltude factors and are.

A n') V n) (2.5,74)

an d

k BL[)7(O

LA L.) , (2.5.75)dL,..% Vkk:LK (n,)

R. and LA are defined by equations (? 5.451 and (2.5,46), R: and ILare

defined by equations (25.66) and (2.5 70). and and L' are defined as

follows,

JON.
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R (n,w,m,rr, z) = RE I(,w Zr) 1(n,&,m, e ) (2.5.76)

+ RE2((n,w,zr) ](n,w,mrr,8r)

Li (n,w,m ,rr,8rZr = LE ](n, Zr) 1t(nw,rn,rr,6 ) , (2.5.77)

where 1 , and ( are modified vector cylindrical harmonics and are,

1P(nwmrr'r) = e2 g1in(2) (krr) r =R (2.5.78)

aH (2 ) (kr) im

]D(n,,,mrr.er) =-(r) k=r (2.5.79)r d e (3 k r)k -R K ( n , - -') , r = r r

H (2) (krr) a, me )

-R (nH) r=e)

and

HM2 dkr -~~m . (2.5.80)
e~n..'.~ro)= (kr) 88 ;k= K(n,.- ,6 =0

R r

8H m) (2r) r Imr

- eCT(r 1ee

a k= L " In,..), r-rr S

2.6 The Branch Cut Integral Contributions

Finally we turn our attention to the branch cut integrals R.'

1. and 1. Let us first consider the Rayleigh wave branch cut integrals

as shown in figure 2-2. In order to facilitate the evaluation of the branch

cut integrals we define the following complex valued functions of the real

positive scalar variablf< ,:

S

' "" " - " ' -' - , " .".." "" - ; " -"- '- .'' " ""- -"" "> :'" -"" ' - " " "- "- " ' -",- ","" '" " -" " ",' " " " : ""'"" '"' " , ' -% G ." ." . :- : - Sh
-- " ' 't 

"
' t l I'- li " ~ r : It' " : " ' 

:
*" ' " " * " ' " ' , ' " " ' ' 7 , 'r : " , , . - S wS
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RaK (i7,") = P-wave branch cu(, (2.61)

Ra6K (rq,) = S-wave branch cut,

where

RaK(O,";) P-wave branch point,
= IN,(.)

R9K (0,.) = S-wave branch point,
= ,, (N)

and 0 Y7 < c.

We will also denote wavenumber values immediately to the right and left of

the branch cuts as viewed in figure 2-2 with + and - superscripts. We can

now write the branch cut integrals as follows,

0

( = K d(R ' ( ,) Rrl (2.6.2)

- f(RItk - (r ,.,)) R h "d r,

and similarly for the RI, where

- ~ T(RQ 'i

and f(k) is the wavenumber integrand function. We can combine the two

integrals in (2.6.2) to obtain the following

Rai =4 (f(R f(R (,7.";))l Rok 'd,7 (2.6.3)
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The P and S-wave brarich cuts define discontinuities in the bot-

tom half space vertical wavenumbers. v and v so that a.% one croase'

the P-wa( e branch cut, . ') and a-, one crosses the '-,Aave

branch cut, i The , fac trs In the %avenumber in egraid

functions %hich iI t,1 c di-, 7r(:,' , , a ,r, the branch rut' 'i11 be the ele

ments of the, stresd, , pac me , ver tor, and %o In ordcr to Pv aluatf (2 5 29

we need to coii.p atE the strtss duL;,arement d ffer -ire function afros' the-

branch cut A1.ich v t' defihe as fub,',

where

j ('7,z)) j.l 4/ HA, (w)

k K0

and

k = RhA (.'7

For Rayleigh waves, we can ust equaition (2 5 57) to compute {,," and

lIN }at the surface Remembering that the propagator matrix and source

JuTTrmp vect(ir are both single ,a1 :,', functions, w(, can compute the strets,

displacement branch cut jump at the surface a .

o 0 6
bR 10T,0) B DM 1 2 O) BM 1 2(0)

2 j N 1 j 6 [M 1 (O) 'RA (° 'z' {P E }A(Ozs) j!(...... 2(r.'O. 0 0 - - 1

t M :(oiBM 2 (0)
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FI Hn ey I 4(I , f

,f tOir cx'(rf.A' th (If I I 4 I

puirtla thu j'j'x veor weh Atl a,

2 C) 20, we cati write the fo~iu,,

HH 21~ 22 P 4

Eq a in (2( 6 W &ill hold ii- ft.. i# '41! (-:421a1 '4 A' AL 4'.&lit h 1

at the surface %%here, using 11: 'L i .8: r 'Au' a r r ic at

R N 1 21 (04 \24(0

2() N 1N11
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* 0
I0

* where

SB NI24 (0)

- B '%12(0 ) ( . .

BN 14(0)

Following the same procedure except setting Rkt4( 0 ) RA R-( 0 ) 0 we can

- show that

BM B 2(o)

'5BM(o)

Equations (2.6.13) and (2.6-14) along w*-th (2.6.6) allow us to

express equation (2.5.5) in the following manner.

(2.6-15)

RYI (0 ) '5 1 3~(O) 0 P R(0,z,) JRE)

Ry~o) BN12 0 0 R( R(
12(

We can now repeat thf, derivanlor of equations (2.5.63) through (2.5.6S) to

show the following.

{'RY07.z)) BN t(7-) jRE.(,7S R
12({E(o)Z)
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where

!Rrt(7 ') IR TR 3 RE4 _R~i _R E3 (2.6.17)

and

{RE (7, ,z)} = RA(z.o) •RRE ( , ,,O). (2.6.18)k,= RRk (7,1;.) ,

In order to clean up the notation, we have dropped the a and 0 subscripts

denoting P and S-wave branch cuts throughout the developments but it is

understood that there will be two versions of (2.6.15) corresponding to the

two branch cut integrals. Ra' and R31. Following a similar analysis for the

Love waves we can express the stress-displacement vector jump across the

Love wave branch cut as follows.

(2.6.19)

{(q y(r/,z))} B L5 (BD-(O] L (Y,:,s Ut(1,-

LBDI(O) 1 LE( 7"'z ,

where

-L' ] (2.6.20)

{LE(~~,Z)--LA(z,0) '  ( LE(,,0) , (2.6.21)kE (7.-,z) ILk L.K (17 k1

and

{LE(~7~.o)} 0



CHAPTER III

REFORMULATION OF THE NORMAL MODE PROBLEM

TO AVOID NUMERICAL INSTABILITIES

One of the fundamental problems that has plagued previous

efforts to compute synthetic seismograms by evaluation of the wavenumber

integrals of equations (2.5.36) has been numerical instabilities that arise

when computing the integrand functions, {y(z)). In this chapter I will

address these problems and I will describe several methods which can be

used to overcome these problems and the limitations of these methods.

The basic source of the numerical problems is the exponential

form of the propagator matrix elements, as given by equations (2.4.44).

whenever P or S waves are evanescent. In these cases the arguments of the

trigonometric functions are imaginary, causing both growing and decaying

exponential solutions to exist. It is the growing exponential functions which

are at the root of the numerical instability problem and this problem was

first recognized when the matrix method of Thomson (1950) and Haskell

(1953) was implemented on digital computers. However, the numerical ins-

tability is exacerbated as the frequency increases and since the earliest

applications of the Thomson-Haskell matrix method were to compute low

frequency fundamental mode Rayleigh and Love dispersion curves, the

problem was not initially considered to be restrictive or important.

As the Thomson-Haskell matrix method was pushed to higher fre-

quencies and mode numbers, the numerical problem became important.

One of the earliest attempts to deal with the problem was by Press,

: vV J.,1'SS'S ,." s , % ,.~ . '. " k.-. ". . -% %
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Harkrider and Seafeldt (1961) who introduced the layer reduction method

In this method layers which lie btlo, the depth of penetration of the sur-

face wave at a particular frequenic are eliminated A modification of this

basic method was given by Rosseribaum (1964) for computing high order

Rayleigh waves where P waves %ere evanescent but S waves were propagat-

ing. Although the layer reduction methods were very useful, they did not

address the real cause of the numerical instability and they were not effec-

tive for certain types of complex structural models such as strong low velo-

city zones.

Knopoff (1964) developed a method for computing the Rayleigh

and Love characteristic functions (equations 2.5.45 and 2.5.46) by using

Laplace's development by minors. Dunkin (1965) elaborated on Knopoff's

work and showed that this method did indeed eliminate the numerical ins-

tability of the characteristic functions for any arbitrary structural model

and at any frequency. This then allowed for the accurate computation of

Rayleigh and Love dispersion curves although the computational procedure

was less efficient than the original Thomson-Haskell matrix method. Wat-

son (1970) derived a more efficient algebraic solution which still embraced

Knopoffs original method and Schwab and Knopoff (1970) combined this

with the layer reduction method to come up with an accurate and efficient

computer program for computing Rayleigh and Love eigenvalues.

Although Knopoff, et. al. had solved the numerical problems

related to the computation of the dispersion curves, there were still numeri-

cal instabilities associated with the stress-displacement functions which

prevented the computation of eigenfunctions or of forced solutions which

were necessary for the direct integration seismogram synthesis methods.

Once again the problem only existed when either P or S waves were
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In the following chapter I will first review the work of Knopoff,

et. al. and show how and why the numerical problem can be overcome when

computing Rayleigh eigenvalues. I will then derive a method for computing

depth eigenfunctions in a numerically stable manner for relatively simple

structural models. This method is comparable to the work done by Kerry

although the method is derived in a completely different manner and I will

discuss the relative merits of the two approaches. Next I will derive a more

robust version of the eigenfunction computation method which will work for

a wide variety of complex structural models. This goes beyond the method

used by Kerry and I will show when my new method breaks down. Finally I

will show a number of examples of numerically stable eigenfunctions as a

function of depth and frequency for several structures.

3.1 Computation of the Rayleigh Eigenvalues

As with other eigenvalue problems the determination of Rayleigh

wave eigenvalues is reduced to solving for the zeroes of a determinant. For

this case the characteristic function is a sub-determinant of the D matrix

(equation 2.5.45) which can be expressed as a linear combination of two by

two sub-determinants of the propagator matrix. When the phase velocity is

less than the P-wave and/or S-wave velocity in a given layer, both growing

and decaying exponential terms will appear in every element of the layer

propagator matrix. As the frequency increases, these growing exponential

terms become quite large and any other additive decaying or propagating

factors will be "swamped out" in the finite computer precision. The result-

ing layer propagator matrix will contain only the growing exponential fac-

tors.

r
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In order to demonstrate the effect of this roundoff error, let us

consider the problem of a layer over a half space. We can write the Ray-

leigh characteristic function as follows.

1(w,k) = BDII(o) BD22(o) - BD12(0) BD21(O) (from 2.5.45)

where,

2 BD 11 (0) - 0"-1)"AIA I + -7 A21 -- A31  A41 (3.1.1)
io a pC 1PC2ia

2 BD 1 2 (o) = _ -1) A1 2 + -A 22_. - I A
i2 

32  PC2i a A421

2 BD21(0) = + "A11 -,All+ A31  2I~ipc pcsl - A4

2 BD(0) - 1  - (-'-')A22 + 1 A
2212 A32 - 2

The parameters -yo,46 and p in equations (3.1.1) refer to the half space

and the propagator matrix elements are those of the layer propagator

matrix.

We can extend the applicability of equations (3.1.1) by letting

the propagator matrix elements be those of the total propagator matrix

from the surface to the half space for any arbitrary layered structure. Thus

the most straightforward way to compute the characteristic function is to

compute the total propagator matrix, compute the JD] matrix elements

using equations (3.1.1) and then compute the characteristic function using

equation (2.5.45) and this basically was the approach followed in early

attempts to compute Rayleigh dispersion curves.

Jk.
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For the case of a single homogeneous layer over a half space we

can use equations (2.4.44) directly for the propagator matrix elements

where z-z 0 =h, the layer thickness. When the phase velocity is greater than

both the P and S wave velocities in the layer, then the terms Ba and a are

both real and the trigonometric functions in equations (2.4.44) have real

arguments. For this case the straightforward method of computing the

characteristic function is numerically stable. When the phase velocity is

greater than the S wave velocity but less than the P wave velocity, then a

is real with corresponding trigonometric (or propagating) solutions, but 0

is imaginary which turn the trigonometric functions to exponential func-

tions with real arguments. As the frequency increases so will the magnitude

of 9 a and the growing exponential function of 6 will overpower both the

decaying exponential function of 8a and the trigonometric functions of 08.

For high frequency then, we can approximate the propagator matrix ele-

ments as follows for cases where the phase velocity is less than the layer P

wave velocity.

2 l (3.1.2

2 A 1 2  '¢ae ,

2 A2 1  e

2 A2 2  -e

2 _ c(~1)2 .
A3 1  _

-- e o 4
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2 A 32 CZ 'PC2 (-)e+~

2 A 41  -7 2 (-Y -I )e

2 A 2 P2 72-

where,

#a i~a(3.1.3)

and,

a ia

and 0. a' ,a p and -y refer to the layer. This approximation is also valid at

high frequencies when the phase velocity is less than both the P and S wave

velocities in the layer since e will be much larger than e

If we use the approximate values of the propagator matrix given

by equations (3.1.2) and substitute these into equations (3.1.1) it is possible

to show the following.

8DII(O) BD 22(o) BD(12 BD21(o) ,(3.1.4)

or

S0.

Thus the characteristic function becomes zero for all phase velocities and

frequencies regardless of the elastic parameters in the layer over a half space

structural model. This is clearly in error and points out that the straightfor-

ward method will not work at high frequencies when the P waves are

evanescent. The culprits in this case are the propagator matrix element

approximations. which although numerically valid for the elements them-

selves, introduce substantial ntiriicrical errors in the computation of the ID
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matrix sub-determinant.

Another approach for computing the Rayleigh characteristic func-

tion is to compute the (D' matrix sub-determinants directly instead of com-

puting the [DI matrix elements. We can compute the characteristic function

as follows.

(wk) 6 D1122(o) (..)

= A1122 6E 1122 -+ bA 11 32 6E 112 3 _' A1 14 2 6~E11 24

+ bA2 13 2 6E 12 23 + 6A 2 1 4 2 IE 12 2 4 -' bA3 1 42 6E13 2 4

where 6 (.)ijkl denotes a two by two sub-determinant of some matrix so that,

hAijkl A i Akl - Aik Aji (3.1.6)

If we substitute into equation (3.1.5) the 'E' matrix elements along with the

'A' matrix element approximations we will end up with the same result as

before. However, if we analytically compute the jA matrix sub-determinants

before applying the approximation then the characteristic function as given

by equation (3.1.5) becomes numerically valid even for evanescent P waves.

We can see this by considering the sub-determinant 6A,, 2 2 . If we use the

Aj matrix element approximations this becomes.

' 2o

6A11 2 2  -4 4")('-1)e (3.1.7)

-4 h"I(' )e

or 0A22 0,

)I
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which is the same as for the other 'A" matrix sub-deterrainants. If we use

the original JA' matrix element expressions as given by equations (2.4.44)

however, and then apply the approximation of only including the growing

P-wave exponential solution, then we obtain the following.

2 6 -A1122 h 2_(_1)2 )e cs (3.1.8)

2-- 2 + a_ h O Q0 - )e sine
000,6

By deriving similar expressions for the other JAI matrix sub-determinants

and applying equation (3.1.5), we can compute a numerically accurate

characteristic function for cases where the P waves are evanescent and this

can be easily demonstrated by considering the case where the elastic param-

eters in the layer are the same as those in the half space.

It is possible to generalize the development of the characteristic

function in terms of matrix sub-determinants for layered structures at all

phase velocities and frequencies. This was first done by Knopoff (1964) and

has been most recently reformulated by Abo-Zena (1979). We recall the

definition of the anti-symmetric minor matrix, NM, which from equation

(2.5.56) can be expressed as follows.

M= RDlI 2j(,.kz) (3.1.9) ,-

Using equations (2 5.16) through (2.5.20) we can compute the minor matrix

starting values for various boundary conditions where, Mu= 6REi2 ..

1. A traction free surface,

12 (. ~ (3.1.10)

IM 3(-,,k 'Z7.-)) 0 ,

SI
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Ml 4 (w ,kZTo) 0 O

M23(w,k,ZTO) 0,

M2 4(w k'ZTO) = 0

Ms 4(w,kZTO) = 1

where zTO = the depth of a traction free surface,

2. A rigid surface,

M12 (wkzDo) = 1, (3.1.11)

M 13(w,k,zD 0) = 0,

M14 (wkZDO) = 0,

M2s(w,kzDO) = 0,

M 24(w,k,ZDO) = 0,

M3 4 (w,k,zDO) = 0,

where 'DO = the depth of a rigid surface,

3. Zero shear tractions and zero vertical displacement,

N12(wk,zMO) = 0 , (3.1.12)

Ml,(wk,zMo) = 0

M 14 (wk,zMo) = I ,

M23 (wk,zMo) = 0 ,

M 2 4 (w,k,ZMO) = 0

Ms4(w,k,ZMO) = 0

where ZMO = the depth of a surface with zero shear traction and zero

vertical displacement,

4. No upward propagating P or S wave radiation.

M1 2 (w kZSU) - _ .. 2),  (3.1.13)4 

.
M 13( .k,zS1,)  1 c ¢, s  p 2  ':.

4 2 2

M l14( ',k,zst,) = - I( I ) '
4 P2 1

4 2
PCe

.5-

k"- - " "" "- "- " "'. "". '," "'."'"- '",, ',"- ' ","''"- ',.."- . . . ..'."..','" ." - - - -' .. '.. . . . . . . ..,-'--S"" "", &% """/ /
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M 1 -k,zSU) -) .2s4(P 2U = _-(cad$ pc

Ms 4 (w,k,zsu) + I ( I -BtI)

where zsu = the depth at which there is no upward propagating P or

S wave radiation,

5. No downward propagating P or S wave radiation,

MI 2(-",k,zsD) = _ -L( 1)- 1 .2._2) (3.1.14)
4 (p -! Q,6 )

M 13( -,'k'zSD ) = + " 2 2 .o¢
4PC 000, PC

M14(-".,, zSD) = . 4 P2 io )

M23(" 'k'zSD) = 4 ( 214PC 10

M,(.-'k,zSD) =- h 1)

-4~ P2 00 P2

AM3 4 ("',kzSD) =

where zSD = the depth at which there is no downward propagating P

or S wave radiation.

Using equations (2.5.56) and (2.4.15) we can relate the [D; matrix

at one depth to the ID, matrix at another depth as follows.

[D(z 2 )' = D(z,)' [A(z,,z 2 ) (3.1.15)

From this equation we can derive a similar propagator relation for the

minor matrix.

!I (z2)y = IA(z]IZ2) T ,M (z 1)' A(zl,,22Y (3.1.16) ,a

This equation is given by Abo-Zfna (1979).

t*
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Because of the anti-symmetric properties of 1M , it is easy to show

that equation (3.1.16) can be rewritten as follows.

Mij(z 2) = M12 (z1) 6 (A(z z 2))ii 1 2 + Mls(z,) 6(A(z Iz 2))ijlS + (3.1.17)
M 14(Z 1) 6 (A (Z ,z2)) ij 14 - M2,(Zl) (A(zlz2))ij2S

M24(z1) 6(A(zlz 2))ij 24 + M 34(z1 ) 5(A(z ,z2 ))ij 34

Watson (1970) first derived the relation (3.1.17) and he also pointed out

that two of the six elements of the minor matrix are linearly dependent for

all depths, frequencies and wavenumbers. Recalling equation (2.5.60),

Mis = -M 24, we can rewrite (3.1.17) as follows.

{M(z 2)} = JR(zl,z 2 )] {M(z 1 )}, (3.1.18)

where {.M(z)) is a five element vector and is related to the minor matrix as

follows.

M1 (z) = M1 2 (z), (3.1.19)

M 2 (z) = MIS(z)

M3 (z) = M14(Z)

K4()= M 2 3(2)

MS(z) = M34 (z)

and !R(z1 ,z2 )] is the five by five minor propagator matrix whose elements

will be equal to linear combinations of the propagator matrix two by two
sub-determinants (from equation 3.1.17).

The P-SV JR] matrix elements can be computed for a solid homo-

geneous layer from equations (2.4.44), (3.1.17) and (2.5.60) and are given

below.
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RRll(,zo)=-y-) (~ 2 _(-) 2 )cos(8a)cos(9f) (3.1.20)

2 (y1) 2

RR12 (Z'zo) = 2pc 2 -yI(- l)(2- 1)(I -cos(G 0.)cos(eo))

R = (c21,72o sin( G0CS( )sin(Gin

R 1l0zO) a 002 61 4sn6 cs(~- ~ snG)cos(ea),

RI 4(Z,ZO) = c~i (-Y- 1) -sin(8 0 )cos(efl) +7j24 9 nfic(B

RRlS(z,zo) =p 2 c [2- 2 (-_1) 2 (1_cos(ig0 )cos(e0))

RR 2 1(z,zO) =--:(2-7-1 )(i-cos(80 )cos(8q))
PC2

)sin(e 0)sin(8.y

RR 22(z,zO) =1I + 2 j2y(- i)(i-cos( 0 )cos(t9fi))

- i(1 (2 )ie)si(ef)CO(0

RR 2 5(z"zo) + '100Qil6QCSG~ ~

R 2 (~O (-Y- sin(e 0 )cos(06) -y7qi(8)cos(6.)

R 2 5(zZO) jRR 2 (ZO

20



RR3I(z'ZO) = 12 1+ .-isin(90 )COS(,,) + 0fisin(06)COs(va)]

RR 32 (Z'zo) =-2 RR 2 4(z'ZO)

RR3 3(Z'ZO) =COs(Va)COs(8,8)

RRS4(zIZO) =-sin(6c)sin(086)

RR 3 5(2ZzO) RR14(ZZO)

RR 4I(zIZO) =L0PC 2  siI(8Ga)COs(8#) -. Lsin(8G6)cos(80 )]

RR 42(Z'ZO) =-2 RR 23 (ZC))

( RRd(zo a-sin(O 9InG)

RR 44 (z'zo) =cos(8.)cos(6 6)

RR 4 5(Z'ZO) RR13(Z'ZO)

RR 5l(zzO) I-12(I -cOs(8G)cOs(9,))
P2C4

-(10 0 0 ' ) sif (8.)3iB(8OY

RR5 2(ZZO) =2 RR 2 1 (Z,20)

RR53(zZO) =-RR 4 I(Z'ZO)

RR54"ZO) RR31(z"zo)



RRss(zzo) = - RRll(,O)

where c, 'Y' 0 and R are given by (2.4.42) and a. and 8 are given by

(2.4.4S).

The recursive application of equation (3.1.18) will allow the minor

matrix elements to be computed at any depth by starting with the bottom

boundary condition and working up or by starting with the top boundary

condition and working down. The elements of the minor propagator

matrix, [Ri, bear some of the same relations as those of the propagator

matrix, [Al. However the most important characteristic of the IR matrix

elements is that terms involving cos 2(8o), sin 2(0o), cos 2 (GB) and sin 2 ( 9,) are

absent. One might expect such terms to be present from a first inspection of

the 'A' matrix elements and certain)y if the IAI matrix sub-determinants

were computed numerically such terms would appear in the course of the

arithmetic operations.

When we compute the A matrix sub-determinants algebraically,

however, we find that the cos 2(.), sin 2(-) terms explicitly and exactly cancel

out and this cancellation is what provides for the numerical stability of the

iR' matrix. Dunkin (1965) first proved that these terms could not appear in

the A' matrix sub-determinants and he pointed out that the P-wave terms,

cos2(0a) and sin 2 (80 ), would be much larger than any of the other tri-

gonometric terms whenever P-waves are evanescent and as frequency

increases. Numerical computation of D] matrix sub-determinants involve

arithmetic cancellation of the cos2 (0o), sin 2(00 ) terms and the resulting

roundoff error will be scaled by the magnitude of the squared terms. At

some point the scaled roundoff error will be equal to the other terms in the

sub-determinant and whr- thi, happens the resulting sub-determinant

V S . . -'. .. . . . . . * .., . I, * -- ..' - ' ' ' . . - . '. .. . ' ". " e '€
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computation is in error.

The IR] matrix elements given by equations (3.1.20) and the

minor matrix elements given by equation (3.1.18) along with their numeri-

cal properties are the foundation of my own work. Assuming that the minor

matrix elements are numerically stable using the ;R" matrix, then the prob-

lem of computing numerically valid synthetic seismograms reduces to that

of computing numerically stable eigenfunctions. Although Dunkin was able

to prove that certain destabilizing terms were absent in the minor matrix

elements using the approach described here, he, nor anyone else to my

knowledge, has been able to prove theoretically that the minor matrix ele-

ments will be numerically valid for arbitrary structural models. Computer

algorithms using this method to compute the Rayleigh characteristic func-

tion and the Rayleigh eigenvalues have been written by a number of

researches including myself. My experience with this method when used to

compute the Rayleigh characteristic function is that it does produce a

numerically accurate result for a wide range or structural models and fre-

quency bandwidths. In fact I have never seen this method fail to produce

accurate eigenvalues even for complex structures involving liquid layers and

multiple strong low velocity zones.

Based on this experience, I started out with the tentative

hypothesis that all minor matrix elements were numerically stable, when

using the computational method given in this section, for all depths, struc-

tural models. frequencies and wavenumbers. L, the next section I will show

how depth eigenfunctions can be computed in a simple manner using the

minor matrix elements and I will show when this simple method starts to

break down.
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3.2 Computation of the Rayleigh Eigenfunctions: I - A Simple but

Stable Numerical Algorithm

Although Knopoff and Dunkin were able to solve the numerical

problem of computing accurate D matrix sub-determinants and thus Ray-

leigh eigenvalues, no one had solved the problem of computing numerically

accurate eigenfunctions at depth. The surface values of the eigenfunctions

can be directly related to the minor matrix elements and so it has been pos-

sible to compute numerically stable synthetic seismograms for surface

sources and receivers, but this has been a severe restriction especially for

earthquake research. One of the major contributions of my research has

been to provide an algorithm for computing eigenfunctions at any depth

and frequency for a large variety of structural models that would be

interesting to geophysical researchers.

The standard method for computing eigenfunctions at depth has

been to compute the surface values of the eigerifunctions using equations

(2.5.48) and then multiply the propagator matrix to the desired depth by

the surface eigenfunction vector. In many cases the eigenfunctions become
a,

numerically unstable with increasing depth and the problem is more pro-

nounced as the frequency is increased. Basically, what is happening is that

small roundoff errors in the four eigenfunctions are effectively amplified by

subsequent propagator matrix multiplications until the errors get bigger

than the correct values of the eigenfunctions. Thus the computed eigenfunc-

tions at half space depths generally no longer meet the Sommerfeld radia-

tion condition.

In order to demnonstrate this problem I use as an example the

only structure for which I comld readily obtain an exact analytic expression

for the eigrfuirut,.:- I, h,. infinite homogeneous half space. Using

-.- °.-. .. . . . . - - a , . . . - ~. . "- ~ ~ *~*
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propagator matrix elements from equations (2.4.44) the first displacement

eigenfunction can be written as follows.

)I

E,(z) -(-(-- 1)+R, &-,),,p(+ Wz (3.2.1)
2 Rc I

2 Rci

+ 1(. Rl - exp(

"+ "-(-Y' +Rf i 0' ) exp(- Wcz )

2 ''R 6 Rci

where we have dropped the layer index and Rf 1 is the ellipticity for the fun-

, daimental mode and Rcl is the eigenphase velocity which of course is fre-

quency independent. Also,

, - i ,a

and,

=- i

Since the value of Rcl is less than the S-wave velocity, the functions .0 and

0' are positive imaginary (see equations 2.4.42) and so functions ,, and 0.

are real and positive. Thus the arguments of the exponential functions in

equation (3.2.1) are real and there are both growing and decaying solutions

with depth. If we replace the ellipticity with an analytic expression in o,

08- and -1, which we can derive for this simple case, we find that equation

(3.2.1) can be reduced to the following.

E I (Z) -- (-)ep(- WX o) + -Y exp(- Wz 5  (3.2.2)
RcI RCI
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The cause of the eigenfunction numerical instability can be seen

when one compares equation (3.21) with (3.2.2). The Sommerfeld radiation

condition requires that the growing exponential solutions vanish which is

the case with equation (3.2.2). This comes about because the terms which

multiply the growing exponential functions in equation (3.2.1) are identi-

cally zero. In order to show this one must substitute an explicit analytic

expression for the ellipticity which in general is impossible to derive but for

this simple case is easy to derive. If, however, one were to code equation

(3.2.1) in a computer program to compute the eigenfunction, then the terms

which multiply the growing exponential functions would be computed

numerically and instead of being identically zero, they would be of the order

of the computer word roundoff error. These small but finite terms would

then be multiplied by growing exponential functions and at some depth the

eigenfunction error terms would overcome the correct decaying solutions.

Since the growing exponential arguments are directly proportional to fre-

quency, this numerical problem becomes more pronounced for a given depth

as frequency increases. Also, this problem exists at some depth for all fre-

quencies.

One can see from equation (3.2.1) that the type of algebraic can-

,I cellation which was present in the characteristic function computations can

1d' only be realized with the eigenfunction computations if an explicit analytic

-s solution for the ellipticity can be derived. in general such an expression can-

not be derived and so in general we are stuck with using equation (3.2.1) or

a more complicated version for multi-layered models.

The errors in the eigenfunction computations can be thought of

as unstable drifting errors with respect to depth since there is no inherent

mechanism in the computation" to stabilize them and so my initial attempt

1*'
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to solve this problem was based on finding a constraining relation among

the four eigenfunctions which would provide a "feedback" mechanism to

control and minimize the errors. The most obvious constraining relation can

be easily derived from equation (2.5.40).

jBD(z)! {E(z)) = {0) (3.2.3)

From this equation we can relate the stress eigenfunctions to the displace-

ment eigenfunctions and the minor matrix elements.

IE3(Z) + [B M14(Z) +BM424(z)1 E (z) (324
E4(Z) J m 34(2 ) 1~M,(z) _BM23(z)] E2(z) (324

We can see from equation (3.2.4) that this is a relation which must exist at

all frequencies and throughout the structure. The other important charac-

teristic of equation (3.2.4) is that it is an expression of the Sumnerfeld radi-

ation condition at the bottom of the structure and so it is a constraining

relation which inherently forces the bottom boundary condition to be met

regardless of errors which may be present in the eigenfunctions. Since the

constraining relation contains only minor matrix elements which I had

hypothesized to be numerically stable under all circumstances, equation

(3.2.4) became the basis for computing numerically stable eigenfunctions.

In order to use the constraining relation (3.2.4) to stabilize eigen-

function computations I follow the procedure outlined below.

1. The minor matrix elements are computed using equations (3.1.18) and

(3.1.20) at each layer interface in the course of finding the Rayleigh

eigenvalues.
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2. The surface eigenfunctions are computed using equations (2.5.48).

3. The two displacement eigenfunctions are computed at the next deepest

layer interface using the first two rows of the propagator matrix.

4. The constraining relation (3.2.4) is used to compute the two stress

eigenfunctions at that interface instead of using the propagator matrix.

5. Steps 3 and 4 are repeated recursively until the desired depth is

reached.

This procedure will keep the eigenfunction errors small only if the

layers are suitably thin. Since the propagator matrix is used to compute the

two displacement eigenfunctions, roundoff errors in these eigenfunctions are

amplified by growing exponential functions in the propagator matrix ele-

ments for cases of P or S wave evanescence. The constraining relation

introduces compensating terms in the stress eigenfunctions which force the

bottom boundary condition to be met. These compensating terms will tend

to control and minimize the errors in the displacement eigenfunctions at the

next layer interface as long as the layer is not so thick that the propagator

matrix exponential functions amplify the errors to too high a value.

For structures which involve thick layers and for cases where the

frequency is very high, it is necessary to introduce pseudo-layers into the

structural model. These are simply some number of thinner layers with

identical elastic parameters which replace a single thicker layer. This allows

the constraining relation to be applied within the original thick layer at

pseudo-layer interfaces to control the eigenfunction errors before they

become too large. This pseudo-layering in no way effects the resulting syn-

thetic seismograms and is only used to stabilize the eigenfunction computa-

tions.

0i
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Results using this method are graphically displayed in figures 3-1

through 3-6. The half space problem used earlier is displayed in figure 3-1

to 3-3 which shows plots of the vertical displacement and normal stress

eigenfunctions as a function of depth at a frequency of five Hertz. The S-

wave velocity for this half space is four km/sec and Poisson's ratio is 0.25.

For each of the eigenfunctions there are two traces, the left trace consists of

both the numerically computed eigenfunction shown with a thin line along

with the exact solution shown with a thick line and the right trace is the

difference between the computed solution and the exact solution. Both

traces are plotted on a logarithmic (base 10) scale so as to show the fine

details of the errors. In figure 3-1 there was no pseudo-layering and the

eigenfunctions were computed using the propagator matrix only without

using the constraining relation. The numerical instability due to the grow-

ing exponential functions is quite apparent and this instability causes the

eigenfunctions to "blow up" at about five km depth. As can be seen from

the error plots this instability is due to amplification of the initial small

errors in the surface values of the eigenfunctions. In figure 3-2 a pseudo-

layer interface was placed at five km depth and the constraining relation

was applied at this interface. Although the eigenfunctions do not "blow

up" they are clearly in error around five km depth and they are showing

signs of instability at about ten km depth. In this case the error was

allowed to become large before the constraining relation was applied at five

km depth, but even in the case where the eigenfunction computations are

clearly in error the use of equation (3.2.4) forces a certain stability. From

this figure we can see that the pseudo-layer thickness must be less than five

km and in figure 3-3 a pseudo-layer thickness of 2.5 km has been used. In

this case the error never gets large and the use of equation (3.2.4) keeps the
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error small. Figures 3-1 to 3-3 show that this stabilization method is only

accurate if the error is not allowed to become large, i.e. the pseudo-layer

thickness is below some critical value which will be inversely proportional to

V' the frequency.

From a practical standpoint we will not be very interested in

computing eigenfunctions for a half space and so the computed eigenfunc-

tions are shown for a more complex structure in figures 3-4 to 3-6. This

particular structure is two five km thick layers over a half space and the

eigenfunctions correspond to a high order mode at five Hertz frequency. The

eigenphase velocity for this mode is such that the S-waves are propagating

in the top two layers and the P-waves are evanescent throughout the struc-

ture. The error plots are missing in these figures since there is no exact solu-

tion to compare against, Once again the computed eigenfunctions using the

standard method are shown in figure 3-4 and as with the half space case

they "blow up" at about five km depth. The constraining relation (3.2.4)

has been applied at the layer interfaces at five and ten km depth in figure

3-5, but as before we might suspect that the errors have become too large

*for accurate computations at and below five km depth. Two pseudo-layer

interfaces are added at 2.5 and 7.5 km depth and the results can be seen in

figure 3-6. If we continue to add pseudo-layers to the structure and make

the pseudo-layer thicknesses smaller the resulting eigenfunctions do not

change from those shown in figure 3-6 and thus it can be concluded that

IF" these computed eigenfunctions are good approximations to the exact solu-
t:'-.Ito

tion.

A simple criterion for determining pseudo-layer thicknesses can be
, .fm

., derived from the exponential arguments in equation (3.2.1).

.1o
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Figure 3-4. Vertical displacement and normal stres eigenfunctionm for a two

layer over a halfr space structural model. Layer interfaces are at depths of

five and ten kmn. These eigenfuntions were generated using the traditions.]

Thozson-Haskell matrix method.
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Vertical Normal
Displacement Stress
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Figure 3-5. Vertical displacement and normal stress eigenfuncticns for a two
layer over a half space structural model. Layer interfaces are at depths of
five and ten kin. These eigenfunctions were generated using a stabilized ver-
sion of the Thomson-Haskell matrix method. The constraint equations were
applied at five and ten km depths.
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hm.x Rcn lf(GM&j) (3.2.5)

where hm. x is the maximum pseudo-layer thickness for a layer with P-wave

velocity a at frequency w and for a normal mode with eigenphase velocity

RCn. Gm x in this equation refers to the maximum amplification factor per-

mitted which for double precision computations should be set to about I07.

I first find the eigenvalues without pseudo-layering since this is not neces-

sary for computing the minor matrix elements. I then relayer the structure

using equation (3.2.5) to determine the pseudo-layer thicknesses. For layers

which are thinner than hm x this is not necessary and for layers which

require additional pseudo-layers, I split the layer into pseudo-layers with

identical thicknesses which are less than or equal to hrn so that I can use

the same propagator matrix for each pseudo-layer. Obviously for layers

where the eigenphase velocity is greater than the P-wave velocity pseudo-

layering is not necessary. Also it is obvious that the pseudo-layering need

only be done down to the depth of the deepest source or receiver. After the

pseudo-layering is completed I recompute the minor matrix elements at

each layer and pseudo-layer interface. Finally I apply the method described

earlier to compute the eigenfunctions at the desired depths.

I have used the method described in this section to compute

eigenfunctions and synthetic seismograms for a wide variety of structural

models, source depths, receiver ranges and frequency bandwidths. As long

. as the structural model does not contain liquid layers or strong low velocity

zones this method works very well regardless of the complexity of the struc-

tural model or the frequency bandwidth. However, I was never able to know

for sure whether the eigenfunctions which I computed were numerically

a"
* . * ,. . * . - . a o / ' . .
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accurate and ultimately it was the appearance and characteristics of the

resulting synthetic seismograms which verified these computations. The one

exception to this was for the surface values of the eigenfunctions. By using

equation (3.2.4) I was able to compute the two stress eigenfunctions at the

surface which had to be zero in order to meet the free surface boundary

condition. If this was not the case then either the eigenvalue was in error or

one or more of the minor matrix elements were in error.

I first encountered non-zero surface stress eigenfunctions when

computing the normal modes for crust and upper mantle structural models

which had lithospheric low velocity zones. This occurred at high frequen-

cies and for normal modes which corresponded to trapped energy within the

low velocity zone and evanescence above and below the low velocity zone.

In every case where this occurred the mode amplitude factor (equation

2.5.74) was of the order of the computer word roundoff and so for typical

source and receiver depths the modal contributions to the synthetic seismo-

grams were negligible. What appeared to be happening is that whenever a

mode became effectively decoupled from the free surface, its surface eigen-

functions were in error. Thus the only time this presented a problem was

when both sources or receivers were in or close to the low velocity zone

which normally did not occur with earthquake and nuclear explosion

seismology.

There is one other researcher who has produced a method for

computing model synthetic seismograms which is functionally similar to my

own method as described in this section and that is Kerry (1981). Kerrys

method is based upon the work done by Kennett and Kerry (1979) which

avoids the computation of stress-displacement eigenfunctions and instead

uses a complicated formulation involving generalized reflection and
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transmission coefficients. Although he has formulated the problem along dif-

ferent lines which he claims eliminates all possibility of numerical problems

due to growing exponential solutions, Kerry's method suffers from exactly

the same problem as my own. He is not able to accurately compute the

modal contributions due to trapped channel modes within lithospheric low

velocity zones. He states several times in his paper that it is necessary to

effectively ignore the contributions due to trapped channel waves at high

frequencies and that this is not a problem as long as either source or

receiver is at or near the free surface.

My original objective was to develop a method for computing

modal synthetic seismograms which were numerically accurate for a wide

variety of structural models and frequency bandwidths. Although I had

developed a method which was adequate for standard problems involving

continental earthquake seismology, my method suffered restrictions when

applied to exploration seismology in which shallow low velocity zones were

of interest and my method failed when applied to oceanic structures which

had liquid layers at the surface. These failures always occurred whenever

the surface energy of a given mode was vanishingly small. In these cases the

starting values of the eigenfunctions were in error and so the eigenfunctions

at depth were also in error since they were obtained through recursive com-

putations which were initialized by the surface values. Another problem

with the method given in this section was that even in cases where the sur-

face eigenfunctions appeared to be alright, I could never be sure that the

eigenfunctions at depth were accurate since I had no independent check of

their accuracy and since the computational method tended to produce

stable looking eigenfunctions even when they were wrong.

'.,..a ',,.. f ,.,.,.,.' ' . ,- ' '.. .' .,''" .,. . :"""" "" ;",1 .,.. , ,,,.. . ,.. , ''. .. '
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With these shortcomings in mind I embarked on an undertaking

which had as its objective the development of an algorithm for computing

the depth eigenfunctions which was numerically accurate under all cir-

cumstances and which had independent checks of numerical accuracy. In

order to accomplish this I felt that the recursive algorithm used in this sec-

tion had to be abandoned and replaced by a method which would directly

compute the eigenfunctions at a given depth and in the next section I

describe the results of my research in this regard.

3.3 Computation of the Rayleigh Eigenfunctions: II - A More

Robust Method

In both the standard method and my own simple method given in

the previous section the fundamental procedure for computing modal solu-

tions is the same. Eigenfunctions at the surface are first computed. We can

think of these eigenfunctions as including both the unnormalized eigenfunc-

tions (those resulting from setting E1 = 1) and the amplitude factor A,

given by equation (2.5.74), which as I will show later normalizes the surface

eigenfunctions. The values of the eigenfunctions at the source and receiver

depths are then computed using a recursive algorithm which is initialized

with the surface eigenfunctions. Finally equation (2.5.72) is used to compute

the contribution for each mode. The only difference between my own

method and the standard method is in the recursive algorithm which is used

to compute the eigenfunctions at depth.

Because of the nature of the recursive algorithms, multiplicative

error factors in the surface solutions will be carried along at all depths

throughout the structure. In most cases where modes are trapped within

low velocity channels or along liquid-solid interfaces as Stoneley waves, the

1.1,L - "I L'L f I~t
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surface excitation is very small and it is possible for the surface starting

values to have large multiplicative errors as the exact solutions for the

eigenfunctions go to zero. One obvious solution to this problem is to com-

pute the starting solution at some depth other than the free surface and in

particular at a depth where the mode is energetic.

Let us consider the stress-displacement vector, {y}, at some depth

z which is above the source at depth z.. From equations (2.5.28), (2.5.29)

and (2.5.31) we can write the following.

jTD(z)] {y(z)} = {o) (3.3.1)

and,

rBD(z)] {y(z)) = IBD(z)l A(z,,s)' {2 } (3.3.2)

We will drop the z and z in the rest of this development and note that the

iD matrix elements and the {y} vector elements are evaluated at depth z

and the 'A' matrix is evaluated from z to z5. From equation (3.3.1) and the

definitions of the minor matrix elements we can relate the y, and . ele-

ments to the y, and Y2 elements as follows.

ft : TM 
4 T2 (3.3.3)

where the (MI elements are related to the minor matrix elements by equa-

tions (3.1.19). Equation (3.3.3) is the same as the constraining relation

(3.2.4) except that it is being applied to the stress-displacement vector and

it is an expression of the boundary condition at the top of the structure. in

the rest of this development we will also be dropping the - over the M and

. 0 . ...
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let the single subscript be a shorthand notation for the two subscripts of the

IM' matrix.

Equation (3.3.3) can be substituted into (3.3.2) to give the follow-

ing.

IC] Y' IBDi [ {E} (3.3.4)

where [C' is a two by two matrix whose elements are as follows.

TM3TB

C1 1 = BDII - DI  
T M2 BD (3.3.5)

TMS 
TM

TM2 BD _T4 B12 12 TM 13 TM D14
M5 MS

C21  BD BD T BD2 4

C22 =B22 TM 3 TM
TM TM 5 D2

The C matrix can be inverted to obtain a solution for the and Y2 ele-

ments at any depth.

{J= C i] !BD A' {} (3.3 6)

where

- C C1C (3.3.7)11 22 - 2 2
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Equation (3.3.6) is a more general form of equation (2.5.54) and allows us

to compute the integrand solutions for the two displacement elements of the

stress-displacement vector at any depth. In this case A replaces the Ray-

leigh characteristic function, RAI which is evaluated at the surface and the

jC) matrix replaces the first two columns of the [BD' matrix evaluated at the

surface. We can express (3.3.6) as follows.

* { J = 4. ' IA' {E} (3.3.8)

where

-_c2  C 121SBD (3.3.9).
-C 21 ' ell ]

(. Equation (3.3.8) is a general form of equation (2.5.57) and the " matrix is

a two by four which replaces the two by four matrix in equation (2.5.57).

From equations (3.3.5) and (3.3.7) along with the definitions of

the minor matrix elements (2.5.56) and (3.1.19), A can be derived and is

given below.

S(TMS BM4 - BN1 3. 4  2 T\.BM) (3.3.10)

( = BM2 TM2

From equations (3.3.5) and (3.3.9) we can similarly derive the elements of

[#') which are as follows.

............
*.'.. .d*~
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(1, T\I (3.3 11)

TI(TNB\

!2 (T- B\14. TM 2 B M2 )

%1

w '(T\1 Bf B jT~

TM

MS

W"  -T MB 5  - B\14T5)

. -(T.\5B~t 2 -BMsTM2

14 TM5 5.N 2

fi\1 Ms
21 T M T B 2 T 2Bk2)

5

B.,j

22T 15B T21 T M3T \1

- (T\1 B%,j TNI By

\k. 2 3 - b(T NB'- 2 3MT\ 12)

24 TM 5  
.3

We have succeeded in eliminating the D matrix elements from equation

(3.3.8) and replaced them with minor matrix elements corresponding to the

top and bottom bourndar conditiory We now need to eliminate the propa-

gator matrix, 'A , and r;jIac i , tlhe eigenfunctions.

,tr
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We can relate the two stress eigenfunctions to the two displace-

ment eigenfunctions as follows.

= 7 t TM2 4 E} (3.3.12)

Equation (3.3.12) is the same as the constraining relation (3.2.4) except

that it is an expression of the top boundary condition. We can subtract

equation (3.2.4) from (3.3.12) to obtain the following.

BMN TM f T\j B \

T B M T M 1 'E 101 (3.3.13)
TNTM 4  BM 4

TM5 BM 5  T. 5  BMS

Equation (3.3.13) is true at all depths but on)y at eigenphase velocities and

from this equation we can derive expressions for the depth dependent ellip-

ticity, i, as follows.

E M, ( M'+++
i(z) = 2() _ T - B 5) (3.3.14)

(TN B~ % _ B N 2T m ) _

(T M B\15 - B M 4 N\ 5

From equations (3.2.4) and (3.3.12) we can also write the following.

ES T M3 TM2 BM3 BN2
- - 2 -- 12(3.3.15)

E1 TM 5  TN is B\I

A?
,I
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£ TM4  B12 BM4

T,4 Tf M (3.3.16)
EI 'T TM 5  BM$ BM 5

NI N 5 M5

We can now relate the elements of the IW' matrix to the eigenfunctions at

that depth. Once again it should be pointed out that these relations are

only true at phase velocities corresponding to normal modes for which

= 0. So from equations (3.3.11), (3.3.14), (3.3.15) and (3.3.16) we can

write the following.

-- '----(3.3.17)

13 k R K (n w) E(z)

12 E4(z)

14 4 (z)

132 R EI (Z)1 kR (n,.-) E 1(z)

w21 E 3()

Nk 23 RE1 2

NN 22 E 4 ( )

=I

. .23 k. RK (n,,) E.(

'24 E2(z)

23 k RK (n,-) El1(2)

23 E' 2(7)

NN,3 Is RK (n'") E 1(2)
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These equations allow us to express the W ", matrix as follows.

1 _ 1 (TM4 BM 5 BM4TM). (3.3.18)
k-RK(n,w) TM5

E3 E 4  E 2
E, - i-I ' -

E3E2 E4E 2  £2 E

E E2 E, E 2

E1

The numerator vector elements defined in equation (2.5.62) can be defined

at depth as follows.

IY1 (Z)I& ~ )( . .9
Y2(Z) az 1 N 2(z)

-( Finally we can write the numerator vector elements evaluated at eigenphase

velocities as follows.

M(Z) TM BM5 - T ) . (3.3.20)
(N2(z) BM 4 5K 4n T

ES E 4  E 2
+ +1E l  E l  E l

E3E 2 E 4 E 2  E2  E 22

E£ 2l £

I

Equation (3.3.20) is a general form of equation (2.5.63) and if we let z = 0

a.. ) .-
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these two equations are identical.

We can follow the development given by equations (2.5.64)

through (2.5.67) to eliminate the propagator matrix. The two elements of

{} in equation (3.3.20) can be expressed as follows using equation (2.5.61).

N1 (z) _ I(T 4 BM - BM TM). (3.3.21)
k=RK n,w) TM 4

1 I-E3 (z) -E 4 (z) E,(z) E 2(z).
El(z)

+A33(zz) -A 4 3(z,z) -A , (z,.z) - A2 .(Z.,Z)

+A 4 (z ,z) -A 44(z,,z) -A 14 (z,.z) -A 2 4(z,z)

-A -(ZAZ) I A4 1(z5,z) +A11 (zs4Z) .A 2 1(z5,z) }

-A 3 2 (z,z) -A 4 2(zsz) +A 2(zs,z) A22(zs,z)
k=RK (n,w.)

=2 (z) k RK E I N (z) I (3.3.22)k=(R) a(n,w)- E1 (z) k=R (nw)

Using the rearranged {.} vector given by equation (2.5.66) we can now

write the numerator vector as follows.

(3.3.23)

RNl(2) i

RN2(z) (TM (z)BNI (z) BM4(z)T,(z))

RNS(z) TM5(z) k RK (n,w)

R 4 (2) Ik=RK(n,w)

where {RE } is a version of the Rayleigh eigenfunctions which is "normal-

...
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ie"at some arbitrary depth, z.N' and is as follows.

{EflWZZ) 1 {Enwz) (3.3.24)
RE w(.,zN)

Obvious corollaries are given below.

E2(zN)/E 1(zN) ( .- 5

~E4(ZN)/'El(zN)

q {(z;o)) {E(z))

{E (z2;zN)) = IA(z2,zlY {E (zl;zN)l 33.6

Equation (3.3.26) allows us to express the numerator vector given by

( (3.3.23) at receiver depth, r., but still allow us to normalize the eigenfunc-

tions at some arbitrary depth, 'N' and this is given as follows.

(3.3.27)

(TZ)BM(Z)
(R (zF)d k RX (nwK TM(N k.-R Knw

* (i~n.: {R (n~~~z~zN}) RE (n,,,z ;z,)}

Finally we can write down the frequency dependent displacements at some

receiver location (rrerlz.) in a manner similar to equation (2.5.72) as follows.

R u(W~',rr9 ) z - - R' (331S

- ~ R' (.',N) 'R(nw){Rfl'21)
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R* (n ,,m.rr,8rZr;ZN))(9
where RA is a depth dependent amplitude fattor similar to RA in equation

(2.5.74) and is given below.

RA (n,.,,z.) ( TMs) z ) B() (3.3.29)

and Rq is defined as follows.

R (n,. ,mzr,Or,Zr:ZN) =R l(n,RE ',Zr;ZN) P(n,wo,m,rrr) + (3.3.30)

-RE 2(nfL';'Zr;ZN) b(n,w,m,rr~er

We have succeeded in deriving modal solutiors which depend

only on the minor matrix elements and eigenfunctions which can be normal-

ized at any depth. The values of the eigenfunction vector {E} can always be

computed at the normalization depth, zN. using equations (3.3.25), and

(3.3.14) to (3.3.16). Using this as a starting solution the recursive method I

described in the previous section can be used to compute the eigenfunctions

at the source and receiver depths. Whenever the source and receiver are at

the same depth we can directly compute the modal solutions by setting the

normalization depth to the source and receiver depth. We can use this

method for computing modal synthetic seismograms for oceanic structural

models for which receivers are on the ocean bottom and the sources are

within the oceanic crust. For this example the normalization depth is

chosen to be equal to the ocea. I,,otom depth at which energy levels,

corresponding to trapped modes onL or close to the solid-liquid interface, will

be suitably high.

................ .-. ... ... .... ... ...

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ...
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Although I have referred to the eigenfunctions as being norm-

ized, I have used this word rather loosely in that the normalization is cou.-

pletely arbitrary and is accomplished by setting the first element of the

eigenfunction vector to unity at some specified depth. The specification of

the normalization depth must be made prior to computing the eigenfunc-

tions and sometimes it is not obvious how this depth should be chosen. It

would be desirable to normalize the eigenfunctions in some integral norm

sense with respect to depth which would eliminate the necessity for chosing

a normalizing depth while at the same time allowing accurate computations

of the eigenfunctions. In order to do this let us consider a solution for one

mode from equations (3.3.28), (3.3.29) and (3.3.30). We could express the

normalization depth dependent part of this solution as follows.

S(zz) =A (zN E (z,; zN) E (z,; zN) (3.3.31)
. (

Although I have referred to this as the part of the solution which is depen-

,% dent on the normalization depth, clearly the final modal solution itself is

independent of the normalization depth and only the individual factors on

the right hand side of the equation show any dependence on z,. Since the

solution is independent of the normalization depth it would be desirable to

rewrite the right hand side of the equation as follows.

S(zr:zs) = EI(Zr) ' 2 (zs) (3.3.32)

In this equation E refers to eigenfunctions which have been normalized in

some different manner than t. Since we can chose the normalizing depth

arbitrarily, we can write equation (3.3.31) as follows using equation (3.3.25).

S(zr;Z3 ) A (2r) E i(z,;Zr) (3.3.33)
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and

= A;I, (Z.) E (Zr;Z.) (3.3.34)

We can also show the following from equation (3.3.24).

£ i(s;Z) = ,'Ei~zrZa)(3.3.35)

Combining equations (3.3.33), (3.3.34) and (3.3.35) we arrive at the follow-

ing.

s 2 (Z .; Z (Z r) i IS (3.3.36)

Comparing this to equation (3.3.32) produces the following result.

2 (zr 1E (z.) =A(Z) A (Z,) (3.3.37)

Since (3.3.37) must be true for all source and receiver depths we can write

the following.

tEj (z) = (Z) (3.3.38)

E =)jV z (3.3.39)

We have finally succeeded in deriving normalized eigenfunctions which do

not depend on a normalization depth. It should be once again pointed out

that all of the eigenfunctions given here are similar and conform to the fol-

lowing rules.

E'1(z) .E'(z) E j2(z)

E~(z) U (z) U '(3.3-40)

where

i 1, 2, 3, 4

,_75

eS Z,
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We can compute the magnitude of the first element of {E) at any depth 4.

using equations (3.3.39) and (3.3.29). We can then compute the other ele-

ments of (E) using equations (3.3.14), (3.3.15) and (3.3.16). This then gives

us a method for computing normalized eigenfunctions to within a factor of

plus or minus one at any depth as a functions of minor matrix elements

only.

The frequency dependent displacement solutions from equation

(3.3.28) can be expressed in terms of {E) as follows.

Ru(w,rr,irzr) = - Rol - R, 1  (3.3.41)

- E (k iR1(n,w*',r) {RE(n'wizs)}RiV(nw.m.r'r.zr)

where,

R(n,w,m,zr, 1 ,z) = RE I(n 'zr) P(n,,',m,rr,6r) (3.3.42)

The problem is completely reduced to evaluating the eigenfunc-

tion vector, {E}. From equation (3.3.38) we can see that this evaluation

amounts to computing A at the source and receiver depths. In order to

simplify the expression for A given by equation (3.3.29) we first need to

derive a general relation which exists among the elements of the minor

matrix. Consider equations (2.5.27) which constrain the elements of the

stress-displacement vector and which are valid at all frequencies and phase

velocities. We can extend these equations to any depth to give the follow-

ing constraining relations.

(TD(z)' {Tv(z)} = {O} (3.3.43)

0
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IBD(z)] {Bv(z)} = {0}

In these equations the vectors {Tv} and {Bv) simply refer to some depth

dependent vectors which can be equal to the stress-displacement vector or

the stress-displacement vector minus the source jump vector propagated to

depth z depending on whether z is above or below the source depth. Equa-

tions (3.3.43) are the same as the constraining relations for the eigenfunc-

tions which are expressed by equation (3.2.3) except that equations (3.3.43)

are valid at all phase velocities and obvkasly {Tv) = {By} = {E) at eigen-

phase velocities.

As we did with the eigenfunctions, we can relate the three and

four elements of {v) to the one and two elements as follows.

M 3  M 2

I'51 M5  M 5  I
= N 2  M4  1'2 (3.3.43)

M5 M5

We have dropped the T and B superscripts to indicate that equation

(3.3.43) is valid in both cases. We can just as easily relate the one and two

elements to the three and four elements directly from equations (3.3.43) as

follows.

VI D11 D 121 -1 D13 D 14
1V2( D2 2 D23 D24 H 3344

N4  2II

N I

NI
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Comparing equations (3.3.43) and (3.3.44), the following must be true.

. I MM 4  N2 1 N

V, -"M T 5  -M 5

M 2  M 3  M2  M 4  (3.3.45)

M M1  M 5  M5

This equations leads to the final result which is given below for both top

and bottom minor matrix elements

TMI(2 )TMS(z) +TN 2  _ TM3(z)T(Zl 0 (3.3 46)

BM I(z)BM S(z)  _tBM (z) -_ BM :(z)'% ()

Equations (3.3.46) are true at all frequencies, phase velocities and depths

and effectively eliminate one of the five linearly independent minor matrix

elements. Unfortunately since these equations are non-linear, we cannot
- (

reduce the JR' matrix down to a four by four, however we can use the equa-

tions as an independent check on the numierical accuracy of the minor

matrix elements at any frequency, phase velocity or depth.

We can use equations (3.3.46) directly to simplify the expression

for the Rayleigh characteristic function giver by equation (3.3.10) as fol-

lows.

~,TM ~T BM 4 B 1 Tj F. 2 1 3X
R = 1 5 'l IB \1 5 2 M2F 2  (3.3.47)

-+ T.M3 B\4 - 3 TM4

This equation can also be written as folcws using equations (3.3.46).

R =TM5 A = - (TM 1 - BM 1 )(TM - BM S ) (".M 2  BN%2 )2  (3.3.48)

_ (TM _BN)(TM- B 44)
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We can readily verify equations (3.3.46) at the top and bottom of the struc-

ture for boundary conditions given by equations (3.1.10) through (3.1.14).

We can also derive certain relations among the elements of the JR, matrix

which must be true in order for equations (3.3.46) to hold at all depths.

Using equation (3.1.18) we can write the following.

M 1(z2)Ms(z2) 2 M2
2(z2 ) - M3 (z3 )M4 (z 2 ) = (3.3.49)

- '(R 1jRs R R 2 -~ R3,R) M,2 (z1 )

45

- E ,i RjjRSj+RIJRS-,2R 2 R 2 RSR4j-RR 4 1 M1( I )M(z

where all of the ;R matrix elements go from z to Z2. We know that equa-

tion (3.3.49) inust be equal to zero which gives us a starting point for deriv-

ing the following relations among the elements of the [R matrix.

R12 R5 -R 2 - R = (3,3.50)12 2 '22 352 R4 2

R IR 5 5 - RISR 5 .I2R 2 1 R2 5 + R31 R4 5 -- R35R4 1 = 1

R 1 R -54 R 1 4R R53  2 R2 R2 4  + R4 4  R 4 R 4  = 1

R1 R5 , - R R = 0. i = 1,3,4.5

RI I RS RIR51 . 2 R2 R21 2, RSIR C R3 R 4 1 =0,

i = 2. 3, 4

R 2R , R I, R .. R... , R R- RR 2= 0,#

= 3, 4,5

"
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R1IR55 - RISRSI- 2 R2 5 R21 ' R3R14 + R35R4  = 0,

i= 4,5

Equations (3.3.50) give us fifteen non-linear relations among the fifteen

linearly independent elements of the R matrix and they allow us to make

an important statement regarding the Rayleigh characteristic functions

given by equation (3.3.48). Using these relations we can show that A is

independent of depth.

A(zl) A (z2) (33.,51)

We can now go back and rewrite N from equation (3.3.29) as fol-

lows.

ATM4(z)BM5(z) - BM (z)T- s(Z))
R a*5 = (3.3.29)

Finally using equation (3.3.38) along with (3.3.14), (3.3.15) and (3.3.16) we

can derive the following expressions for the normalized eigenfunctions.

(3.3.53)

R2 (nwz) = R-(nw) (TM (wk,)BM (k,) B3.3.T3
AM (.,,.kj)TM kz)) R (-

k= RK (n

R/ ' (n ,z = R-(n .,(T~ (,,,,k zB.3(-',k,z) M B~ (,k,z)TM (,,~ )

,W=RA' (n-)

RE (n z) = RA(n, ,) (TM(.kz)BMI(..
k- RA r -

RE 4 (n,w,z) - RA(n,w) (TMI(,.r)B f(,,,k.z) BMf(.,.kt)TM4(.,,k7 ))R 4 R 4

,i -R
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where,

IRA~n~' - R ( k = (3.3 54)

=K (n,-)

We can also derive the followingla relations which involve products of the

eigenfunction vector elements.

R E ~(~I z 1,L f r . (3.3.55)

k.7) ~~.kR N(n.)' I -k~)
R'

N1 IS -' k

R l(n' ,I.'i f 7

Equaion (33 3) ~X~ c '. ~ u P-V cg ~fu .cR

tions~ ~ to 4ihnfcoso i: UI~ .- ~ ip i i h trc

T B H T

t Re diety a \ 1 o.'kz of14 ,k,: . :' .z N tL( >i) k= irc

T R 0RA K_'1
Equations~N ou--Veg f:,

to s to wihi fa tr fSi_ ; dp h w t i h t,,



accuracy at any depth since they must be consistent with equatic

(3.3.53). However we are still left with a one hundred and eighty degr(.

phase ambiguity for the eigenfunction vector as a whole and this a.mbigui N.

must be resolved whenever the source and receiver are at different depths.

My purpose for the development in this section was to provide a

way for computing eigenfunctions at depth directly as a function of minor

matrix elements which had independent checks for verifying numerical accu-

racy. Although I have come very close to this objective, J am frustrated by

the phase ambiguity in my derived solutions. This ambiguity is resolved by

using the propagator matrix and the details of the numerical algorithm,

which uses as its basis the results of this section, will be given in the last

section of this chapter. Before giving this however, I will make the deriva-

tions complete by showing eigenvalue and eigenfunction relations for SH

i and acoustic waves in a manner and notation which is consistent with those

used for P-SV waves.

3.4 Computation of the Love and Acoustic Eigenvalues and Eigen-

functions

Love wave model synthesis has never suffered from numerical sta-

bility problems to the extent that Rayleigh waves have and so SH modal

synthetics are rather common in the literature. For this reason I have not

emphasized the SH case and have given SH derivations only in the interest

of presenting a complete solution for the case of elastic wave propagation.

With this in mind I will simply write down the Si modal solutions in terms

of eigenfunctions which are normalized in a manner similar to the Rayleigh

eigenfunctions.

%.
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Love wave eigenvalues are defined whenever the Love characteris-

tic function is zero which is repeated below from equation (2.5.46).

LA(w,k) = BDI(,k,0)

Since the ILD! matrix for Love waves is in fact a two element row vector, we

can consider the two elements of 'LD to be functionally equivalent to the

Rayleigh minor matrix elements. The values of at different depths are

computed directly by using the two by two Love propagator matrix. In this

case there is no need to derive an equivalent [LR' matrix. The Love eigen-

function vector has only two elements, however we can relate the stress

eigenfunction to the displacement eigenfunction in a manner similar to the

Rayleigh eigenfunction relation. We can thus write a final solution for SH

waves as follows.

jU,'rrZ): -Lq (3.4.1)

- i z (k [g (n,w,,m). {LE (n,+,z5 )) L (n' 'm'rr.0r'zr)J

where ILE is given by equation (2.5.70) and

L (n .~' m,r,rzr) = L l(n, ,7r) ((n,~,,rnrr~r) (3.4.2)

and {LE } is a two component eigenfunction vector which has been normal-

ized in a manner similar to the Rayleigh eigenfunction vector and is given

below.

A(..k) TD (-",k,7)[ [ k)- LD 2 (.',k.z) TDI(. ,k,z) (3.4.3)
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LA:nw - L 1 (3.4.4)

i !k-=LK (n,w )

L I (n,Wz) = LA(n, ,) LD 2(,,kLz) D2(-,k,z) (3.4.5)

k= LK (n,)
?5

,t 2g (n,w) = LA(n'w) TD,(w,k,z) BD,(w,k,z) (3.4.6)

k=L K (n.w)

LE l(n,.),Z) LE 2(n,w,z) = (3.4.7)

.- LA(n. w) TD ( .',k,z)3D2 (wk,z)
"i" - ;k=L]A" (n. .)

5%*.

S.

-LA (n~ L D 2  k..i Lz D (w~,k, z)

Modal synthesis for purely acoustic structures is very similar to
'

SH modal synthesis. Once again the I D' matrix is in fact a two elementLA ,

row vector with the elements being functionally equivalent to the P-SV

minor matrix elements. Also, as with Love waves, the two by two acoustic

propagator matrix is used directly to compute [AD' at different depths. The

fundamental difference between acoustic and Love waves is that the modal

solution for acoustic waves contains the same vector cylindrical harmonic

components as for P-SV waves and in fact we can consider acoustic waves

to be a special case of P-SV waves. Thus, whereas Love eigenfunctions are

5.
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completely decoupled from Rayleigh eigenfunctions and can exist simultane-

ously with Ray eigenfunctions at the same eigenphase velocity, acoustic

eigenfunctions are completely coupled with Rayleigh eigenfunctions and the

acoustic modal solution is identical in form to the solution for Rayleigh

waves given by equations (3.3.41) and (3.3.42). Whenever a layer within a

structure is acoustic the Rayleigh eigenfunction vector becomes an acoustic

eigenfunction vector which still has four components corresponding to verti-

cal and horizontal displacement and normal and shear stress. However in

acoustic layers the fourth eigenfunction vector component (shear stress) is

identically zero at all depths within that layer and the horizontal displace-

ment and normal stress components (elements two and three) are linearly

related (equation 2.4.48) as shown below.

RE l(n. ,z)

RE 4 (ri,w,z) = 0, for acoustic layers

RE 2(nw,z) E 2 (n,- z)" for acoustic layers
PC2

The equations for the normalized acoustic eigenfunctions are identical to

those for Love waves. Thus for an acoustic layer the P-SV eigenfunctions

are as follows.

P',

RA(,.,k = TD (.,k,z) BD ( .k.)- BD2( k,z) TD (,,k,z) (3.4.9) t"

1'NA,,,,k AI , .-

k R " (n,w)

" "" ,,.",." ? 'L . :.s.,.',", ;."."". ",'.'.""."...-".:i'.' . ' .. "..... ". .. .- - . . . ..
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REI (n,2,z) RA(n,A) AD 2 (. ,k,z)BD2 ( ,k,z) (3.4.10)

k =RK (n,w)

-2 TB

nEk -- R
k=RK (n, )

RE l ( n ,z) RE 2 (n,w,z) = (3.4.12)

,- R(n~) ATwDl(kz)DB k,z)
(n"w)k=RK (n)

- RA(n,,) ZD2 (T.,kz) BDI(,kz)

k=RK (n,w)

The case of most interest to seismologists which involYes acoustic

layers is whenever acoustic layers coexist with elastic layers in the same

structural model. Oceanic models are a good example of this and I will be

using oceanic structures as examples of numerically stable eigenfunction

computations as well as complete modal synthetic seismograms. When com-

puting the P-SV eigenfunctions as well as the modal solutions within a

structure with both acoustic and elastic layers, one simply uses the

appropriate relations which I have given previously depending on the depth.

In chapter two I gave the interface boundary conditions at solid-liquid

interfaces and these are repeated below in terms of the minor matrix'cle-

ments.

1. For a solid to liquid interface:

L .= - ;.:,- :--LN k ( ":': ' V "
-' N .* " -m , " . ... ... . - ":'
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ADI =- (3.4.13)

AD2 = _RM 4

2. For a liquid to solid interface:

R VI = 0 (3.4.14)

R -V 0

RMI4 = 0

RM5 = AD 2

At this point I have developed all of the elastic wave theory

necessary for computing modal synthetic seismograms for SH elastic, P-SV

elastic, acoustic and mixed acoustic-elastic problems. In the final section of

this chapter I will give the details of the numerical algorithm used to com-

pute the eigenfunctiolls.

3.5 Rayleigh Eigenfunctions: The Final Numerical Algorithm

The first check of the accuracy of equations (3.3.53) for comput-

ing the normalized eigenfunctions is the infinite homogeneous half space

structure which we used previously. Once again an exact analytic solution is

available which allows us to compute an error function of depth. Figure 3-7

shows the vertical displacement and normal stress eigenfunctions plotted on

a logarithmic (base 10) scale along with their associated error functions also

plotted on a logarithmic (base 10) scale. In this case we renormalized the

eigenfunctions such that the vertical displacement at the surface was unit-

so as to allow ready comparisonz ,4ith figures 3-1 to 3-3, otherwise equations

(3.3.53) were used directly i( i' ,::.i the eigenfunctions. The heavy lines

in figure 3-7 refer to the exh,-' ' . ;. i,,d the lighter lines are the direct

results of equations (3 3.53).

'- ,- " --_ x .4. , 4 - . ... u -'4
:

1|1l...- 4'***~. ." l4l " .-l
"*!"- 

"
. .e( : ' ' ; -. . . . . . . . .." ' '"'""; ;
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It is apparent that the log error never gets larger than 10- 8 of the

maximum value of the vertical displacement or shear stress. However, when

compared to figure 3-3, the errors shown in figure 3-7 are larger at depths

below five kin. It appears from figure 3-7 that the error at all depths is

scaled by the maximum value of the eigenfunctions at a single depth and

the scale factor is about 10- 8 Since all of the computations given be equa-

tion (3.3.53) involve square roots to determine the eigenfunctions them-

selves, this error translates into Youndoff errors of 10- 16 for the squared

eigenfunctions which is the double precision word roundoff error. It is very

likely that if we had done the computations in single precision the error fac-

tor for the eigenfunctions would have been about 10 - .

The next check of the accuracy of the new method is the two

layer model which was used in figures 3-4 to 3-6 and the results of this are

shown in figure 3-8. This figure shows the vertical displacement and normal

stress eigenfunctions %ersus depth plotted on a linear scale and error func-

tions of depth plotted on a logarithmic (base 10) scale. In this case the

heavy lines refer to the previous solutions shown in figure 3-6 which for this

comparison is considered to be a close approximation to the exact solution.

The eigenfunctions given by equations (3.3.53) overlay the heavy lines and

thus do not appear separately. The error functions are computed by dif-

ferencing the eigenfurictions from equations (3.3.53) with those obtained by

the simple method of section 3.2 and they are given as a ratio of the vertical

displacement eigenfunrtion at tlie surface which ha been Eet to unity to

preserve the comparison A,. A1ih t}h, infinite homogeneous half space, the

errors for this two la,'( :.. ,, hb constant with depth and are

scaled by the ma, nurn val, r: ,igr.functions with the scale factor

7-A"
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being about 10- .

The eigenfunctions shown in figure 3-8 were computed fundamen-

tally in the same manner as those shown in figure 3-7 using equations

(3.3.53). However due to the oscillatory nature of the eigenfunctions it was

necessary to resolve the one hundred and eighty degree phase ambiguity

which is inherent in the solutions. This was done by first using the propa-

gator matrix to compute estimates of the two displacement eigenfunctions

at each depth value. The largest of these two values was then used to

determine the sign of that eigenfunction at each depth. Equations (3.3.55)

were then used to compute the relative signs of the other three eigenfunc-

tions and the signs of these eigenfunctions were set appropriately. In no

instances were the actual numeric values of the eigenfunctions which were

estimated from the propagator matrix actually used as the final output

eigenfunctions and the use of the propagator matrix was solely to determine

the eigenfunction sign with depth relationship. Unfortunately, because of

the use of the propagator matrix, it was necessary, as with the simple

method, to employ pseudo-layering so that the estimated eigenfunctions

were not in error.

If one compares figures 3-1 to 3-3 and figure 3-7 it would seem

that the new method for computing eigenfunctions is less accurate than the

simpler recursive method describer in section 3.2. Although this is true for

an infinite homogeneous half space, in general this will not be the case and

for certain types of structural models the recursive method will fail corn-

pletely. It is simple to explain why the recursive method works so well for

the infinite homogeneous half space if we examine the constraining relation

used in the recursive method Th:s relation insures that the Sommerfeld

radiation condition is met at thu bottom of the structure and for an infinite

"-"-.Y
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homogeneous half space this forces the growing exponential solutions with

depth to be identically zero at all depths where the constraining relation is

applied. Thus the errors for the recursive method in this case tend to be

scaled at each depth by the correct value of the eigenfunction which

exponentially decays with depth. The errors for the new method, however.

appear to be relatively constant with depth and are scaled by the maximum

value of the eigenfunctions over the entire depth of the structural model.

Thus when the correct eigenfunction solutions decay to less than about 10- s

of the maximum value, then the computed eigenfunctions are in error.

The recursive method works at least as well as the new method

for structural models which involve no liquid layers and which have mono-

tonically increasing P and S wave velocities with depth. Since the new

method is computationally more expensive than the recursive method, it is

S( desirable to use the recursive method whenever possible and I have used

this method to compute eigenfunctions for a wide variety of structural

models which basically conform to the restrictions given previously. Even in

cases where weak low velocity zones exist. such as lithospheric low velocity

zones, the recursive method works quite well as long as neither source nor

receiver is within the low velocity zone. By computing the surface stress

values from the constraining relation it is possible to check the numerical

accuracy for each mode computation and whenever the surface stress values

become too large the modal contribution for that mode is ignored. The

recursive method when used in this manner becomes functionally identical

to the method developed by Kerry (1981) both in terms of th manner by

which the channel modes are identified (by checking the surface stress

values) and by the way channel modes are taken into account (by ignoring

them).

..e -, '...... ..... : " .- • . ' . . .. . . .**** o , * • . • -.. . , .
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For more exotic structural models, such as structures with multi-

ple strong low velocity zones or structures with both acoustic and elastic

layers, the recursive method breaks down and the new method is the only

way that I know of to compute numerically stable eigenfunctions. In order

to demonstrate this I will first show results for a structural model which is

an infinite homogeneous elastic half space which has embedded within it

two low velocity layers. The half space has a P-wave velocity of 6 km/sec

and a S-wave velocity of 3.5 km/sec. The two low velocity layers are each

five km thick and have P-wave velocities of approximately 3 km/sec and S-

wave velocities of approximately 1.75 km/sec. One of the low velocity layers

is embedded with its top interface 5 km below the free surface and the

second low velocity layer is embedded with its top interface 15 km below

the free surface so that the final structural model consists of four 5 km thick

layers over a half space with layers one and three having the same elastic

parameters as the bottom half space and layers two and four being the low

velocity channels.

In order to force the eigenvalues to be distinctly different for

channel modes the P and S wave velocities for the lower channel were set to

be slightly higher (by one part in 10) than those of the upper channel. Fig-

ure 3-9 shows computed eigenfunctions for the first two modes as a function

of depth for this structural model at a frequency of seven Hertz. The thin

lines on this plot represent the computed eigenfunctions using the recursive

method and the thicker lines are the computed eigenfunctions using the new

method. Once again these eigenfunctions are plotted on a logarithmic (base

10) scale in order to show the fire detail. In this case the true normalized

({E)) eigenfunctions arir showi. an] for the recursive method the surface

eigenfunctions were set equal to thc riornialized JE } eigenfunctions at the

;-.-:.-:,"" :'.' .',:'-:''..': ¢' .'.-- ,: ', .-' ,. :',:' :-': ,:-,?4-':*:-%' -'.-":-':- -' -':"."-",v -'-.:-..--- V ,-.'-,-.:- .'::'
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surface. Also shown in figur 3 . -. on a IogP.-ithrnic ('b)Ae 10)

scale for each mode. Since the- oz appro.xi.at, cor.... . olu-

tion to compare against thli-se erP:: ", *- r ,': ted by differencing the

square of E E 2 as computed In equatio ns 13 3 55) with the product of E 2
squar of E1 £2

and E 2 as computed in equations (3.3.53). The square root of this differ-

ence is computed and the error is expressed as a ratio of that square root

with -'t
2  2 . These error plots then show an independent check of the

numerical accuracy of the computed eigenfunctions at each depth.

At high frequencies the first two modes correspond to S' channel

modes which are trapped in the low velocity layers. The eigen phase veloci-

ties for both modes are slightly higher than the S wave velocities within the

low velocity layers and thus the P waves are evanescent throughout the

structure and S waves are propagating in the low velocity layers and

evanescent in the surrounding high velocity layers. Since the P and S wave

velocities in the upper low velocity layer are slightly less than those in the

lower low velocity layer, the eigen phase velocities for the first two modes

are distinctly separated, in the infinite frequency limit, and the two modes

are "tuned" to each low velocity layer in turn.

In figure 3-9 we can see that the recursive method produced

rather erratic looking eigenfunctions whereas the new method produced a

pair of eigenfunctions which look like mirror images of each other. At a fre-

quency of seven Hertz the two low velocity layers are effectively decoupled

from the free surface and we would expect the eigenfunctions to be the same

as those that would be obtained if the top boundary were replaced by an

infinite half space. We would alc, fx;,ct the first two normal modes of such

a structure to display a btrung symmetry and so it seems likely that the

-,,7
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eigenfunctions produced by the new method are correct. The small values

of the error functions in the regions where the peak values of the eigenfunc-

tions occur would tend to verify this conclusion. As with the previous two

examples, the eigenfunctions appear to be in error when they fall to about

I0 - 8 of the peak value and this also can be ascertained from the error func-

tions. Even with this very ill conditioned example it would seem that the

new method produces numerically stable eigenfunctions at depths where the

normal mode is energetic.

The final algorithm which I developed uses equations (3.3.53) to

compute the eigenfunctions and equations (3.3.55) to compute an error

function with depth. I also pseudo-layer the structure and use the propaga-

tor matrix to determine the relative depth to depth eigenfunction signs. The

error function is then checked at each interface and pseudo-interface and, if

(" it is above some threshold value (10-2), then the four eigenfunctions at that

depth are set to zero. We can see in figure 3-9 that applying this algorithm

results in zero eigenfunction values for the first mode from the surface to

about three km depth and from about twelve km depth on down. We would

thus be eliminating the small amount of mode coupling that exists between

the two low velocity layers at this frequency however mode coupling

between these two layers will be much more pronounced at the lower fre-

quencies where the proper coupling will be computed using my new method.

7-
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CHAPTER IV

NORMAL MODE SEISMOGRAM SYNTHESIS:

THE NUMERICAL ALGORITHMS

Three component synthetic spectra due to Rayleigh and Love

normal modes can be computed using equations (3.3.41) and (3.4.1) along

with the equations for the normalized eigenfunctions. The fundamental

mode Rayleigh and Love surface waves can be computed using these rela-

tions and low frequency synthetic Rayleigh and Love surface waves have

been computed routinely since the early sixties. The synthesis of higher

order normal modes has not been very common and the first direct com-

parison between mode sums and and complete synthetic seismograms by

direct wavenumber integration was by Swanger and Boore (1978). In this

case only a few modes were included in the sum and most all of the com-

parisons were done with SH waves, however there was a remarkably good

comparison. Even with just a few modes included, the modal summed syn-

thetics showed features which would normally be attributed to geometric

ray arrivals. However, as Swanger and Boore pointed out, it is impossible to

obtain exact and complete solutions of the elastic wave equation using only

normal modes for flat earth structural models which have an infinite half

space on the bottom.

It is possible to represent the exact and complete solution of the

elastic wave equation as an infinite sum of normal modes for spherical earth

models. As the nunaber of riodes in the sum are increased the frequency

bandwidth of the resulting synthetic seismograms is also increased and so a

. . . . . . . .. % %-
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mode sum involving a finite number of modes effectively places a frequency

band limit on the resulting synthetic seismograms. As I showed in chapter

two, the exact solution of the elastic wave equation for flat earth models

which have a free top boundary and a bottom boundary which is an infinite

homogeneous half space involves both a normal mode sum and branch cut

integral contributions. Normally the branch cut integral contributions

account for energy which cannot be represented as normal modes which

have real eigenwavenumbers. This energy is typically a.ssociated with

nearly vertically propagating P and S waves and part of this energy tends

to "leak" away into the bottom half space. If we eliminate the bottom half

space in a flat layered model and replace it with a free or fixed boundary,

then the branch cuts are eliminated and, as in the spherical earth case, the

complete and exact solution can be represented as an infinite mode sum. In

this case the totally reflective bottom boundary eliminates the possibility of

energy leaking out to infinite depth which turns this into a layered plate

problem. The difficulty with plate problems is that the eigenwavenumbers

of many plate modes are complex and they are quite difficult to locate in

the complex wavenumber plane.

Modes which have real eigenwavenumbers correspond to trapped

or locked modes and their energy stays within the layers above the half

space and does not leak away into the half space. For flat layered half space

structures the modes with real eigenwavenumbers can only occur to the

right of the S-wave branch point on the real wavenumber axis. Thus the

eigenphase velocities of such modes must be less than the S-wave velocity of

the bottom half space. If we were to compute synthetic seismograms using

only the locked modes then we might expect the resulting synthetics to be

good approximations to the complete solution at the tail end of the seismic

. A .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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coda where the slower arrivals would account for most of the energy. Cer-

tainly we would not expect the P-waves for such synthetics to be

represented in the solution since for typical structural models the P-waves

would travel at phase velocities higher than the S-wave velocity of the bot-

tom half space. However if we allow our structural model to be very deep

where the seismic velocities become high, we might be able to synthesize the

P-waves in the layers near the surface where the P-wave velocity could be

less than the S-wave velocity at the bottom of the structure. This is exactly

what Kerry (1981) did when he computed synthetic seismograms using only

the locked modes for a structural model which went to 1000 km depth

where the S-wave velocity was close to eight km/sec. His synthetics

included P-wave arrivals which traveled through the crust at velocities of

between six and seven km/sec as well as most of the important S-wave

arrivals which traveled throughout the structural model. He showed that

nearly complete solutions could be obtained using only the locked modes as

long as the structural model was very deep with resulting high S-wave velo-

cities at the bottom.

Very thick structural models are relatively expensive to compute

since the number of locked modes at a given frequency tends to be linearly

related to the thickness of the model and since the number of layers needed

to represent a structural model tends to increase with the model thickness.

For those who are interested in wave propagation through the crust and

upper mantle, it is not very attractive to use a structural model which goes

down to depths of 1000 kin, however this is necessary in order to trap

energy associated with crustal P-waves. Even if we use very thick structural

• , models there is an upper limit to S-wave velocities for realistic earth models

which will place an upper limit on the phase velocities which we can

5~~'* * * ~~ . . . . . . .. . . S.~S
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represent in a mode sum. Thus situations in which strong arrivals

correspond to high phase velocities, such as strong motion synthetics where

the receiver epicentral range is small compared to the source depth, cannot

be adequately modeled using mode sums as long as real earth structures are

used, regardless of the thickness of the structure.

In this chapter I will show how a simple modification to the

structural model will allow complete synthetic seismograms to be computed

from only the locked modes and without using thick structures. This

method, which I call the locked mode approximation, produces synthetic

seismograms to high frequencies and phase velocities and is especially useful

for crust and upper mantle problems in the ten to five hundred km distance

range. This method also runs significantly faster than comparable

wavenumber integration computer programs and it allows timely and accu-

rate results to be produced on a relatively small and slow computer.

In the following chapter I first describe the numerical algorithms

which I developed to compute flat earth locked mode eigenvalues. This

includes the development of a dynamic scaling method which gets around

the problem of the large dynamic range of the elements of the minor matrix.

Also included in this is the development of a searching algorithm which will

find all locked modes at a given frequency in an efficient manner regardless

of the complexity of the dispersion curves. Next I show how frequency

dependent nelastic attenuation can be accounted for by deriving a first

order perturbation of the eigen phase velocities. Then I will go into the

details of the computer programs which produce locked mode synthetic

seismograms from a starting structural model to the final three component

synthetics at user specified receivers and for user specified sources. Next I

will discuss in detail the locked mode approximation and show when the

• * .1 %' f, * * * **%* * *"* * -d% , ' "% " , " " .' , . . . . . ..
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approximation breaks down and how spurious arrivals caused by the

approximation can be controlled. Finally I will show examples of locked

mode synthetics and compare these against synthetics for the same struc-

tural models generated by other synthesis methods.

4.1 Eigenvalue Computation: The Mode Searching Algorithm

Computing the Rayleigh and Love eigenvalues is the most time

consuming part of the total task of computing locked mode synthetic

seismograms. This is due to the implicit relationship between the phase

velocity and the Rayleigh and Love characteristic functions which forces the

use of a zero searching algorithm to find the eigenvalues. In general it is not

possible to derive inverse characteristic functions analytically and so the

phase velocity (or frequency) is changed in an iterative manner to cause the

characteristic function to go to zero. A consequence if this implicit relation-

ship between phase velocity and the characteristic functions is that gen-

erally one cannot be sure that all of the locked modes at a given frequency

have been located. Modes which have been missed in the searching algo-

rithm will produce incoherent errors in the final synthetic seismograms,

assuming the missed modes are distributed randomly in the frequency-phase

velocity domain, and even a small percentage of missed modes can render

useless the final results. This should not be surprising if one considers the

effect in the time domain of applying a small number of very narrow, uni-

formly distributed notch filters in the frequency domain spectrum of a time

domain signal.

The first and foremost criterion for the mode searching algorithm

is that it be reliable ard by thpo I we&an that the searching algorithm find

all of the locked modes within a givc frequency-phase velocity window. We

e:,t - - - - - -
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can usually devise reliable and simple searching algorithms by stepping the

phase velocity at nearly infinitesimal increments and looking at the result-

ing characteristic functions. Such algorithms however are so inefficient fron,

a computer time standpoint that they are practically useless. On the other

end of the spectrum we can usually devise simple searching algorithms

which are very efficient but which tend to miss modes especially when the

dispersion curves form complicated and irregular patt,rns in the frequency-

phase velocity domain. The speed of such algorithmns is usually based on

assumptions of simplicity and regularity of the dispersion curves and when

this assumption is not true the algorithms become unreliable. There is an

inherent inverse proportionality between reliability and efficiency of zero

searching algorithms in general and finding the correct trade off between

the two is an important part of solving the locked mode synthesis problem.

(- Unfortunately not much detailed information can be found in the

literature regarding flat earth normal mode searching algorithms. It is a

simple task to find the fundamental Rayleigh arid Love normal mode eigen-

values as well as the first few higher order modes. 'he searching algorithms

can be designed rather sloppily for these cases ,nd still yield useful and

inexpensive results. When hundreds of modes must be located over a wide

frequency range however, accurate and inexpensive searching algorithms can

be quite difficult to obtain and this can constitute the major effort of a

modal synthesis program as it did in my own case.

The first and potentially the most important decision which must

be made regarding the mode searching algorithm is which of the indepen-

dent variables frequency and wavenumber (or phase velocity) is to be held

constant and which is to be iterated to fi ' the zeroes of the Rayleigh and

Love characteristic functions. Traditionally the frequency is held constant
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while the phase velocity is changed to find the eigenphase velocities. This is

the method that I use and I will explain why I chose this method over other

methods which have been used in the past.

The major effort in computing synthetic seismograms for flat lay-

ered earth models is the computation of the Fourier and Hankel inverse

integral transforms for all times and distances of interest. The inverse

Fourier transform of frequency can be evaluated in an efficient manner for

all time values using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm. No such

numerical technique exists, to my knowledge, for evaluating the inverse

Hankel wavenumber transform and so it would seem reasonable to use the

mode residues to approximate this integral. In order to use the FFT to

evaluate the frequency integral one must sample in the frequency domain at

equally spaced frequency increments starting at zero frequency and going

out to the highest frequency of interest. The frequency increment used is

inversely related to the time window of the resulting synthetic seismograms.

One distinct advantage of using a FFT to compute the frequency integral is

that the errors due to this particular numerical integration scheme are well

understood and easily quantifiable. Sampling a continuous, analytic function

in the frequency domain will produce aliasing in the time domain which will

manifest itself as time wrap-around about the time window which is deter-

mined by the frequency sampling increment. The time window must be

made large enough to include the entire seismic coda and when the coda

becomes longer than the time window, wrap-around will superimpose the

end of the coda on the beginning of the coda rendering that part of the syn-

thetic seismogram useless. Thu'. a particular frequency sampling increment

places an effective limit on thc .a-xiri-ium source-receiver range which can

be synthesized without significarit aha.ing in the time domain.

%0
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An alternative approach is to reverse the order of integration, use

the mode residues to approximate the frequency integral and evaluate the

inverse Hankel transform using some standard numerical integration

method and this was done by Rosenbaum (1960). In this case the normal

modes are found by fixing wavenumber and searching for eigenfrequencies.

This technique avoids the problem of time aliasing however it introduces a

number of problems associated with the wavenumber integral. If there are

very many source-receiver distances of interest then the inverse Hankel

transform can be expensive to compute and errors in the numerical integra-

tion are not well understood or quantifiable as in the case of the FFT.

Although this approach can be used to handle certain problems involving

very long seismic codas without aliasing in the time domain, this approach

is much less efficient than the traditional method due to the necessity of

(" computing the inverse Hankel transform numerically.

A third approach was used by Kerry (1981) and combines

features of both the traditional method and the method used by Rosen-

baum. The original order of integration is used so that the FFT is used to

evaluate the frequency residue and the mode residues are used to approxi-

mate the wavenumber integral however, instead of searching for eigen phase

velocities at fixed frequency values, a set of fixed phase velocity values are

used and the mode searching is accomplished by searching in the frequency

domain as Rosenbaum did. Kerry does this to increase the efficiency of the

mode searching algorithm and he gives two reasons for this increase in effi-

ciency. If one looks at the elements of the R matrix in equations (3.1.20)

the only place the frequency appears is through the arguments of the tri-

gonometric functions, 0o and 90. Thus a substantial portion of the algebra

in these equations is only dependent on the layer elastic parameters and the

_ . 't - r. - N
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phase velocity. If one looks for normal modes by fixing phase velocity and

searching in the frequency domain, all of the arithmetic which is indepen-

dent of frequency can be done once and intermediate computations can be

stored and used repeatedly at different frequency values. This results in a

substantial decrease in the number of arithmetic operations required at dif-

ferent frequency values assuming the phase velocity remains fixed. The

second reason Kerry gives for searching in the frequency domain is that for

simple structural models with monotonically increasing velocities with

depth, the dispersion curves are spaced in a regular manner in the frequency

direction. This makes it easier to design a simple and efficient but reliable

searching algorithm.

I rejected Rosenbaum's approach because in most cases that

method is both inefficient and inaccurate due to the numerical wavenumber

integration. I then decided to follow the traditional method and use the

FFT to evaluate the frequency integral and the mode residues to evaluate

the wavenumber integral however, instead of using Kerry's method to find

the normal modes, I decided to search for normal modes in the phase velo-

city domain at fixed frequency values that would be used in the FFT. The

approach used by Kerry necessitates the use of modal interpolation to

resample the dispersion curves at the frequency values required by the FFT.

A number of problems come about due to this interpolation and Kerry

spends considerable effort in his paper discussing these problems and how

he deals with them. The choice of the fixed phase velocities used in the

mode search is arbitrary and to a certain extent the problem of chosing

these phase velocities is similar to chosing the wavenumber values in a

numerical integration of the i-Evcrse Hnkel transform. If the phase velocity

samples are too far apart then the intrpolated modes will have large errors
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and so, in order to insure accurate results, it is necessary for Kerry to take a

conservative approach and use finely sampled phase velocity values. The net

result of this is that he must locate and save more modes than would be

necessary if one used the approach that I took (the example that Kerry

gives in his paper represents three times the number of modes that I would

have needed for the same structure and frequency bandwidth). The problem

of accurate interpolation of normal modes is also very dependent on the

particular structural model and frequency bandwidth used. The presence of

a weak low velocity zone in the model that Kerry used caused a number of

problems for him and had he used a complex structural model with stronger

low velocity zones and to higher frequencies it is not at all clear that he

would have been able to use his method successfully without using exceed-

ingly fine phase velocity samples which would have reduced the efficiency

':( ~even more than for the simpler structure.

As I have stated previously one of my major objectives in this

research was to obtain an accurate means of computing synthetic seismo-

grams for the widest possible range of structural models and frequency

bandwidths. In the case of the mode searching algorithm I chose the most

reliable and accurate course which had satisfactory efficiency. In view of the

comments I made previously I am not sure that Kerry's mode searching

algorithm is in fact more efficient than my own but I can guarantee that

Kerry's algorithm is less accurate than mine because of his use of modal

interpolation. The only sources of error with my method are the integration

errors due to the FFT and the exclusion of the branch cut integral factors

and I will show the manifestations of these errors later in this chapter.

%
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Once the order of integration and order of mode searching has

been established one must decide upon an overall strategy for the mode

searching algorithm. There seem to be two basic strategies that have been

used in the past and in the end I made use of both of these strategies. The

first strategy, which I refer to as the zero searching strategy, is one where

one variable (frequency in my case) is held fixed and the other variable

(phase velocity in my case) is changed so as to find the zero crossings of the

characteristic function. This strategy, if used alone, treats the searching of

zeroes at each frequency in an entirely independent manner and it does not

depend upon any sort of mode association from frequency to frequency. In

order for this strategy to work, if used by itself, the zero searching algo-

rithm must be very robust, reliable and be satisfactorily efficient. The

second strategy which is commonly used is what I refer to as the pole track-

ing strategy. In this strategy a set of poles is found at some limiting value

of frequency which is usually the highest frequency of interest. (Actually a

zero searching strategy is necessary to initialize the pole tracking but the

zero searching algorithm can be simple and relatively inefficient since it will

only be used once at one frequency.) The dispersion curves are then fol-

lowed along the frequency direction by using the slopes of the dispersion

curves at each frequency to predict the eigen phase velocities at the next

adjacent frequency. This strategy depends entirely upon mode association

from frequency to frequency and this strategy breaks down whenever disper-

sion curves are misconnected between adjacent frequencies.

Wang and Herrmann (1980) have used the pole tracking strategy

successfully in a hybrid seisnogrmn synthesis method in which the mode

residues are computed along ;i' , Tu,:iirical approximations of the branch

cut integrals and they clairmed ithat the pole tracking strategy was much

,'...e,-", '.-". -. ". " .-" -'.-" .-",.'. '..",-" ,".-..- ..'..', " ,% ,-,'..',.-"..-.,- ,.'. "--" :".,. .,,." .-" ."."-,-, -" ,',.',, .-,.-,,-,,- -.,,,.-' ,' ., , " .-.I
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more efficient than the zero searching strategy which seems to be the com-

mon wisdom on this subject. However, as with the examples given by

Kerry, the structural models used by Wang and Herrmann were simple and

the frequency bandwidths were not high (about one Hertz) so it was not

obvious that a pole tracking strategy would give the most reliable and effi-

cient for more complicated problems. I was especially cautious about adopt-
s-.

ing a pole tracking strategy after reviewing published dispersion curves

(Abo-Zena (1979) and Kerry (1981) are good examples). There is a ten-

dency for high order dispersion curves to form a lattice like pattern in the

frequency-phase velocity plane and at the corners of the lattice pattern the

dispersion curves have large and sudden changes in slope. This irregularity

in the dispersion curve slope becomes more pronounced as the frequency

increases and is particularly pronounced whenever low velocity zones exist

(in the structural model. Pole tracking algorithms are easily confused when-

ever apparent slope discontinuities exist in the dispersion curves. The nor-

mal solution to this is to smoothly track through the sudden slope change

by reducing the frequency tracking increment which can significantly reduce

the efficiency of the pole tracking algorithm.

In view of my skepticism about the effectiveness of the pole track-

ing strategy for handling certain complicated problems and since the pole

tracking strategy required the development of a very reliable (although not

necessarily efficient) zero searching algorithm for initialization, I decided to

attempt to develop a reliable and efficient zero searching algorithm. My ini-

tial goal was to use the zero searching strategy by itself and I was able to

make this work for elastic structures with no more than one low velocity

zone. Ultimately I was forced to use mode association to check for poles

dropped by the zero searching algorithm, but I have only had to do this for

' "..
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the most complex structural models at high frequencies involving more than

one low velocity zone or with liquid layers.

The mode searching problem then reduces to a problem of finding

the zeroes of a real scalar function of a real, scalar and positive variable

which on the surface would seem to be a very straightforward problem. Cer-

tainly there is a large volume of published articles and books relating to

zero searching algorithms, however there is no standard procedure for find-

ing the zeroes of an arbitrary function which will provide both reliable and

efficient results. The only similar feature that seems to exist for the major-

ity of published zero searching algorithms is that they tend to work in a %

two stage manner. The first stage involves a coarse searching algorithm
-..

where the independent variable is changed with relatively coarse increments

until a zero crossing is detected. The second stage then comes into action

and this stage uses a fine searching algorithm which "homes in" on the zero

crossing. The details of the coarse and fine searching algorithms are very

much dependent on the behavior of the function whose zeroes are being

sought.

Our first look at the numerical behavior of the Rayleigh charac-

teristic function will immediately reveal that for high frequencies the func- e

tion has a dynamic range which is well beyond that available on most digi-

tal computers. For this I am assuming that a typical dynamic range for

most computers is seventy orders of magnitude (1O- 3 to IV"). This is

due to growing exponential terms vhich are associated with evanescent P or

S waves and the arguments of these evanescent terms are directly scaled by

frequency. These exponential tcrrni do not cause the types of numerical

problems which I discusned in l;apt er three and in fact they are eventually

canceled out by divison, however in order to avoid overflow or underflow

"" ." ". " ".' .' ., '- '. '. .' ,, ',# ' ''@ '''. '. '. '. '. '." .- .' .' .2 '. '.' " ." • '- ' ""-' '' '' ' ' ' " ,t ,'" "" " ' * ,2 " 4" -.
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problems with the computer programs it is necessary to address the problem

of dynamic range before the mode searching program can be developed.

I was able to solve the dynamic range problem by introducing a

phase velocity dependent scaler to the elements of the [R] matrix. The scaler

function is always positive and so it does not effect the pole positions and

the scaler function is also applied to the numerator function so that it does

not effect the final mode residue. The scaler function along with the modi-

fied JR] matrix elements are defined in Appendix A and basically this func-

. tion transforms the hyperbolic sines, present whenever V. or 8, are ima-

ginary, to hyperbolic tangents and the hyperbolic cosines to unity. This

eliminates growing exponential solutions from the {R] matrix elements and

allows for the computation of a scaled Rayleigh characteristic function

which has a well behaved dynamic range.

After properly scaling the Rayleigh characteristic function, I

turned my attention to the details of the zero searching algorithm. The

scaled characteristic function resembles an amplitude and phase modulated

periodic function and it seemed to me that it would be an easy task to find

its zeroes. My initial attempt at designing a searching algorithm was not

very successful. My first searching algorithm had a regular tendency to drop

pairs of poles which were very close to each other unless I set the coarse

searching increment to a very small number which made the algorithm too

inefficient for practical use. The basic objective of the coarse searching algo-

rithm is to find the general locations of all of the poles. The simplest sort of

coarse searching algorithm uses a constant searching increment and in order

for this type of algorithm to be reliable, the searching increment must be

less than the minimum spacing between any two adjacent poles. In situa-

tions where two sets of modes are approximately decoupled from each other

VU', f ' , ..
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the pole spacing is very erratic and it is not unusual for two poles to be

very close to each other.

Erratic pole spacing is demonstrated in figure 4-1 where I show

the Rayleigh characteristic function plotted versus phase velocity for a sim-

ple three layer crust and upper mantle structural model which is given in

table 4-1. The frequency is fixed at 9.15 Hertz and the structural model

contains a lithospheric low velocity zone with a S-wave velocity of 4.2

km/sec under a layer with a S-wave velocity or 4.5 km/sec and the top of

this layer is the Moho discontinuity. I will refer to the top layer in the

structural model as the crustal layer, the second layer as the lid layer and L

the third low velocity layer as the channel layer. The scaled Rayleigh

characteristic function resembles a phase and amplitude modulated sinusoid

whose oscillation frequency along the phase velocity axis slowly increases to

maximum values at phase velocities corresponding to P or S wave layer

velocities in the structural model. Also shown in figure 4-1 are two sets of

vertical bars along the top of the plot which simply mark important posi-

tions along the phase velocity axis. The bottom set of vertical bars mark

the actual pole positions or zero crossings of the characteristic function.

Since the lowest layer P-wave velocity is higher than the half

space S-wave velocity, P waves are evanescent throughout the structure for

all of the locked modes and at all frequencies. In the phase velocity range of

4.6 to 4.5 km/sec the SV waves are propagating through all three layers

and all of the normal modes in this range have energy distributed

throughout the three layers. When this situation arises the normal modes

will sometimes space themselves out in a smooth manner which can bee

seen in figure 4-1 by the relatively uniform spacing of the zero crossings. In

the phase velocity range of 4.5 to 4.2 km/sec SV waves are propagating in

% %
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Table 4-1

Three Layer Crust and Upper

Mantle Structure

Layer no. Thickness (kin) a (kin/sec) 3 (km/sec) p (gm/cc)

1 35 6.1 3.5 2.8

2 35 8.1 4.5 3.1

3 35 7.9 4.2 3.1

Half Space 8.2 4.6 3.2
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the crustal and channel layers but they are evanescent in the lid layer.

Because the frequency is high and the lid layer is relatively thick the normal

modes in this phase velocity range fall into two families, one representing

modes trapped within the crustal layer and the other representing modes

trapped within the channel layer. These two families of modes are approxi-

mately decoupled from each other with the lid layer acting as a barrier to

separate the crustal and channel modes and whenever this situation arises

the normal mode spacing is very erratic which can also be seen in figure 4-1.

One of the most obvious improvements that can be made to the

coarse searching algorithm is to adaptively change the coarse searching

increment instead of using a constant increment. Normally the searching

increment is set to some fraction of the previous pole spacing so that the

function is tracked in a smooth manner from zero crossing to zero crossing.

(As long as the pole spacing is constant or varies slowly with the indepen-

dent variable, this type of adaptive coarse search works well and the

number of coarse searches between adjacent poles can be made small

without effecting the reliability and thus improving the efficiency. In the

phase velocity range of 4,6 to 4.5 km/sec such an algorithm will work quite

well as long as the initial increment is made adequately small. If we start

the search at the upper phase velocity value of 4.6 km/sec and proceed by

decreasing the phase velocity, the searching increment will be slowly

decreased as the average pole spacing decreases until a minimum value will

be reached at 4.5 km/sec. When the search proceeds below 4.5 km/sec the

searching algorithm will be too small for the sake of efficiency and in such

circumstances it is advisable to accelerate the search by adaptively increas-

ing the searching increment. This can be easily accomplished by keeping

track of the number of times the characteristic function has been sampled

J.
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without the detection of a zero crossing. If this number exceeds some chosen

value then the searching increment is increased by a specified multiplicative

factor.

The type of coarse searching algorithm which I just described has

four parameters which must be specified and which control the reliability

and efficiency of the algorithm. The first parameter is the initial searching

increment in phase velocity and this needs to be set small enough to reliably

find the first mode (which is actually the highest order mode if we start at

the highest phase velocity and go down). The second parameter is the

number of times we wish to sample the characteristic function between zero

crossings and I will refer to this as the interpole sampling frequency. The

sampling increment will be set to the previous interpole spacing divided by

the interpole sampling frequency. The third and fourth parameters are the

search acceleration parameters and they are the number of times we will

allow the characteristic function to be sampled without a zero crossing

before we increase the searching increment and the multiplicative factor we

use to increase the searching increment once this number has been

exceeded.

The parameter which has the largest effect on both the efficiency

and the reliability of the searching algorithm is the interpole sampling fre-

quency. The lower this number the fewer times the characteristic function is

computed between poles and the higher the efficiency. As the interpole sam-

pling frequency is increased the efficiency becomes inversely proportional.

There is a less direct relationship between the interpole sampling frequency

and the reliability of the searching algorithm and this relationship is very

dependent on the prticular structuraJ model, phase velocity and frequency

which is being used. When the pole spacing is uniform or changes slowly the

'.
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reliability can be kept high with a low value of the interpole spacing fre-

quency which will maximize the efficiency of the searching algorithm.

When the pole spacing as irregular the interpole sampling frequency must

be set to a higher value to insure that all of the zero crossings will be

detected and this will decrease the efficiency. We can quantify the minimum

interpole sampling frequency necessary for reliable pole detection in terms of

the ratio of the pole spacings in phase velocity of two adjacent poles. Modes

are typically skipped when the interpole spacing suddenly decreases and, in

order for the zero crossing to be detected in a situation like this, the inter-

pole sampling frequency must be set to at least one divide by the ratio of

the suddenly decreased interpole spacing to the previous interpole spacing.

Figure. 4-2 shows the interpole spacing ratios for adjacent poles

for the case where the phase velocity search is proceeding in the direction of

decreasing phase velocity and for the characteristic function shown in figure

4-1. The ratio is expressed as a base ten logarithm and each ratio is plotted

-' with a "P" symbol at the phase velocity corresponding to the pole position.
€.

Positive values indicated that the pole spacing has increased and these

situations do not jeopardize the searching algorithm reliability assuming

that the previous poles have been properly located. The only problem with

large valus's of the interpole spacing ratio is that the characteristic function

will be oversampled at the corresponding poles thus decreasing the effi-

ciency. Very small values of the interpole spaing ratio indicate that the pole

spacing has suddenly decreased and this can result in a pair of dropped

poles. From figure 4-2 we can see that in order to detect the pair of poles at

about 4.275 km/sec phase velocity it would be necessary to set the interpole

sampling frequency to about one hundred which is the inverse of the

minimum interpole spaing ratio of about 0.01 Normally a priori information
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about the minimum interpole spacing ratio will not be available and so

some choice of the interpole sampling frequency will define how close tvo

poles can come to each other before the poles will be dropped. It is not

unusual for interpole spacing ratios to be as low as 0.001 or 0.0001 at high

frequencies and for situations where different families of normal modes

which are approximately decoupled coexist in the same phase velocity

range. In order for the coarse searching algorithm to be reliable in such

cases it is necessary to sample the characteristic function many thousands of

times between zero crossings and this is unsatisfactory from an efficiency

standpoint.

If we look back at figure 4-1 we can see a second upper set of

vertical bars which mark the zero crossings of the slope of the characteristic

function. The spacing between these bars is much more uniform in the 4.2

to 4.5 km/sec phase velocity range than the interpole spacing in the same

range. These vertical bars mark local extrema of the characteristic function

and extrema spacing ratios computed in the same manner as the interpole

spacing ratios are shown in figure 4-2 as the points labelled "S". The

minimum value of the extremum spacing ratio is about 0.5 as compared to

the minimum interpole spacing ratio of 0.01. If we were to design the coarse

searching algorithm to reliably find all of the zero crossings of the slope of

the characteristic function we could set the interextremumn sampling fre-

quency to a low number and be confident of detecting all of the local

extrema in a very efficient manner.

The final version of the zero searching algorithm which I designed

has as its basis a coarse searching algorithm which looks for local extrema of

the characteristic function. We can think of this as a "wiggle" detector since

it tracks the oscillations of the characteristic function as opposed to its
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actual zero crossings. For elastic structural models which have no more than

one low velocity zone I have found that the minimum value of the

extremum spacing ratio is about 0.2 at all frequency bandwidths. I have

used this coarse searching algorithm for a large number of structural models

and frequency bandwidths with the interextremum sampling frequency set

to the value of six and, as long as the structural model is elastic and con-

tains no more than one low velocity zone, the algorithm has never skipped

over a local extremum of the characteristic function.

The particular coarse searching algorithm which I developed had

a strong influence on the details of the final fine searching algorithm. Coarse

searching algorithms which are based upon tracking the actual characteris-

tic function zero crossings call up the fine searching algorithm whenever a

zero crossing has been detected. The fine searching algorithm is initialized

with the two values of phase velocity, determined by the coarse searching

algorithm, which bracket the zero crossing. The objective of the fine search-

ing algorithm is to refine the phase velocity zero estimate to within some

specified accuracy and this is normally accomplished in one of two ways.

The most straightforward and probably least efficient method is the itera-

tive rebracketing approach in which the characteristic function is computed

at the center of the bracket, the zero crossing is rebracketed using the origi-

nal bracket values plus the new value just computed, and this sequence is

carried out iteratively until the bracket width in phase velocity is below the

desired accuracy. A more sophisticated method is what I refer to as the

iterative interpolation approach in which a local fit of the characteristic

function is made using a liner or polynomial function in phase velocity, the

zero crossing of the fit function is computed, the characteristic function is

computed at the zero crossing of the fit function, a new local fit is made
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using the new value of the characteristic function just computed, and the

whole sequence is repeated iteratively until the desired accuracy is achieved.

When the fit function is linear this method is normally referred as the New-

ton root finding method although there actually a number of variations to

the Newton method as I will discuss.

.4, The convergence of the iterative rebracketing method is easy to

determine and is entirely independent of the characteristic function. The

zero crossing is refined by a factor of two for each iteration so to refine the

*" zero crossing by fifteen orders of magnitude it will take about fifty itera-

tions. The convergence of the iterative interpolation method is very much

dependent on the degree to which the fit function actually represents the

characteristic function in the neighborhood of the zero crossing. When the

fit function is a good approximation of the characteristic function the zero

crossing estimate can be refined by many orders of magnitude in each itera-

- tion, however when the fit function is a poor approximation the convergence

4. can be as slow as the iterative rebracketing method and in the worst cases

the determination of the zero crossing will not converge at all.

I used a version of the Newton root finding method as the final

fine search algorithm. The Newton root finding method normally depends

upon having an analytic evaluation of both the function whose zero is being

found along with the first derivative of the function. A straight line tangent

to the function is then projected to the zero axis and a new estimate of the

zero is obtained. As I will show later in this chapter, an analytic expression

for the partial derivative of the characteristic function with respect to phase

velocity can be obtained, however the analytic derivative computation is

just as expensive to compute as the characteristic function itself so it would

be desirable to avoid an analytic computation of the derivative if possible.
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A standard modification of the Newton root finding method is to use a first

difference approximation for the analytic derivative. I avoid computing the

derivative analytically and my final version of the Newton root finding algo-

rithm is as follows.

1. A straight line is connected between the init'a! points which bracket

the zero crossing and its intersection in pnase velocity with the zero

axis is computed. This phase velocity value becomes the first iteration

value.

2. The characteristic function is computed at the first iteration phase

velocity and a straight line is fit between this point and one of the ori-

ginal bracket points. The intersection in phase velocity with the zero

axis of this straight line is computed and this phase velocity value

becomes the second iteration.

3. The characteristic function is computed at the most recent iteration

phase velocity and a straight line is fit between this point and the pre-

vious iteration point. The intersection in phase velocity with the zero

axis of this straight line is computed and this phase velocity value

becomes the next iteration.

4. Step 3 is repeated until the desired accuracy is achieved.

I use two tests to determine adequate convergence of the Newton

root finding algorithm. The absolute difference between two successive

iterations in phase velocity must be below some threshold value which is

normally set to 10- 12 km/sec and when this is true I will sample the charac-

teristic function one more time at a phase velocity value which is some very

small increment from the the final iteration but which should bracket the

zero crossing with the final iteration value acting as the other bracket. If

there as a change of sign of the characteristic function between these two
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final bracket values then I use the final phase velocity value as the estimate

of the eigen phase velocity.

I have found that this version of the Newton root finding method

can refine the estimate of the characteristic function zero crossing by a fac-

tor of fifteen orders of magnitude in about six iterations on average which

represents a factor of eight increase in efficiency over the iterative rebrack-

eting algorithm. There are some situations however for which the Newton

root finding method will converge very slowly or not at all and I make

several tests to check for this. The first test is that the number of iterations

be less than some maximum number which I have set to twenty. The

second test is that new iterations of the phase velocity must lie within the

original zero crossing bracket values. If either test is not met then it is

assumed that the Newton method is not convergent and the iterative

rebracketing algorithm is used until the bracket width has been decreased

by a facto of eight. These new brackets are then used to reinitialize the

-' Newton root finder.

The relationship between the fine searching algorithm and the

coarse searching algorithm which I developed was complicated by my choice
A-

of tracking the characteristic function extrema as opposed to the zero cross-

ings. The coarse searching algorithm, as it is sampling the characteristic

function and looking for the next extremum, checks at each phase velocity

sample to see if a zero crossing has occurred since the previous phase velo-

city sample. If a zero crossing has occurred then a flag is set and the brack-

eting values of the phase velocity and the characteristic function are saved

Once an extremum has been located the coarse searching algorithm checks

the zero crossing flag and if this flag is set then the fine searching algorithm

.- is called with the saved bracket values and the zero crossing flag is cleared

g".
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for the next coarse searching leg. Normally the zero crossing flag will be set

for each extremum which is detected however there will be situations

corresponding to irregularly and closely spaced poles in which the actual

zero crossing will not be detected.

In cases where an extremum is detected but the zero crossing flag

is not set the coarse searching algorithm checks to see if the local extremum

appears to be close to the characteristic function zero axis and this is done

in the following manner. The extremum must a local minimum whenever

the characteristic function values for the previous coarse searching leg were

all positive or the extremum must be a local maximum whenever the previ-

ous characteristic function values were all negative. If this is true then a

second difference is computed using the three samples which define the local

extremum and another second difference is computed by replacing the

actual extremum sample characteristic function value by zero. If the local

extremum is in fact not close to the zero axis then a second difference corn-

puted by replacing the local extremum sample by zero should be much

larger than the actual second difference and so the ratio of these two second

differences is computed and if it is less than a specified threshold then the

local extremum is considered to be close to the zero axis.

If the local extremum appears to be close to the zero axis then a

version of the iterative rebracketing algorithm is used to resample the

characteristic function in the near vicinity of the local extremum in hopes of

detecting two closely spaced zero crossings. This special rebracketing algo-

rithm uses as its initial brackets the two phase velocity values which flank

the actual local extremum and on the initial iteration two more points are

sampled midway between the two brackets points and the middle extremum

point which produces a total of five sample points counting the original
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three samples which initialized the rebracketing algorithm. These five points

are checked for zero crossings of the characteristic function (there should

never be just one zero crossing) and if detected then the bracketing values

of the two zero crossings are used to initialize two calls of the frne searching

algorithm. If no zero crossings are detected then a new local extremum is

determined among the five points along with its flanking points, the new

extremum is checked for closeness to the zero axis and if it is determined to

be close another iteration of the rebracketing algorithm is executed. Once a

pair of poles is located or the extremum is no longer determined to be close

to the zero axis the coarse searching algorithm proceeds to the next
5-

extremum. Notice that the coarse searching phase velocity increment is not

effected in any way by the very fine phase velocity resmpling in the near

vicinity of the local extremum which accounts for the high reliability and

( efficiency of this method. For the example shown in figure 4-1 zero cross-

ings were not initially detected for the closely spaced poles associated with

the local extrema at phase velocities of 4.22, 4.275 and 4.4 km/sec.

Rebracketing in the vicinity of these local extrema did locate the poles

without the necessity of increasing the interextremum sampling frequency.

Examples of Rayleigh dispersion curves using the zero searching

algorithm which I have just described are shown in figures 4-3 and 4-4. Fig-

ure 4-3 shows disl.rsion curves for the same structural model as that used

to generate the Rayleigh characteristic function shown in figure 4-1. The

phase velocity range is also the same as that of figure 4-1 and the frequency

ranges from nine to ten Hertz. In order to show the lattice like detail of the

dispersion curves with high resolution, a total of two hundred frequency

values were searched for modes in the range of nine to ten Hertz and there

are over 20,000 polis plotted in figure 4-3. The frequency to frequency mode

I-" 
J . ' .
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association which was necessa.ry to prcA, -e dispersion curve plots was done

by assigning an integer mode number to each pole at each frequency and

then all of the poles at different frequencies but with the same mode

number were plotted as one dispersion curve. Mode numbers were assigned

by simply ordering the poles at each frequency by increasing phase velocity

starting with the fundamental Rayleigh mode and assigning the numbers

sequentially according to the order. Figure 4-4 shows a more typical set of

dispersion curves in the zero to one Hertz frequency range for a slightly

more complex structural model which was obtained from Kanamori and

Hadley (1975) and which is supposed to be representative of the southern

California crust and upper mantle east of the San Andreas fault. This struc-

tural model is defined in table 4-2 and it will be used to generate synthetic

seismograms which will be shown later in this chapter. An interesting

feature of the structural model shown in table 4-2 is the anomalously high P

and S wave velocities of the bottom half space. This allows locked modes to

be computed in the zero to fifteen km/sec phase velocity range and flatten-

ing of the dispersion curves in figure 4-4 can be seen at all of the P and S

wave layer velocities for the thicker layers in the structural model. I will

discuss the consequences of this high velocity "cap" layer later in this

chapter.

A zero searching strategy based upon the zero searching algo-

rithm that I have described in this chapter was used by itself to generate

the dispersion curves shown in figures 4-3 and 4-4. By this I mean that no

attempt was made to check for dropped poles or to make any sort of fre-

quency to frequency mode association other than that required to make the

plots. If poles had been dropped they would have shown up as A shaped

features in the dispersion curves and wouid be quite distinctive. I have
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Table 4-2

Southern California Crust and Upper Mantle

Structure East of the San Andreas Fault

Layer no. Thickness (km) a (kin/se) (km/!sec) P (gin/cc)

1 5 5.50 3.175 2.73

2 24 6.20 3.500 2.73

(3 5 6.70 3.770 2.88

4 6 7.80 4.400 3.25

5 30 8.02 4.460 3.25

6 40 7.95 4.250 3.29

Half Space 20.0 15.0 5.0

SO
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found the zero searching algorithm that I developed to be completely reli-

able for elastic structural models with no more than one low velocity zone

and I have also found that for a wide variety of structural models and fre-

quency bandwidths I can reliably locate all of the normal mode eigen phase

velocities to an accurate of 10- 12 km/sec using a total of fifteen evaluations

of the characteristic function on average per pole. This includes all evalua-

tions of the characteristic function in both the coarse and fine searching

algorithms. It seems unlikely to me that the efficiency of this zero searching

algorithm could be increased by any more than a factor of three and so I

have deemed this zero searching algorithm to be satisfactorily efficient One

distinct advantage of using a zero ea~chirig strategy is that the poles need

to be located only at the freq%:res vhich are neressar, for the FFT and it

is not necear% to l- a c ad ': ".ii rc,'. ordcr to smooth'y track the

dispersion cur% e- a- ,- :e i:'. , pA , "rari :.g 'rategles or %ith the

modrc, a' .rig ::K . o . " l:, 7 1 ,. . 4 3 a.nd 4-4 the fre-

qjeilc a 'a:: ,.,; : a :a N ,', r thi was orly done iri

order to ge rra'- t..g:. ,- .' ' urve- for di-splay pur-Doses and

IL', f.;t frequc r , .' :. :t..-(a , generate synthetic seismo-

g 7 &:: _

La Ka: :::, . ... ". r - r ,g alg orithm to compute

RIO : cg dLS Jp- .. , , ' - -. . h more than one low

,',cO If'N Zone i:. - a:# ' ; .. - , : ,:g drupped This was verified pri-

.. nar:.% b I , ua : ;,* I; a ,), curve plots but it also could be

seen b the :,,-a ::. ,r ottaed at each frequency as the fre-

quency %s -, "1 , - . :rong tendencr for the total number

of locked mode, a ,, ,... ether remain the same or increase

with increasing freqyenc% an(! A1.n tli, number decreases with increasing
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frequency it is very likely that poles have been dropped at the frequency

where the decrease is observed. There is also a strong tendency for disper-

sion curves to be monotonically decreasing in phase velocity with increasing

frequency, as can be seen in figures 4-3 and 4-4, especially at the high phase

velocity ends of the dispersion curves and whenever the phase velocity of

the dispersion curve with the highest mode number appears to increase with

frequency it is very likely that poles have been dropped.

The coarse searching algorithm which I developed is based upon

tracking the zero crossings of the slope of the characteristic function and

this algorithm works well as long as the slope zero crossings are regularly

spaced in phase velocity. I found that the characteristic function extremum

spacing was regular for structural models in which no more than two decou-

pled waveguides existed and when more than two decoupled waveguides

exist this is no longer true. Structural models with more than one low velo-

city zone can have a number of waveguides which is equal to one plus the

number of low velocity zones and the number of waveguides is the same as

the number of tightly clustered poles which can occur in phase velocity

ranges in which the waveguides are approximately decoupled. For simple

structural models with no more than two waveguides there will be no more

than two poles which will cluster closely together and for these situations

the characteristic function extremum spacing will remain regular. In situa-

tions where more than two poles can cluster closely together the characteris-

tic function extremum spacing must obviously be irregular and these situa-

tions occur when more than two approximately decoupled waveguides exist

in the structural model.

mc .N N Ni J'
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I have a strong suspicion that the zero crossings of higher order

derivatives of the characteristic function are more uniformly spaced in phase

velocity and I suspect that the coarse searching algorithm would work as

long as it is tracking the zero crossings of the nth order derivative of the

characteristic function where n is equal to the number of low velocity zones

in the structural model. I chose however not to pursue this potential

method for increasing the zero searching algorithm reliability for several

reasons. First of all it becomes quite expensive to compute high order

derivatives of the characteristic function either numerically or analytically

and secondly the relationship between the coarse and fine searching algo-

rithms becomes complicated and somewhat muddled when the coarse

searching algorithm is based on tracking the zeroes of high order derivatives

of the characteristic function.

I chose instead a method which has been used successfully in the

past to recover zeroes which were skipped over by a zero searching algo-

rithm and this method is described by Acton (1970). The method involves

searching a modified version of the characteristic function for the missing

zeroes and this modified function is equal to the original function with the

zeroes that were found in the first search analytically removed. Removing a

zero analytically from any function is quite straightforward and simply

involves dividing the original function by some known function which is

analytic and which has a zero equal to the zero of the original function. The

resulting modified function will no longer have a zero crossing corresponding

to the one which was removed and this procedure can be repeated for as

many zeroes as desired. The analytic function that I chose to use to remove

the zeroes was the hyperbolic tangent function since it is linear in the vicin-

ity of the zero crossing but well behaved as one proceeds away from the



zero crossing.

The final version of my mode searching algorithm involved both.

zero searching strategy and some elements of a pole tracking strategy. The

zero searching algorithm was the primary means of finding the normal mode

eigen phase velocities and pole tracking was only used to check for dropped

poles at each frequency. This was accomplished by checking to see if the

number of modes at each frequency either remained the same or increased

with increasing frequency and by checking to see if the phase velocity of the

highest order mode was monotonically decreasing with increasing frequency.

If either of these two checks failed at a particular frequency then the zeroes

found on the first pass through the zero searching algorithm were analyti-

cally removed from the characteristic function and a second pass was made

through the zero searching algorithm using the modified characteristic func-

( tion to find the dropped poles. The poles found in the second pass were

then merged with the poles found in the original pass and the check for

dropped modes was made again and if there still appeared to be dropped

modes the whole process was repeated. Dropped poles normally occur very

infrequently even in very ill conditioned structural models and so the modi-

fied characteristic functions normally have only a small number of zero

crossings which are quite easy to locate.

I have found only one class of structural models for which my

mode searching algorithm is not completely reliable and that is structures

which contain multiple low velocity zones which have identical elastic

parameters. In such cases, as the frequency goes to infinity, families of

dispersion curves will asymptotically approach each other and the pole spac-

ings between these families of dispersion curves will become infinitesimally

small over wide frequency ranges. At some frequency the pole spacing will
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fall below the numerical resolution of the computer and when that happens

it will be numerically impossible to distinguish or find the poles. We could

consider these to be second or higher order poles at one phase velocity how-

ever I have found that this problem can be avoided completely by seeing to

it that structural models do not have low velocity zones with identical elas-

tic parameters. I have found that by simply changing the P and S wave

velocities by one part in 106 in one of two identical low velocity layers the

mode searching algorithm will work quite fine as long as the arithmetic is

done in double precision on the computer.

A final example of dispersion curves found by my mode searching

algorithm for a very ill conditioned structural model is given in figure 4-5.

The structural model parameters are given in table 4-3 and this model con-

tains three low velocity layers with similar elastic parameters. The disper-

sion curves are shown over a frequency range of zero to five Hertz and the

mode spacing can be seen to be quite irregular both in the frequency direc-

tion as well as the phase velocity direction and at virtually all frequencies

and phase velocities. Because of the similarity of the three low velocity

layers there are three sets of dispersion curves, which can be seen in the 0 to

3.5 km/sec phase velocity range, which correspond to three families of

approximately decoupled normal modes in the three waveguides with almost

identical eigen phase velocities. These appear as thick looking dispersion

curves which are in fact sets of three dispersion curves which are very close

to each other. The thin and flat looking dispersion curve at about 3.2

km/sec phase velocity which appears to cut across the waveguide dispersion

curves at frequencies over one Hertz is what we would typically refer to as

the high frequency surface Rayleigh %ave. It is quite apparent that the fun-

damental P-SV normal mode is not in fact a "surface" wave at high
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Table 4-3

A Structural Model with Three

Similar Low Velocity Zones

Layer no. Thickness (kin) a (km/sec) 6 (km/sec) p (gin/cc)

1 5 6.000 3.500 3.0

2 5 3.000 1.750 2.5

3 5 6.000 3.500 3.0

4 5 3.001 1.751 2.5

5 5 6.000 3.500 3.0

6 5 3.002 1.752 2.5

7 5 6.000 3.500 3.0

Half Space - 20.0 15.0 5.0
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frequencies (by that I mean a wave whose energy is trapped on or near the

free surface) and instead the fundamental mode becomes a trapped channel

wave in the second layer as the frequency goes to infinity.
In this section I have gone into considerable detail to describe the

mode searching algorithm which I developed. I felt justified in doing this

since the development of this algorithm in its final form constituted the sin-

gle most time consuming part of my research. The problem of locating the

flat earth normal mode eigenvalues in a reliable and efficient manner was

not easy to solve and I suspect that this problem, as much as the numerical

stability problem, has stopped other researchers from using the normal

mode method to compute complete synthetic seismograms. In the next sec-

tion I will describe how the various partial derivatives, which are necessary

for computing group velocities and for normalizing the eigenfunctions, are

computed and how these derivatives can also be used to make a first order

correction of the eigen phase velocities to account for frequency dependent

anelastic attenuation in the structural model.

4.2 Eigenvalue Computation: Computing the Group Velocity,

Normalizing the Eigenfunctions, and Accounting for Fre-

quency Dependent Anelastic Attermation

From equations (3.3.53) and (3.3.54) we can see that it is neces-

sary to compute the partial derivative of the characteristic function with

respect to wavenumber in order to compute the normalized eigenfunctions.

Since we have expressed the 'R matrix elements as functions of frequency

and horizontal phase velocity, it is desirable to rewrite equation (3.3.54) as

follows.

!-z



W _a C2  
(4.2.1)

c k 'k W

CIR(w,k)!ak = -. R.a~(W,c)/BC (4.2-2)

- W (4.2.3)R '' c2aRL(.,,c)/acI
R C R C (D,.)

where RC(,WA)
RK (n,w)

A useful although unnecessary quantity to compute is the group velocity as

a function of frequency for each dispersion curve and from Achenbach

(1984) this is given as follows.

R (DW)K'(~w (4.2.4)

Using the relationship of phase velocity and wavenumber to frequency it is

easy to rewrite equation (4.2.4) as follows.

C (4.2.5)

c d.. C .RC (,w)

The total differential of the characteristic function is always equal to zero

along a dispersion curve which leads to the following.

d d(. a c) = c) (4.2.6)

R a C
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dRi(Wc) (42.7)

C - RC(DW)

dc 8pA( ,c)/ (

N" 1 + ___-_

Rc.(D,w) W a (4.2.9)
' . c c3R,,)/c R C (nW)

Ri(lcl,

From equation (4.2.3) we can see that it is only necessary to com-

pute the partial derivative of the characteristic function with respect to hor-

izontal phase velocity in order to compute the normalized eigenfunctions

and thus to compute synthetic seismograms. If we also compute the partial

derivative of the characteristic function with respect to frequency, then

equation (4.2.9) can be used to compute the frequency dependent group

velocity for each normal mode. Because of the nature of the fine searching

algorithm which I use, a numerical approximation of the partial derivative

with respect to phase velocity is available for free and initially I used this

numerical estimate to compute the normalized eigenfunctions. I became

apprehensive about using this numerical approximation however, since it

was a potential source of errors which I could not easily quantify, and so I

started computing the partial derivative analytically for the purpose of

checking the accuracy of the numerical estimate. I found that the numerical

derivative was usually accurate to about four decimal places which was ade-

quate for computing synthetic seismograms in most situations but I decided

to start using the analytic derivative routinely in order to avoid unforeseen

" " " " * " A " " - ' ' . '- €" ,"-.-- >"K -- K * :%.:. • ,,, K- - • • 2-. ; *. . . .
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numerical problems associated with the use of the numerical derivative.

Although it is rather expensive to compute the various partial derivatives

analytically, the derivatives are never computed inside the mode searching

algorithm except for one time per located pole and so the incremental cost

of computing the derivatives analytically is not high.

Partial derivatives of the characteristic function are also necessary

to model the effects of frequency dependent anelastic attenuation using first

order perturbation theory. Aki and Richards (1980) discuss physical

phenomena which account for anelastic attenuation and just how such

attenuation enters into the theory relating to elastic wave propagation. One

particular physical model which they give was popularized by Liu et. al.

(1976) and is based upon a superposition of relaxation phenomena each one

of which is represented by a stress-strain relation which involves linear

terms of stress and strain time derivatives. This is the stress-strain law for a

standard linear solid and Ak: and Richards show that such a physical

attenuation mechanism can be accounted for in the theory by making com-

plex, frequency dependent changes in the layer P and S wave velocities. The

resulting equivalent elastic P and S wave velocities are given as follows.

a(Q) ,I'- ) (4.2.10)

1 l I 2Qh(.A)
4Q,(4Q 2 (",)

where Q0 (wj and QB(..) are the frequency dependent dimensionless quanti-

ties which relate the incremental losses of P and S wave energy in a wave

°"-'- " "' " " " " -' ' " " " " """" " " : " """' "" ". ." " ". " '"2",." ,",,- .'.'.' - ',/- ,' . '" - " " " "' ' '
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cycle to the peak energy in that cycle and ap(w) and Sp(") are the actual

dispersed and frequency dependent P and S wave phase velocities which

would be observed in an attenuating medium.

Computing flat earth normal modes for structures which have

arbitrary, complex, frequency dependent layer P and S wave velocities is a

very difficult problem. Aside from the fact that complex layer P and S

wave velocities will make all of the layer [R] and minor matrix element

arithmetic complex as well, the most significant problem with complex layer

velocities is that it moves all of the normal mode poles off of the real

wavenumber axis and into the complex k-plane. This behavior of the nor-

mal mode eigenfunctions is exploited by those researchers, such as Kind

(1978), who use the reflectivity method and integrate along the real

wavenumber axis. Moving the poles off of the real wavenumber axis allows

a numerical integration to be done along the real axis without encountering

the errors associated with numerically integrating through the poles. For

those of us who are looking for normal mode poles, moving the poles off of

the real wavenumber axis can significantly complicate the task of locating

these poles and in the worst cases it can make the problem of reliable and

efficient pole location virtually impossible to solve.

In order to make maximum the utilization of the efficient and

reliable mode searching algorithm which I developed for structural models

with real layer P and S wave velocities, I decided to adopt a two stage

approach to account for nelastic attenuation. We can expand the

equivalent elastic layer P and S wave velocities from equations (4.2.10) in

terms of their real and imaginary components as follows.
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OW = OM+ '0(u;)

where &R, o1, OR , and 01 are real numbers.

[)= p(W) (42.12)OR(M
1

4Q2(,,)

=1

= (" ) (4.2.13)

4- 2Q ()

In the first stage we set the equivalent elastic velocities to OR and OR given

by equations (4.2.12) and set the imaginary components to zero. This

results in elastic layer velocities which are frequency dependent but real

which keeps the normal mode poles on the real wavenumber axis and allows

for the use of real arithmetic in the characteristic function computations.

The mode searching algorithm which I described in section 4.1 can then be

used without modification to find the poles at each frequency. The second

stage involves computing an imaginary incremental shift of the normal

mode eigen phase velocities due to a purely imaginary change in the layer P

and S wave velocities (this imaginary shift is set to. a, and 0I) using first

order perturbation theory.

":" ' .. . " '" " " " " " " ," "" " ." " "" "' " '""" ," ' " " " "", "" ' '" " '".. . " "'" "" ", ,¢ ," r Z " .'' "' " ' "' "' "' "" # ", " "'" " -"'' " " " "'" "' " , t " " "
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The anelastic attenuation must be low (i.e. the Q values must be

high) in order for a first order perturbation approximation of the eigen

phase velocities to yield accurate results. Probably a more straightforward

approach would have been to compute a complex first order shift in the

eigen phase velocities due to complex incremental changes in the layer P

and S wave velocities relative to an unattenuating medium with constant P

and S wave velocities however it is easy and cheap to include the velocity

dispersion effects directly at the beginning of the mode searching and this

also eliminates complex arithmetic from the perturbation computations. We

can apply first order perturbation theory to expand the Rayleigh charac-

teristic function as follows.

aR , ,c)

dRL(wc) ac dc (4.2.14)

+4~ ~ aR .SC)•aRA( .,c) dRa(.',)dowi  d,30i)

a( ) a,30)

where i is the layer index and n is the total number of layers including the

bottom half space (if any). As with the computation of the group velocity,

small changes in layer P and S wave velocities will shift an eigen phase velo-

city such that dRA(.,c) = 0. We can thus write down the shift in the eigen

phase velocity, dc, due to shifts in the P and S wave velocities do(' ) and

d,9() as follows.

Rl p (,,c do(i), d'-36,, ) "
j- aa(') s i  '

dc - (4.2.15)
R 

C

.1*.
4,*
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We can see from equation (4.2.15) that if the complex values of dab) and

d$(') all have the same phase angle, then dc will also have the same phase

angle (to within 180 degrees) and this is because all of the partial deriva-

tives in (4.2.15) are real for real frequency, horizontal phase velocity, and

layer velocities. Thus purely imaginary do() and d40') values will produce a

purely imaginary dc.

Once the complex eigen phase velocities have been obtained for a

structural model with frequency dependent anelastic attenuation the

remaining computations appear to be straightforward. One would typically

use the complex eigen phase velocities to compute complex eigenfunctions

and then compute the mode residue contributions using a Hnkel function

algorithm which can properly handly complex arguments. There is a hidden

problem in all of this and this problem is not obvious unless one carefully

considers the dispersion curves which I showed in section 4.1. When normal

mode poles cluster very closely together, even very small errors in the eigen

phase velocities can cause substantial errors in the vertical eigenfunctions.

This extreme sensitivity of the eigenfunctions to the eigen phase velocities is

one of the reasons that I compute the characteristic function using double

precision arithmetic and is the primary reason why I locate the eigen phase

velocities to within 1012 km/sec accuracy in the mode searching algorithm.

The small errors, which are bound to occur when using a first order pertur-

bation approximation for the eigen phase velocities, can produce large

erroneous values for the eigenfunctions in situations where normal mode

poles are very close to each other. The situations in which this as a real

problem, as with many of the other problems which I have discussed, are

very much dependent on the particular structural model and frequency



bandwidths which are used. For simple structural models for which the pole

spacing is uniformly regular one can simply substitute the first order com-

plex eigen phase velocities into the eigenfunction computations and expect

reasonable results however, for more complex structural models with irregu-

lar pole spacing this approach will not work at all.

One potential way of solving the eigenfunction sensitivity prob-

lem is to use a complex version of the fine searching algorithm to refine the

complex eigen phase velocities, initializing the algorithm with the first order

estimates of the eigen phase velocities. In order for such a method to be reli-

able it is necessary for the first order estimates of the complex pole locations

to be close to the actual pole locations. Normally "close" means that the

distance between the first order pole and the actual pole must be small

when compared to the actual pole magnitude in the complex plane however

in our case "close" also means that the distance between the first order pole

and the actual pole must be small when compared to the distances between

the first order pole and any other poles. It is this second restriction which

causes the complex fine searching algorithm to be not completely reliable,

once again, in situations of tightly clustered poles. I did develop a computer

program which uses a complex fine searching algorithm to refine the eigen

phase velocity estimates and I also developed full complex versions of the

eigenfunction and mode residue computation programs. Predictably these

programs run much slower than their real arithmetic counterparts and also

the complex fine searching algorithm is not completely reliable.

I felt that it was necessary to develop completely reliable and fas-

ter versions of the computer programs which account for attenuation and I

finally settled on a method which is numerically stable over a wide range of

Q values but which introduces an additional unwanted approximation

e rr
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relating to the attenuation of elastic energy propagating through the

medium. In this method I use purely real eigen phase velocities to compute

the eigenfunctions and these real poles are equal to the original real eigen

phase velocities which were located by the mode searching algorithm.

Because of this the eigenfunctions are obviously numerically stable and the

dispersive effects of the attenuation are properly accounted for however,

since the imaginary component of the eigen phase velocities are not used,

the vertical eigenfunctions do not properly account for the amplitude

attenuation. The imaginary components of the eigen phase velocities deter-

mined from the first order perturbation are passed on to the mode residue

computation program and the full complex eigenwavenumbers are used in

the radial Hankel eigenfunctions. The net result of this is that energy pro-

pagating in the vertical direction is not attenuated but energy propagating

in the horizontal direction is attenuated. Certainly this is a less than ideal

solution to the problem however the incremental cost of accounting for

attenuation using this method is very small and as I will show later in this

chapter the main applicability of the locked mode method for computing

synthetic seismograms is for situations where the seismic energy is propagat-

ing fundamentally in the horizontal direction.

All of the necessary equations to compute the partial derivatives

of the characteristic function with respect to frequency and phase velocity

are given in appendix B. The partial derivatives of the characteristic func-

tion suffer from the same dynamic range problem as the characteristic func-

tion itself and so I show how the partial derivative computations can be

dynamically scaled in the same manner as the characteristic function com-

putations. Finally in appendix B I derive a method for computing the first

order change in the eigen phase velocities due to a small change of the layer
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P and S wave velocities. This method gives the same identical results as

equation (4.2.15) but it avoids the separate computations of the partial

derivatives of the characteristic function with respect to each layer P and S

wave velocity.

In the next section I will describe the actual computer programs

which I wrote that use the methods and equations given in this dissertation

to compute locked mode synthetic seismograms. These programs allow the

user to find P-SV and SH dispersion curves starting from a specified plane

layered structural model and at specified frequency samples, compute the

P-SV and SH depth dependent eigenfunctions for each mode-frequency and

at specified depths, sum the mode residues at each component-frequency for

specified source-receiver geometries and source types, and transform each

receiver-component into the time domain after applying various user speci-

fled filters.

4.3 Locked Mode Seismogram Synthesis: The Computer Programs

I implemented the theoretical and numerical methods which I

developed in a set of computer programs which allows one to compute
I

locked mode synthetic seismograms in a straightforward manner for a large

range of frequency bandwidths, structural models, source-receiver configura-

tions and source types. These programs have undergone an historical

development which paralleled the development of the theory and numerical

methods and the results of early versions of these programs dictated the

course of action which I took in the theoretical development. The final ver- ,

sions of these programs provide a very simple user interface and can be run

on most computers, big or small, as long as sufficient disk space and cpu

cycles are available.
=a'

I
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The bulk of the program development was done an a digital

equipment corporation (DEC) PDP 11/70 mini-computer with the UNIX

operating system and using the FORTRAN 77 programming language

(some low level subroutines were written in the C programming language).

The PDP 11/70 computer has a sixteen bit direct address length which

places a rather severe restriction on the maximum program size and, using

the UNIX operating system, this maximum size is 64K bytes (1K = 1024, 1

byte = 8 bits) of program text and 64K bytes of data in core memory. The

most restrictive of this was the limit on the program text which limited the

actual number of lines of code in any one executable program and this limit

had a strong effect on the way in which I modularized the computational

procedure. Another aspect of the PDP 11/70 computer which effected the

program development was that it as a relatively slow machine especially

when compared to large mainframe machines such as the IBM 370 or the

CDC 7600. Because of these restrictions I was forced to be clever in the

development of the programs to reduce both the size and the run times of

each program so that I could use the 11/70 to generate locked mode syn-

thetic seismograms at high frequencies and for realistic structural models. In

the end this all proved to be an advantage since the programs which I

developed run relatively fast and can be put on almost any computer (I

have a working version of the mode searching program running on an IBM

PC-AT microcomputer). The final versions of the programs, which run on

much larger virtual memory computers, are organized in the same manner

as the original 11/70 versions.

The overall arrangcrrt of the programs is diagramed in figure

4-6 along with the intermediate da-a files which communicate between the

programs. The first program to be run for a new structural model or
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frequency bandwidth is always program FINDPOLE which uses the mode

searching algorithm, which I described in section 4.1, to locate the Rayeligh

and Love eigen phase velocities for a set of specified frequencies. The orv

required inputs into the program are the elastic parameters (P wave velo-

city. S wave velocity, density) and the thicknesses of all the layers in the

structural model and the set of equally spaced frequency values at which

the normal modes will be evaluated. The frequency sampling is carried

through the remainder of the programs and is used to compute the inverse

Fourier transforms in the fimal step which produces time domain synthetic

seismogram.s. The program will automatically chose a phase velocity range

for the mode search which will pick up all locked modes (the user can over-

ride this and specify a phase velocity range). The program will also

automatically chose a starting value for the phase velocity searching incre-

ment which will insure reliable yet efficient results. The group velocity for

each mode is computed and the phase velocities, group velocities and al

other pertinent information are written out to a binary data file.

Runrning program FrDPOLE usually takes more time than any

of the other programs which follow. For a typical situation where ten or

twenty synthetic seismograms are computed at one source depth, FIND-

POLE runs about ten times slower than any of the other programs This

can be expected since, on average, the characteristic function is evaluated

fifteen times for each pole that is located whereas the other programs. which

compute the eigenfunctions and the residue contributions, Aill be making

their respective computations only once per mode and it is this feature of

the locked mode method that is primarily responsible for its efficiency

Because of the long run time- A c. can be expected in certain cases. this

particular program has a restar: capat,iliy which allows the user to recover

%S
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the results of a previous run which may have been prematurely terminated

either purposely or accidentally. Also because of the long potential run

times, program FINDPOLE is usually run in a batch mode at off hours

using low priority. The actual run time for program FINDPOLE is about 30

milliseconds per layer per mode per frequency on a DEC VAX 11/780 com-

puter.

As I outlined in section 4.2, attenuation would normally be

modeled in a two step process. The first step would be to run program

FINDPOLE with the real parts of the frequency dependent layer P and S

wave velocities in order to account for the dispersive effects of attenuation.

I must confess however that I have not implemented the interpolation rou-
-

tines in program FINDPOLE which would be necessary to change the P

and S wave velocities as the frequency is changed. Program FLNDPOLE, as

(' it exists now, assumes constant P and S wave velocities, but it would be a

trivial exercise to modify the program to make the elastic velocities fre-

quency dependent. I can also say with confidence that such a modification

would not require any changes in the mode searching algorithm and it

would not effect either the performance or the reliability of the program.

For most frequency bandwidths and distance ranges for which I have used

the locked mode methods, I have found the effects of attenuation to be

small and the dispersive effects would be unnoticeable.

After program FINDPOLE has been executed the next step

would typically be to run program ATTENUATION. Actually this step is

optional and the user can go on to program EIGENF if it is not necessary

to account for attenuation. If the user does run program ATTENUATION,

then the user will be required to input a tabulated set of Q. and Q, values

for each layer and for any number of frequencies. The program will linearly

'a.
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interpolate the Q values between the specified frequencies and then use

equations (4.2.13) to compute the imaginary components of the layer P and

S wave velocities with the real parts of these velocities set to the velocities

used by program FINDPCLE. The imaginary value of each eigen phase

velocity is then computed using the equations in appendix B.

Program ATTENUATION reads the binary data file which is

written by program FLNDPOLE and the imaginary values of the eigen

phase velocities are deposited into the FLNDPOLE output file. Thus pro-

gram ATTENUATION modifies the FINDPOLE output file instead of writ-

ing a new one and an output file from FINDPOLE can be rerun through

program ATTENUATION if it is necessary to change the attenuation. This

is another reason why I chose to keep the elastic velocities constant in pro-

gram FINDPOLE since, if dispersion were properly modeled, a change in

the Q values would require a complete rerun of program FINDPOLE. pro-

gram ATTENUATION runs much faster than program FINDPOLE and the

run time is about 2.5 milliseconds per layer per mode per frequency on a

DEC VAX 11/780 computer.

Program EIGENF computes the four components of the Rayleigh

eigenfunctions and the two components of the Love eigenfunctions. This

program reads an output file from program FINDPOLE, which may or may

not have been modified by program ATTENUATION, and computes the

eigenfunctions using the algorithm described in section 3.5. The only

required user inputs are a set of depths at which the eigenfunctions are

computed and where potential sources or receivers will be located. A binary

data file is written by program EIGENF which contains all of the eigen-

values and eigenfunctions at each mode-frequency and for each specified

depth and this output file is usually the largest of the intermediate data

4',
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files. The size of the EIGENF output file is about 36 bytes per depth per

mode per frequency and the run time is about 4 milliseconds per layer per

mode per frequency on a DEC VAX 11/780 computer.

In order to compute the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for the

widest range of frequency bandwidths and structural models I have found it

necessary to use double precision (64 bit) arithmetic for all of the internal

computations in programs FINDPOLE, ATTENUATION and EIGENF.

Abo-Zena (1979) claims that the Rayleigh characteristic function can be

computed in a numerically stable manner using only single precision (32

bit) arithmetic and I concur with his statement however I think that seven

or eight decimal plact.s of resolution is not enough to reliably locate the

dispersion curves and especially to compute the eigenfunctions of tightly

clustered poles. I have also found that for most modern computers 64 bit

arithmetic is not excessively slow, in fact for many computers and operating

systems the actulal hardware arithmetic operations are done in extended

precision regardless of the programming. Obviously the numbers in the

FLNDPOLE output file are written in double precision to preserve the reso-

lution in program EIGENF. I have found that the computations which

take place after program EIGENF can be done in single precision without

adverse effects and so, primarily to reduce the sizes of the intermediate data

files and the required core memory data storage sizes, all of the arithmetic

done after program EIGENF is done in single precision. With this in mind

the numbers in the EIGENF output file are written in single precision even

though they are computed in double precision. Another distinct change in

the nature of the computations after program EIGENF is that the struc-

tural model is no longer needed or used directly so that the speed of subse-

quent computations is not dependent on the number of layers in the elastic

, -. ° - .. ... . o . . . . . ... . .. . . . . . . .-L .. '. ,' .e .."---",,- . ". . . . .- "• -."," " ."*' ' -' ' -". -o:'.--.,- " -". -•..- . .-" '- -.. . . " -"- ,-" . .
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model.

The three component synthetic spectra are computed in program

SEISYNTH which reads the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions from an

EIGENF output file and computes the spectra from the locked mode contri-

butions in equations (3.3.41) and (3.4.2). At this point the user must specify

the source and receiver spatial configurations along with the source parame-

ters. The program allows for both multiple sources and multiple receivers

and the only constraint on the locations is that no receiver can have the

same exact map coordinates as a source (zero distance is not allowed due to

the singularity of the Hankel function at zero). The contributions at each

receiver due to multiple sources can either be summed together, with

appropriate individual source gains and origin time shifts, or the three com-

ponent spectra for each source can be kept separate for parametric source

studies. The user must also specify the depths of each source and receiver

and these must correspond to the depths for which the eigenfunctions have

been computed. The source jump vectors are uniquely determined by the

source types (e.g. explosion, shear dislocation point source, etc.) and appen-

dix C gives a number of different jump vectors for various source types.

Another set of important parameters which the user must input are phase

velocity, group velocity and frequency filters. Normally the only filter which

would be applied at this point would be a phase velocity filter which applies

a scalar gain factor to each mode residue contribution as a function of the

eigen phase velocity and the use of these filters will be discussed later in

this chapter.

Program SEISYNTH computes the three component normal

mode residues at each receiver ad for each source, applies the filtering

gains to each residue, su-.s all of the weighted residues together at each

. . . . .. . . .
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frequency and writes the locked mode spectra to a binary data file. This

program requires the use of Bessel function subroutines and the program

run time is primarily effected by the efficiency of these subroutines. The run

time for program SEISYNTH is about 1.5 milliseconds per receiver per

mode per frequency for all three components on a DEC VAX 11/780 com-

puter.

d The final step involves running program SEISPLOT which

transforms the three component spectra into the time domain. This pro-

gram reads the SEISYNTH output data file and has to demultiplex each

receiver-component spectrum out of the data file. A number of different

filters can be applied in the frequency domain which account for simple

models of the source spectra and the receiver instrument responses. Finally

the spectra for each receiver-component are transforme into the time

domain through the use of a fast Fourier transform subroutine and the syn-

thetic seismograms are written to a binary data file.

In addition to the main programs which I have just described a

number of utility programs were developed which are primarily aimed at

displaying the results of the main programs. Program DISPLOT will make

dispersion curve plots of phase velocity, group velocity, or the imaginary

component of phase velocity versus frequency for all of the normal modes

and this program reads a FINDPOLE output data file which may or may

not have been modified by program ATTENUATION. Program SPCDUMP

will read a SEISYNTH output data file and produce a neatly formatted

printer listing of the locked mode synthetic spectra. Program ADD allows

the spectra from two different runs of program SEISYNTH to be summed

together for each receiver-component. Program RAYPLOT will read the

output data file from program SEISPLOT and plot a suite of synthetic

"d. - -.
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seismograms and optionally compute and display a set of theoretical ray

travel time curves over the locked mode synthetics. In addition to the

graphics produced by programs DISPLOT and RAYPLOT, the main pro-

gram SEISPLOT also will display the synthetic seismograms on a graphics

terminal as they are being transformed into the time domain.

4.4 Locked Mode Seismogram Synthesis: The Locked Mode

Approximation

The locked mode method provides an efficient way of computing

a portion of the complete synthetic seismogram. The particular portion of

the complete solution which this method gives is entirely dependent on the

S wave velocity of the bottom half space which effectively applies a low pass

phase velocity filter to the complete solution. One way of increasing the

locked mode synthetic phase velocity bandpass is to move the bottom of the

structural model down which, for realistic earth models, will result in

increasing the S wave velocity of the bottom half space. The resulting

locked mode synthetics will contain earlier arrivals and the representation of

near surface wave propagation will become more complete. In the limiting

case we could take a spherical earth structural model and apply a flattening

transformation which, for a whole earth model, would result in a flat earth

structure with elastic velocities approaching infinity as the depth

approaches the earth's radius.

Flattened whole earth models are in fact plate structures and for

plate structures the locked mode method provides almost complete syn-

thetic seismograms (complete seismograms would require the inclusion of

modes with complex eigenwaver;umbers). Unfortunately there is an almost

direct proportionality between the number of locked modes at a particular

-, . .- C , , " ., . , ,",. , , .... , - ... . ,.- .. .,.- ,-, . . ...- -. .- ---.-.-- -..-- .,. , ..-- . . -.. . ..- . -,.
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frequency and the total thickness of the structural model and, for models

with thicknesses of planetary dimensions, an excessive number of locked

modes will exist for frequencies over 0.1 Hertz. This problem is the reason

why spherical earth normal modes cannot be used to generate complete high

frequency synthetic seismograms without expending an exorbitant computa-

tional effort. This also has a lot to do with why flat earth models are so

popular with theoretical seismologists who are trying to compute high fre-

quency synthetic seismograms. Flat earth models allow the seismologist to

arbitrarily limit the total thickness of the structural model which has the

effect of ignoring the wave propagation outside of that thickness while

reducing the computational effort required to synthesize waves propagating

within the thickness.

In order to realize the maximum efficiency of the locked mode

Qmethod it is necessary to make the total structure thickness as small as pos-

sible. Thin structural models however tend to produce incomplete locked

mode synthetics due to the low S wave velocities of the bottom half space.

The essence of the locked mode approximation is to place an unrealistically

high velocity half space at the bottom of the structural model and I refer to

this high velocity half space as the cap layer. I then require that this cap

layer be placed at a depth such that the earliest P wave reflection from the

top of the cap layer arrives after the seismic coda of interest. As the S wave

velocity of the cap layer is increased, the entire seismic coda, including the

earliest P wave arrivals, can be synthesized using only the locked mode resi-

due contributions. The choice of a cap layer depth will place a limit on the

maximum source-receiver distance, for which locked mode synthetic seismo-

grams can be computed, without significant contamination from cap layer

reflections. This maximum distance will be roughly proportional to the cap
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layer depth and so the locked mode approximation will be most efficient in

the near field (I am using this to mean 0 to 500 kin) distance range and the

efficiency will decrease as the source-receiver distance increases.

There are a number of problems with the locked mode approxi-

mation which I will discuss in detail in this section where I will show, with

numerical results, how and under what circumstances these problems can be

overcome. The problems fall into three categories which I give below.

1. Spurious reflections off of the cap layer.

2. Time wrap around of the synthetic seismogram in the time domain due

to sampling in the frequency domain.

3. The truncation effects due to cutting off the mode sum to some finite

number of modes (phase velocity filtering).

In order to check the validity of the locked mode approximation I

decided to try to match a wave propagation problem which had been solved

exactly. I chose the problem of a vertical vector point source with a step

function time history applied at the free surface of an infinite homogeneous

half space, Lamb's problem. A solution of Lamb's problem for the case of a

material with a Poisson's ratio of 0.25 was derived by Pekeris (1955) and is

given in terms of elliptic integrals.

I placed the cap layer at a depth of 100 km and gave it a shear

wave velocity of 12 km/sec. The 100 km thick layer above had a shear wave

velocity of 4 km/sec and a Poisson's ratio of 0.25 (a P wave velocity of

about 7 km/sec). The useful source-receiver distance was restricted to less

than about 100 km since for distances greater than that the cap layer reflec-

tions would interfere with the des;red solution. Figure 4-7 shows the syn-

thetic surface displacements from the locked mode method at a distance of

75 km and with a bandwidth of 8 Ifertz along with the exact solution from
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Pekeris.

The match between the two solutions for the radial displacement

is quite good up until the arrival of the fundamental Rayleigh surface wave.

After the arrival of the Rayleigh wave, which for Lamb's problem is a loga-

rithmic singularity, the modal solution drifts away from the correct solution

which asymptotically approaches the static offset due to the step function

source. At first this may seem to be unusual, since one might expect a

modal solution of Lamb's problem to work quite well in synthesizing the

surface wave and not so well in synthesizing the P and S body waves, but

the opposite conclusion must be drawn here. The reason for this is twofold;

first, the strong step function static offset in the solution of Lamb's problem

causes a singularity in the spectrum at zero frequency, and secondly, adding

a cap layer to the structure will obviously effect the fundamental Rayleigh

dispersion curve at low frequencies.

The spectrum of a simple step function at zero time is 1/(i w) and

this gives an obvious singularity at zero frequency. Whenever a static offset

appears in the solution of the elastic wave equation, whether it be at some

arbitrary time and in the presence Of other dynamic solutions, the analytic

expression of the spectrum must be singular at zero frequency. If one com-

putes the spectrum of a step function analytically, samples that analytic

spectrum in the frequency domain, and then uses a fast Fourier transform

to transform the sampled spectrum into the time domain, the resulting time

domain trace will look like a saw-tooth wave instead of a step function. This

comes about due to undersanphlng of the spectral singularity at zero fre-

quency and the resulting aliasIng Ahich is manifested as wrap around in the

time domain. This is a bawic problem which is shared by all frequency

domain synthesis methods and so even if we were to synthesize only the

p*1
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Rayleigh surface wave using an infinite half space as the structure, we

would see a similar drifting error as we see it in figure 4-7.

The vertical displacement match between the two solutions is not

so good although the major features of the P, S and Rayleigh waves do

agree between the two solutions. Once again we can see the low frequency

drifting error in the locked mode approximation when we compare the Ray-

leigh wave with the exact solution, which is a step function. WE also see

more low frequency error in the P and S waves than we did for the radial

displacement. The most obvious error in the locked mode approximation

solution is the large causal reverse step that immediately precedes the P

wave arrival. This is due to an upper phase velocity cutoff of 8 km/sec

which I imposed when summing the modes. The phase velocity filtering

causes a spurious arrival to precede the P wave and I refer to this arrival as

(the truncation phase, since it is due to truncating the mode sum. I will dis-

cuss the effects of phase velocity filtering in more detail, but for now note

that the P wave arrival and the rest of the seismic coda does not seem to be

effected by the truncation phase even when the phase velocity cutoff is set

close to the P wave velocity. The last feature that I would like to point out

is the small bump near the end of the trace. This is the cap layer reflection

and as can be seen it does not interfere with the earlier seismic coda. As I

stated, the addition of a cap layer to the structural model will obviously

effect the Rayleigh wave dispersion curve in the low frequency limit, how-

ever this effect must be causal and this bump represents the first place in

the seismogram where the effect of the cap layer can be seen.

There is an apparent flaw in the locked mode approximation

which is a consequence of both the wrap around problem and the presence

of the cap layer. We can insure that the first cap layer reflection arrives
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after some given time in the seismic coda at a given distance by placing the

cap layer at sufficient depth. After the first cap layer reflection arrival, the

coda will be contaminated by a host of multiple reverberations associated

with the cap layer, and so one might think that this part of the coda would

be rendered useless. For the case of a rigid cap layer these multiple reflec-

tions would continue for infinite time and slowly decrease in amplitude due

to geometric spreading. Since I sample in the frequency domain one would

expect multiple reflections due to the cap layer to wrap around into the ear-

lier part of the coda and thus contaminate the entire seismogram.

This does happen with the locked mode approximation when

using a rigid cap layer and when including a large number of modes with

very high phase velocities. If, however, a low pass phase velocity filter is

applied in the form of a mode truncation based on the eigen phase velocity

the wrap around cap layer reflection problem is greatly diminished. This is

the reason for the phase velocity filter which was used for Lamb's problem-,

originally a prominent cap layer reflection appeared half way between the P

and S wave arrivals due to wrap around, but the phase velocity filter

removed the reflection at the expense of producing a rather large truncation

phase. This effect can be easily explained when we consider the horizontal

phase velocity of a cap layer reflection body wave. Normally cap layer

reflections will arrive at the surface with steep angles of incidence and thus

they will have high horizontal phase velocities, and the later cap layer

reflections which correspond to multiple reflections will have even higher

phase velt>cities. Thus a low pass phase velocity filter with a cutoff set

slightly above the highest P wave velocity will tend to pass most of the

seismic coda and remove the cap layer reflections. I will demonstrate this in

a more quantitative manner in the next example.
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After checking the locked mode approximation with the exact

solution of Lamb's problem I proceeded to compute synthetic seismograms

for a more realistic earth structure. I chose a six layer southern California

crust and upper mantle structure which I obtained from Kanamori and

Hadley (1975). 1 computed the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for two ver-

sions of the structural model. The first version is given in table 4-2 and has

a cap layer with a shear wave velocity of 15 km/sec at a depth of '10 km

and the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions were computed over a frequency

range of 8 Hertz with a sampling interval corresponding to a 64 second time

window. The second version was the same as the first except that the cap

layer was put at a depth of 190 km and the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions

were computed over a frequency range of 4 Hertz with a sampling interval

corresponding to a 128 second time window. I refer to the first version as

the "thin" structure and the second version as the "thick" structure and I

computed a number of synthetic seismograms using these two similar struc-
..

tural models so that I could see the effects of cap layer depth and frequency

sampling on the locked mode synthetics.

In order to test the effects of phase velocity filtering and to verify

that I could use this filtering to decontaminate the seismograT s of cap layer

reflections, I computed a number of sei.mograms at a fixed source-receiver

distance and for a fixed source, for the thin structure varying orly the phase

velocity filter cutoff, and compared these against a seismogram at the same

distance for the thick structure. The results of these computations can be

seen in Figure 4-8 where I plot vertical displacemerts at the surface for the

P waves and the first part of the S wave coda These seismograms were

computed at a distance of 200 km and the source wa- plared at a depth of 7

S.. km. The source model I used was a relaxation source (Stevens (1980)) with

,:.
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Figure 4-8. A comparison of synthetic surface displacements using the
locked mode approximation for various phase velocity cutoffs, and as the cap
layer depth is changed. Dashed hries indicate cap layer reflection arrivals.
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a relaxation radius of I km and a prestress corresponding to a thrust event.

The individual traces are labelled with a number which is the phase velocity

filter cutoff and either thin or thick which specifies the structural model

used.

We would expect the seismograms for the thin structure to be

heavily contaminated with cap layer reflections since the source-receiver dis-

tance is almost twice the cap layer depth and this is the case for the top

trace of figure 4-8. The vertical dashed lines show the ray arrival times of

two prominent cap layer reflections, the earlier arrival being the first P

wave reflection, and the numbers beside each line are the horizontal phase

velocities of the two reflection body waves. In addition to these two reflec-

tions there are a number of other spurious arrivals including one prior to

the first legitimate P wave arrival which as a wrapped around cap layer

reflection. As we decrease the phase velocity filter cutoff these spurious

arrivals appear to vanish, as can be seen in the successive seismograms

below the top trace. The individual cap layer reflections are filtered out

when the phase velocity cutoff drops below the horizontal phase velocity

associated with that reflection. At the lowest phase velocity cutoff of 8.5

km/sec the resulting seismogram appears to be devoid of cap layer reflec-

tions, with the exception of a small bump at the second indicated reflection

arrival. In order to check this I computed a seismogram using the thick

structure and this is shown as the bottom trace of figure 4-8. The first P

wave cap layer reflection is indicated by the vertical dashed line but

because of the high phase velocity of this arrival it does not appear in the

seismogram. I overlaid the bottom two traces and found that with the

exception of a small bump at about 53 seconds for the thin structure, the

two seismograms matched perfectly.

:,".'/ . / d: ' ** . ............... .. •
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If cap layer reflections were present in either of the two bottom

traces of figure 4-8 these traces could not possibly match. Not only is the

cap layer depth different for these two seismograms but the frequency sam-

pling interval is different as well so that wrapped around reflections would

appear at different times. Also the phase velocity filter cutoff is different

between the two seismograms and so we cannot attribute the matching to

some filtering effect. Phase velocity filtering appears to be a very powerful

tool for the locked mode approximation and it allows us to extend the

usable distance limit as we can see with this example.

In the last section of this chapter I will show comparisons of syn-

thetic seismograms produced by the locked mode approximation with those

produced by other complete solution methods. I will also discuss the errors

which are introduced by the locked mode approximation and how these

errors limit the situations in which this method can be successfully used.

4.5 The Locked Mode Approximation: Comparisons with Other

Complete Solution Methods and a Discussion of Its Limita-

tions

Probably one of the more difficult tasks which faces the theoreti-

cal seismologist who has just developed a new seismogram synthesis method

is to prove that the new method actually works. Virtually all methods have

assumptions or approximations which turn this task into one of finding the

ranges of paxameters for which the method works. One obvious way is to

compare against exact solutions, as I did in the previous section, however

such solutions are rare and only exist for very simple structural models.

Another approach would be to compare against real observed data, as I will

do in the next chapter, however such an exercise is usually too poorly con-

-*"#- , "-" '" A4" "" " " . .". ."" " . . . . . . .
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strained to provide conclusive verification. In this section I take the third

-oapproach which is to compare the locked mode approximation against other

complete synthesis methods and in particular against the complete spectral

Ssolution method by Wang and Herrmann (1980).

Generating synthetic seismograms for the purpose of comparing
with other synthetic seismograms can be a very tedious task. In order for

the comparison to have any chance of success, every parameter which can

effect the result must be specified exactly, which includes the structural

model (layer thicknesses, P wave velocities, S wave velocities and densities),
L..the attenuation model (layer Q, and Q8 as a function of frequency), the

source type, the source-reeiver configuration and 0 filtering parameters. In

the past several years I have been able to obtain very good comparisons

between the locked mode approximation and the reflectivity method by

C Kind (117), the reffectivity method by Kennett (1980) and the WKBJ ray

theoretical method developed by Chapman (1978) however I will be show-
01.4

ing a comparison here which is based on published and well documented

results which were generated by Wang and Herrmann (1980) using a com-

plete spectral method. Their method is based upon using the locked mode

contribution without a cap layer as well as a numerical integral of the
I 'branch cuts and I consider their method to be one of the most complete and

error free methods which I could compare against.

Figure 4-9 shows a comparison of synthetic seismograms using the

locked mode approximation with seismograms produced by the complete

spectral method of Wang and Herr ann. Figures 4-9(a) and 4-9(b) came

directly from Wang and Herrmann's paper and show the vertical and radial

component ground velocities due to a center of compression source at a

depth of 10 km in a. simple layer over a half spne structural. The frequency

,-...;.......,.-..., ......... ..- ...................
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Figwe 4-9. A comparison of synthetic seimograms produced by the locked
mode approximation and the complete spectral method of Wang and
Herrmann (1980). A direct copy of Fig. 7 from page 1030 of Wang and
Herrmann is shown as (a) and (b) which are the vertical and radial com-
ponent ground velocities due to a center of compression source at a depth of
10 km. The comparison ground velocity traces using the locked mode
approximation are shown in (c) and (d).

•-
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bandwidth was 0 to 1.25 Hertz and the seismograms were computed at

seven receiver locations with source-receiver distances of 25, 50, 100, 200,

300, 400 and 500 km which axe labelled beside the traces in figures 4-9(a)

and 4-9(b). The times for each trace were reduced by 8.1 km/sec which is

close to the half space P wave velocity. Figures 4-9(c) and 4-9(d) are the

corresponding vertical and radial component ground velocities using the

locked mode approximation. I placed the cap layer at a depth of 500 km

and the structural model used to compute these seismograms is given in

table 4-4. I used a phase velocity filter with a ramping cutoff from 9 to 10

km/sec.

The agreement between these two methods is very good except

for the vertcial component at distances of 25 and 50 km and the radial com-

ponent at a distance of 25 km. In these case there are small arrivals which

can be seen in the latter part of the seismic coda for the complete spectral

method which are absent with the locked mode approximation. These

correspond to multiple reflections in the top layer which arrive at the free

surface with steep incidence angles and which have high horizontal phase

velocities. Since I applied a phase velocity filter to remove potential cap

layer reflections these legitimate arrivals were also filtered out and this illus-

trates one of the major sources of error with the locked mode approxima-

tion. The other major difference between the two methods is the presence of

a truncation phase which can be seen moving away from the first P wave

arrival in the negative time direction Fit distances of 25, 50 and 100 km for

the locked mode approximation synthetics.

A completely indeper-erit comparison of the locked mode approx-

imation with the complete spec-ral method of Wang and Herrmann and also

with the generalized -ay theory method was made by Herrmann and Wang

Z
.5
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Table 4-4

A Simple Two Layer Structural Model

Layer no. Thickness (kin) a (kin/sec) 8 (km/sec) p (gm/cc)

1 40 6.15 3.55 2.8

2 460 8.09 4.67 3.3

Half Space 20.0 15.0 5.0

_O
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(1985) using the same basic structural model as in table 4-4. Figure 4-10

shows the results of this comparison and these traces are copied directly

from Herrmann and Wang's paper. There are three sets of synthetic time

traces and each set corresponds to one of the three methods which was

used. Each set consists of ten time traces and Hermann and Wang show

how all three components of a synthetic seismogram due to an arbitrarily

oriented double couple point source can be composed of a linear combina-

tion of these ten traces. All of these traces were produced with a source at

10 km depth and a source-receiver distance of 75 km and the frequency

bandwidth was 0 to 2 Hertz. Figure 4-10(a) shows the results using the

generalized ray theory method (Caignazd-de Hoop), figure 4-10(b) shows

the results using the locked mode approximation and figure 4-10(c) shows

the results using the complete spectral method of Wang and Herrmann

(1980). The structural model used for the ray theoretical and the complete

spectral methods was the same as the structure in table 4-4 without the cap

layer. The structural model used by the locked mode approximation was the

same as in table 4-4 except that the cap layer was put at a depth of 240 km

and the cap layer S wave velocity was 10 km/sec.

Herrmann and Wang used their own implementation of the

locked mode approximation and I present their results only to confirm the

validity of the approximation. Once again the comparison between the

locked mode approximation and the complete spectra] method is very good.

Also for this simple structural model we can see that the comparison

between the two complete solution methods and the genleralized ray theory

method is good.
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The errors which are introduced by the locked mode approxima-

tion fall into two categories; spurious cap layer reflections and the effects of

truncating the mode sum. As we have seen it is possible to minimize the

cap layer contamination of the synthetic seismograms by applying phase

velocity filters. The problem with this is that the narrower the phase velo-

city filter, the larger will be the mode truncation error, so it would seem

that we end up trading off one source of error against the other. If we look

at the truncation error by itself we can see that it becomes smaller for a

fixed phase velocity bandpass as the source-receiver distance is increased.

The reason for this is that as the receiver is moved away from the source,

the elastic energy which propagates between the two travels in a more hor-

izontal direction and thus has a lower horizontal phase velocity associated

with it. By chosing the phase velocity cutoff to be slightly higher than the

highest P wave velocity, we insure that all horizontally propagating seismic

energy will be included in the truncated mode sum and this is verified by

the extremely good comparison of the synthetic seismograms in figure 4-9 as

the distance increases.

As the receiver is moved towards the source, the elastic energy

which propagates between the two travels in a more vertical direction and

clearly, at some point, important arrivals will no longer be contained in the

truncated mode sum. We can first notice this in figure 4-9 at a distance of

50 km and this source of error becomes more pronounced as the distance

decreases. In these situations it is advisable to increase the bandpass of the

phase velocity filter which will cause the truncated mude sum to contain

energy which propagates at steeper incidence angles. Unfortunately this

remedy will only work to a limited extent since, at some small value of the

source-receiver distance, the cap layer reflections will come in at nearly the

-j
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same horizontal phase velocities as the desired elastic energy. I have found

that for typical earthquake depths the minimum source-receiver distance at

which the locked mode approximation can be used is about 10 km.

IP The only limiting factor on the maximum source-receiver distance

is the computer run time. As I have shown the locked mode approximation

becomes more accurate as the distance increases until we reach the distance

where a cap layer reflection phase velocity falls below the cutoff phase velo-

city. I refer to this maximum distance as the cutoff distance and we can

arbitrarily increase the cutoff distance by moving the cap layer down. The

number of modes in the 0 to 10 km/sec phase velocity range at a fixed fre-

quency is roughly proportional to the depth of the cap layer so we can

increase the cutoff distance by increasing the cap layer depth which will

increase the total number of modes which will increase the computer time

( needed to compute those modes.

Similarly the maximum frequency is only limited by the computer

run time. The number of modes for a fixed cap layer depth and a fixed

phase velocity range are directly proportional to the frequency. I have found

that for typical continental crust and upper mantle structural models there

are about 0.6 modes per Hertz per km of depth to the cap layer in the

phase velocity range of 0 to 10 km/sec.

Nfreq 0.6 f H

where

Nfreq m no. of modes per frequency in the 0- 10 km/sec phase velocity range

f = frequency in Hertz

H = depth to the cap layer in km

7"%
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In the next chapter I will be showing a number of examples show-

ing synthetic seismograms which were computed with the locked mode

approximation and I will be making comparisons between synthetic seismo-

grams and observed data.

PS
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CHAPTER V

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES OF THE LOCKED MODE APPROXIMATION

I have used the locked mode approximation to compute many

thousands of synthetic seismograms and in this chapter I vill show some of

these seismograms. I will start by showing a number of synthetic seismo-

grams which demonstrate the properties of elastic wave propagation in lay-

ered structural models which can be seen when using a complete solution

method. I will then show a comparison of synthetic and real seismograms

for a nuclear explosion which took place in northern New Mexico.

The first example I will show is a more complete version of the

K " vertical component seismograms which I computed to use in the comparison

of section 4.5 and these are shown in figure 5-1. There are 100 synthetic

seismograms in this figure and I have reduced the times for each trace by

the P wave velocity of the top layer. The trace to trace amplitudes are

correct however I applied a gain factor to each trace which was equal to the

source-receiver distance in order to remove the geometric spreading effect.

As we can see, even for a simple layer over a half space structural model,

the seismograms can get complicated as the distance increases. This figure

allows us to get a good look at the truncation phase which is moving away

from the first P wave arrival, at zero reduced time, towardE the negative

time direction. The truncation phase does not become completely separate

from the first P wave arrival until a distance of about 75 km but its ampli-

tude decreases rapidly at distances above 1() kin We can nlso notice the

%%
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Figure S-1. Vertical velocitv ground motion produced by the locked mode
approximation for the structural model given in table 4-4. These seismo-
grams directly compare to those shown in figure 4-9.
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rapid decrease in amplitudes of the multiple reflections as the distance goes

to zero which is part of the mode truncation effect. All of these seismograns

were computed over a frequency bandwidth of 0 to 1.25 Hertz.

Figure 5-2 shows vertical displacement seismograms which were

computed over a much higher frequency bandwidth of 0 to 8 Hertz. These

seismograms were generated using the southern California structural model

given in table 4-2 for a strike slip relaxation source at a depth of 7 kn. The

source relaxation radius was 0.5 km and the phase velocity cutoff was set to

9 km/sec. Once again the first several traces show the truncation phase

prior to the first P wave arrival but this spurious phase moves away from

the P wave arrival and decreases in amplitude as the distance increases.

The head wave nature of the direct P arrival is obvious and we can see a

large number of ray arrivals which we would expect for a complex struc-

tural model and at high frequency.

Locked mode synthetic P1 codas are shown in figure 5-3 for dis-

tances of 300 to 450 km and for an explosion source with an elastic radius of

0.6 km and at a depth of I km. These synthetics were generated using the

thick version of the southern California structure and they have a

bandwidth of 4 Hertz. The vertical displacements were filtered with the

response of a Benioff 1 second short period seismograph to produce the

resulting seismograms. The most obvious feature is the strong P* phase and

trailing coda which is observed throughout the western United States.

Unlike the previous example there are no clearly discernible ray arrivals

contained in the coda and it is quite likely that a very large number of rays

would be necessary to reproduce this coda. This is a good example of

seismic coda synthesis without using lateral scattering

-C o, . .-..
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Figure 5-3. Vertical component synthetic seismnogramxs produced by the
locked mode approximation for the southern California structure model. P19
codas for an explosion source at 1 km depth.
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There are similarities between the examples shown in figures 5-2

and 5-3 and the synthetic traces shown in figure 5-1. The southern C&lifor- a
nia structural model has a high velocity crust which matches the velocity of

the top layer in the layer over a half space model used by Wang and

Herrmann. All of the synthetic seismograms show an energetic P1 and a

rather weak Pa and the major effect of making the model more complex is

to introduce more noticeable scattering in the synthetic seismograms. The

next example is for a crustal model which has had a very thin and low velo-

city alluvial layer added to the top and a thicker but slightly higher velocity

layer inserted which represents a sandstone stratigraphic sequence and

which would be characteristic of the Colorado plateau. This particular

model is intended to represent the border between Colorado and Utah and

has been used to model underground nuclear explosions which took place in

western Colorado. The structural model, which I refer to as the Rulison

model, is given in table 5-1 and the Q model which was used is given in

table 5-2.

A set of fifty synthetic seismograms were generated using the

locked mode approximation and these are shown in figures 5-4 and 5-5

which give the vertical and radial components of the ground velocity due to ZS
an explosion source at a depth of 2.5 km. There is a marked difference

between these synthetic seismograms and the examples which preceded

them. The P phase which would normally be traveling at about 6 km/sec91

is almost entirely missing in figures 5-4 and 5-5 and instead there is a rather

strong P. phase and a low velocity arrival with an attached coda. Because

of the thick low velocity sedic): tary layers at the top of the structure, the

seismic energy is being trapped within these layers and the low velocity j
....-
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Table 5-1

The Rulison Structural Model

Layer no. Thickness (km) a (kmn/sec) 9 (km/sec) p (gm/cc)

1 0.2 2.50 1.50 2.25

2 1.7 3.80 2.10 2.30

3 3.6 4.60 2.46 2.35

4 19.5 6.00 3.50 2.80

5 15.0 6.60 3.85 2.84

K6 10.0 8.00 4.60 3.30

7 10.0 8.10 4.65 3.35

8 20.0 7.95 4.45 3.25

9 30.0 7.80 4.20 3.24

10 20.0 7.95 4.45 3.25

11 20.0 8.35 4.80 3.40

Half Space -20.0 10.0 3.60
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Table 5-2

The Rulison Q Model

Layer no. O Q

1300 180

2 400 230

3 800 380

4 2000 880

5 3000 1100

6 4000 1800

7 6000 2700

8 800 380

9 400 230

10 800 380

11 900 4000

Half Space 000 4000
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arrival represents channeled seismic energy within the sediments. This

channeled energy would normally be propagating through the lower granitic

part of the crust, if the sediments weren't there, which would show up as P3

energy, but in this case the upper sedimentary layers trap the energy in an

efficient manner. The apparent acausal arrivals at 200 km distances are

actually the tail end of the seismic coda which has been wrapped around.

In the final example I will be comparing synthetic seismograms

produced by the locked mode approximation with real observed data for the

Gasbuggy underground nuclear explosion which took place in northern New

Mexico. This work was done by myself and Jack R. Murphy of S-Cubed in

Reston, Virginia and was presented at the annual meeting of the Seismolog-

ical Society of America in April of 1982. I provided Mr. Murphy with my

programs and assisted him in generating the synthetic seismograms which

(_ he required for the comparison. The structural model used for this study is

similar to the Rulison model and is given in table 5-3. Synthetic seismo-

grams were generated for a bandwidth of 10 Hertz and for a Mueller-

Murphy explosion source at a depth of 1.293 km.

The comparisons of the radial ground velocity at two stations is

shown in figure 5-6. Considerable effort was expended to arrive at the

correct source parameters and to come up with a Q model which would

match the synthetic spectra to the spectra of the data. Although there cer-

tainly is not a wiggle for wiggle match, the overall strength and duration of

the coda matches rather well and the major conclusions of this study were

that the locked mode approximation could be used to invert for source

parameters and local attenuation.

Iq

V
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Table 5-3

The Gasbuggy Structural Model

Layer no. Thickness (kmn) a (kin/sec) ,8(krn/sec) p (gin/cc)

1 1.2 3.90 1.90 2.43

2 3.1 4.10 2.46 2.58

3 20.7 6.20 3.62 2.80

4 15.0 6.60 3.85 2.84

5 30.0 8.00 4.60 3.30

Half Space -20.0 15.0 5.00

i
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This last example points out a major problem which exists when

trying to model high frequency elastic wave propagation through the real

earth. Even in a case such is this one in which the source parameters were

well constrained and the structural model was well known and was reason-

ably close to being flat and plane layered, it was impossible to obtain wiggle

for wiggle matches of the synthetic and real seismograms in the 10 Hertz

frequency bandwidth without undertaking a lengthy study which would

have involved such things as parametric changes in the structural model,

more complicated source modelling to account for tectonic release, etc. The

problem of matching complete solution synthetic seismograms with real

data for complex sources and structural models and at high frequencies is

formidable and can easily be more difficult than the theoretical problems

which have to be solved to produce the synthetic seismograms. There is no

tractable and systematic method which can use forward seismogram syn-

thesis to invert for the source and structural parameters when these param-

eters are not well constrained.

In the last chapter I will conclude this dissertation by making a

qualitative comparison of the locked mode approximation with other syn-

thesis methods and I will discuss the possibilities of future research in this

area.

'S.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In order for any new seismogram synthesis method to be generally

useful to the seismological community, the advantages and disadvantages of

the method must be identified, and the parameter space within which he

method will produce accurate results must be determined. I have shown

that the spectral method which I developed and refer to as the locked mode

approximation works best, for problems in earthquake and nuclear explosion

[ -. L..-seismology, in the 50 to 500 km distance range and the method can be

pushed into the 10 to 50 km and 500 to 1000 km distances ranges. I have

Q_ also developed numerical algorithms which can handle virtually any struc-

tural model and frequency bandwidth. In this final chapter I will make a

qualitative comparison of the locked mode approximation with the other

seismogram synthesis methods and I will discuss issues, such as efficiency

and ease of use, which I have not addressed previously. I will finally remark

on the logical extensions of my research.

I feel that the only way a definitive and quantitative comparison

could be made among a set of seismogram synthesis methods would be to

obtain the computer programs for each method and execute these programs

on the same computer and for a set of representative wave propagation

..

%' problems. One would then evaluate the relative merits of the methods based

1,

. on the accuracy of the results, the amount of computer time and space

.e. needed to produce the results and the amount of human interaction needed

.,
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to specify the input parameters and to run the programs. From time to time

someone will make a comparison study and publish the results (e.g.

Herrmann and Wang (1985)) however the issues of human interaction and

computer time are rarely discussed and usually these studies focus on accu-

racy comparisons as I did in section 4.5.

There has only been one occasion on which I was able to make a

direct comparison of the locked mode approximation with two other seismo-

gram synthesis methods on the same computer and for the same wave pro-

pagation problem. The structure was a 17 layer very near surface model and

this was a geophysical exploration problem which involved very high fre-

quencies (to 130 Hertz) and very small source-receiver distances (0.1 to I

kin). I computed complete synthetic seismograms using the locked mode

approximation for 100 different receivers. I also computed synthetic seismo-

grams using the reflectivity method developed by Kennett (1980) at the 100

receiver locations. For this particular problem all of the early arriving

energy was propagating at very steep incidence angles and Kennett's pro-

gram was run with a narrow slowness window which was adequate to syn-

thesize the first part of the seismic coda. The two methods gave good agree-

ment for the first part of the coda except at the smallest distances where

the locked mode approximation broke down due to the very high phase

velocities of the propagating seismic energy. The middle and end parts of

the seismic coda were completely missing however from the synthetic

seismograms produced by the reflectivity program and this was due to the

narrow range of integration* in the slowness domain which was used. The

reason I kept the range of integration so small was that the computer run

time would have been prohibitive had I integrated over the entire slowness

axis. I estimated that the reflectivity method would have taken about 20
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times longer to run than the locked mode approximation had the slowness

integral been extended to include the same phase velocity range as that

used by the locked mode approximation.

After obtaining complete solutions I displayed them and

discovered that the early part of the coda could be explained by a relatively

small number of ray arrivals (about fifteen). I computed ray travel time

curves and overlaid these on the synthetic seismograms and by trail and

error I was able to determine just which ray paths were important. I then

took this information and used the WKBJ ray theoretical method of Chap-

man (1978) to synthesize ray theoretical seismograms. As with Kennett's

method, the comparson was quite good for the first part of the coda and

Chapman's method ran many orders of magnitude times faster than the

locked mode approximation. It took much more of my own time however to

set up and run the ray theoretical programs than it did to run my own pro-

gram.

% Clearly, from a human interaction standpoint, complete solution

methods are rather straightforward in terms of the required inputs to run

the programs whereas ray theoretical programs require ray path specifica-

tions and it can take a lot of human time to determine which ray paths are

important for complicated structural models. For the comparison that I just

mentioned, the seismic energy was propagating in a nearly vertical direction

so it was relatively easy to determine the important ray paths. Had I moved

the receiver out to 5 km distance, it would have been virtually impossible to

determine the important ray paths and I suspect that an enormous number

of rays would be necessary to match the complete solution. Even assuming

that the important ray paths could be automatically determined and speci-

fied, as the distance increases, the number of important rays increase and,

4""- -,.. ' ,.-' :.:-: .. :-:-: -)'% .:.-. . -. '.- '"'"- -- .- . :.", -.- ". -.- -:- --.------- -.
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at some point, the number of important rays will exceed the number of

modes required by the locked mode approximation. When the number of

necessary rays becomes excessive, the ray theoretical methods will no longer

offer an advantage in computer run time.

I felt that the primary reason for developing a new complete

seismogram synthesis method, based upon a spectral solution of the elastic

wave equation, was to increase the efficiency of seismogram synthesis over

that of complete solution methods which were available when I started my

research. The method which is most often used to compute complete solu-

tions is the reflectivity method and based upon the comparison with

Kennett's program it would seem that I succeeded. The basic reason that

the reflectivity method runs so much slower is the use of numerical integra-

tion to evaluate the wavenumber integral of the inverse Hankel transform.

The wavenumber integrand function is very much influenced by its singu-

larities which are the normal mode poles and the integrand function goes

through one oscillation as it goes by a pole. The wavelengths of these oscil-

lations will be equal to the average pole spacing in a particular region of the

complex wavenumber plane. In order for a numerical integration of this

function to produce accurate results, the function must be sampled a suffi-

cient number of times over the wavelength of the oscillations. It would be

very unlikely that a numerical integration could achieve sufficient accuracy

if the integrand function were sampled less than ten times per oscillation.

Also with the reflectivity method, the wavenumber sampling, which is

necessary to accurately approximate the wavenumber integrals, must be

carried through all the way to the evaluation of the Bessel functions at each

source-receiver.

~ ~. % . ~. . .
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The mode searching algorithm which I developed is able to locate

each pole with about fifteen evaluations of the characteristic function. This

is about the same as the number of times one would have to evaluate the

integrand function between two poles in order to apply the reflectivity

method however it is much less expensive to compute the characteristic

function than it is to compute the complete integrand function and this is

why the locked mode method is faster. Also it allows us to concentrate the

effort to increase the efficiency even more in one place, namely in the mode

searching algorithm. I have stated repeatedly in this dissertation that the

development of an efficient, accurate and reliable mode searching algorithm

was absolutely necessary in order for the locked mode method to be a viable

alternative to other complete solution methods. I also have a strong suspi-

cion that this has been a stumbling block for other researchers who have

used the spectrtl method and I have an even stronger suspicion that my flat

earth normal mode searching algorithm is the most efficient, reliable and

accurate algorithm of its type in the world today.

I will conclude this dissertation by briefly discussing the logical

extensions of my research. Probably the most obvious and effective way to

improve the efficiency of the method would be to try to increase the effi-

ciency of the mode searching algorithm. It would appear that the most I

could ever hope to achieve would be about a factor of five improvement in

efficiency and I am sure such an increase would be well worth the effort. I

think the most likely way to achieve this would be to use a irst or second

order extrapolation of the dispersion curves to the next adjacent frequency

and then use these estimates of the eigen phase velocities to directly initial-

ize the fine searching algorithm. Hopefully most of the poles would be

located with just a few iterations and then a pass through the normal mode
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searching algorithm would be made with all of the found poles removed to

pick up those poles that were not found from the extrapolated estimates.

Another area of research which I have been looking at recently is

to obtain a truly complete spectral solution for the plate problem. There are

no branch cut integrals for layered plate structural models and so the com-

plete solution can be represented as an infinite sum of discrete normal

modes. The difficulty with plate problems is that the dispersion curves leave

the real wavenumber axis and take off into the complex wavenumber plane

and thus the locked mode method cannot provide a complete solution. I

have recently been able to develop a different mode searching algorithm

which can track the dispersion curves all the way back to zero frequency

and follow them through the complex wavenumber plane. Once all of the

complex eigenwavenumbers have been found the procedure for computing

synthetic seismograms is identical to the methods I have given here except

that all of the arithmetic is complex. The plate method offers some advan-

tages over the locked mode method. First, it allows for the proper modelling

of vertically propagating elastic energy. Second, it allows for exact model-

ling of frequency dependent nelastic attenuation. Third, it allows complex

frequencies to be used which removes the time wrap around problem.

A final exotic area of research which I have done some work in is

to develop a spectral method which uses the so called "leaking" modes. This

method is based upon deforming the branch cut integrals to expose parts of

the other Riemann sheets which contain poles with complex

eigenwavenumbers. These are leaking modes and finding them is similar to

finding complex plate modes. The obvious advantage of this method is that

it maximizes the completeness of a spectral solution which does not include

any numerical integrals without the necessity of introducing an artificial

-. - . . . . . .
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- reflecting boundary.
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I

• ,APPENDIX A

A METHOD OF REDUCING THE DYNAMIC RANGE

OF THE [R] MATRIX ELEMENTS

The JR] matrix elements given by equations (3.1.20) involve tri-

gonometric sine and cosine functions of the vertical wavecycle functions

and #awhich are given by equations (2.4.45). These wavecycle functions are

equal to the product of the vertical wavenumber and the layer thickness to

give the number of wave cycles in the vertical direction expressed in radians

over the layer thickness. Whenever the horizontal phase velocity is less

than a pa.rticular layer P or S wave velocity, then the corresponding wave

in that layer will be evanescent in the vertical direction and the wavecycle

function for that layer and wave type will be purely imaginary. In these

situations the sines and cosines of imaginary arguments will become hyper-

bolic sines and cosines of real arguments.

sin (o9) i iinh(i) (A.1)

cos( )= coh(i 0 a)

where OB = i ao

I am using the notation a$ to simply mean a or 0. The hyperbolic sines and

cosines grow exponentially with which is the cause of the dynamic

range problem.

• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.'... .. ... :....-.,,....,...,-__, .......... ..... _........... ........
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Another less obvious problem which comes about when the hor-

izontal phase velocity is less than a layer P or S wave velocity is that, if the

[R] matrix elements are computed directly from equations (3.1.20), then the

computations must be done using complex arithmetic which can signifi-

cantly degrade the performance of the computer code however, assuming

the frequency, horizontal phase velocity, and layer P and S wave velocities

are all real, all of the numbers in the [R] matrix element computations are

either purely real or purely imaginary. In order to avoid complex arithmetic

on the computer we redefine the functions , , 0o, and 0# given by

equations (2.4.42) and (2.4.45) by the following.

4'0 for c> a= i% +'or(A.2)

i, for c> a

08 i4, for c <

a. for c > a= ie 0 for c< a (A.3)

I,6 for c>
- i0 for c<

It is obvious that the redefined functions are always real. Also note that

when a redefined function is greater than or equal to zero than the original

function was real and if the redefined function is less than zero then the orl- '.

'.p

9j
a for c>

Ii~a or c~ (A.3

: ' % b . . ' . .A': .+.... .f_ . .+, . . . . . . ,, . , . ..
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ginal function was imaginary.

We next need to modify the trigonometric functions in the JR,

matrix elements in order to avoid the dynamic range problem. We can do

this by dividing the trigonometric functions by a normalizing function

which is equal to the hyperbolic cosine when 0. or U6 is imaginary and

* unity when 0. or 8 is real. This normalizing function is always positive

and never less than one and we drop it in the characteristic function com-

putation since it does not effect the zeroes of the characteristic function.

The normalized trigonometric functions are given below.

SN ( si) = s i.a)

CS( )=cos() ) for # > 0 (A.4)

ft NORM 1

SN (~)=-tanh (~
CS( ,for a < 0

NORMa cosh(Oa)

SN(&S) - sin( )

CS(i )=cos(i#) ,for i6> 0

NORMfi 1

SN (.a) - - Lanh (9 )

CS($)I , for i8 < 0

NORMA = cosh (i

IZ.
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We can now write down a scaled version of the original [R] matrix

which we refer to as [It] and the elements of Ift] are given as follows.

* A11(z,zo) = - 2-1(--I)N + (',2 +(-i_) 2 )CS(*0 )Cs(o~ (A.5)

+ (~2~ a ~ )SN(O 0 )SN(O~

+ (- ~ - I ?jO )SN(i)SN(AO))

RA1S(Z'zO) wpji-I ' 2  SN(ia)CS(0,)- (- Nif)S#

PC21 +S2(DN)CS(D)io

R~lSzZ 2 4 1~4 2- 2(-y- 1)2 (N -CS(i )CS(i~)

-Y 0 0 )SN(i)SN(A)I

RAk22(ZZO) =N + 2 2-y--1)(N-CS(,)CS($))

- ~ ~~)2)SN(,)SN(e6)

Ri2(S0 =N + 2 1j--)N-Si)SA)

RA24(~zO) -z' AZSiLSN())CS(i)

h - 1



RfA25 (,'ZO) ~jRlk1 2 (,Z 0)26

R 31ZZO) RC:2  l

RS2zo) - - 2 k(zo

p. RikS(Z'ZO) =CS(' 0 )CS(ifl)

Rf34tIO SN'9'SN'9o

Rik4 l(Z'ZO) 2-l Wala~i,)SAJ8 ---. S(f)S(
PC2

RjA4 2 (ZZO) =-20R 2 3("0Z)

R 4 3(,'ZO) a ~SzO

RASI~zZQ) = J-I2(N-CS(ic,)CS(9o))

R 51 (Z'ZO) =+2 R4 zO

Rft5S(zO0) -+2Rtt41(ZO)

Rr 532SO = -A 1 ,0:l
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RftS4(2z,) -- RA3l(zO)

RtA55 (Zzo) - + Rf l(z,zO)

where N I / (NORM.. NORMs) (A.6)

The layer index has not been used for equations (A.1) through (A.6) but

one should remember that all of the functions used in and given by these

equations are layer dependent and the layer index has been omitted simply

to minimize notational clutter.

mti Equations (A.5) allow us to compute scaled versions of the [R]

matrix elements using real arithmetic and these scaled elements will have a

much reduced dynamic range. By scaling the [R] matrix we are in fact also

scaling the elements of the anti-symmetric minor matrix which is what we

wanted since it is these quantities which actually determine the characteris-

tic function and the normalized eigenfunctions. We can thus define a scaled

version of the minor matrix vector given by equations (3.1.18) and (3.1.19)

as follows.

{0(z2)) = It(z1 ,z2 )} {A(z)} (A.7)

We will initialize the {11) vector at the top and bottom of the structure

with the normal unscaled values of the {M) vector at the two boundaries

and use equation (A.7) to compute scaled minor matrix elements within the

structure. All of the elements of the {} vector are related to the {M) vector

at any depth by a real and positive function of phase velocity and depth.

{BM(z)) = BN ot(C) BM( 2)} (A.8)

{TM( 2 )} = TNLot(,z) {TM(z))
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The scaling functions BNtot and TNtot are computed from the product of all

of the single layer scalers, N(P), given by equations (A.4) and (A.6) from the

bottom boundary to depth z for BN and from the top boundary to depth.4% tot

z for TNtot. The following properties of the scaling functions can be shown.

BN(CT) TN(C BNo(Cz) TNtot(cz) (A.9)

= NTOT(w,c)

where T depth of top boundary

zB - depth of bottom boundary

and zT < 2 < zB

The scaler function NTOT(w,c) is the total product of all layer scaler func-

tions N(P) and is only dependent on the horizontal phase velocity. From

equations (A.8) and (A.9) it is easy to show the following.

BMi(z)TM (z) = NTOT(w,c)BMi(z)Tm ;(:) (A 10)

where ij = 1,2,3,4,5

The normalized characteristic function given by equation (3.3.47)

only involves BMTM products and so we can write a scaled version of the

characteristic function as follows.

R- TM BM + BM TM 2 TK42B [ + T Bv + BM3TM (A. 11)R 1 5 1 52 g'3 34 4

= NTOT(w,c) RA (A.12)

Since R; s zero at the eigenwavenumbers we can write down the partial
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derivative of the characteristic function with respect to wavenunber as fol-

lows.

CRa(w,k)/ak - NTOT(w,c) 8 R,&(w,k)/Zk (A.13)

k=RK (n,) k- RK (n,w)

We can now see from equation (A.13) and equations (3.3.53) and (3.3.54)

along with equation (A.10) that the NTOT(w,c) scaler function cancels out

by division when the normalized eigenfunctions are computed and that the

{l) scaled minor matrix elements can be used in place of the normal uns-

caled minor matrix elements without effecting the final results.

( ''-..' '.,,.,, .): , ' ". .-,- - -". ' i -, .':- .-..'-. ".:-, , : . . --. -/ .--.". .,-T.
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APPENDIX B

THE COMPUTATIONS OF THE CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION

PARTIAL DERIVATIVES

In order to compute the normalized eigenfunctions, the group

velocity and to compute a first order perturbation approximation of the

shift in eigen phase velocities due to frequency dependent anelastic attenua-

tion, it is necessary to compute a number of partial derivatives of the

characteristic function. As I proved in section 3.3, the characteristic func-

tion is independent of depth and so I always compute the characteristic

function using the top boundary values of the {TM} and {BM) vectors.

Assuming the top boundary is a free surface and using equations (3.1.10) we

arrive at the following.

a (wc)/Bv = a3BM(,,)/d (B. 1)

where v is any of the variables frequency, horizontal phase velocity, or layer

P and S wave velocities and zero depth is assumed to be the depth of the

free surface. In order to compute {BM(w,c,O)) we start with the value of

{BM} defined at the bottom boundary using equations (3.1.10) through

(3.1.14) based upon the bottom boundary condition. We then apply the fol-

lowing equation recursively (from equation (3.1.18)) at each layer interface

until we reach the surface.

BM(,'ch(i-l))}= IBR()(w,c) {BM(w,c,h(i))} (B.2)

I~A
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N where i= n-ln-2,-",2,1

and (n-') is the bottom boundary, h(O) = 0 is the top boundary, (BR(i)(w,c)l

is the layer IR] matrix which propagates the {BM) vector from the bottom of

the layer to the top of the layer so that the following is true.

[BR(i)(w,c)] = [R(,,c,h(i),hii-l})] (B.3)

We can apply the derivative chain rule directly to equation (B.2)

to compute partial derivatives of the {BM} vector.

a{BM(h(i-l})))/v fi BR(i )] atBM(h(i)))/c-v + (B.4)

For cases where v is either frequency or horizontal phase velocity we can

compute equation (B.4) in parallel with equation (B.2) starting at the bot-

tom boundary and recursively propagating both the {BM) vector and the

a{BM}/,av vector upward to the surface. The problem now reduces to com-

puting partial derivatives of the IBR(i}) matrix elements for each layer and

the initializing derivatives of the (BM} vector at the bottom boundary.

We can see from equations (3.1.10) to (3.1.14) that the frequency

does not appear in any of the boundary {M} vector elements so that the fol-

lowing is true for all boundary conditions.

a{BM(zB))/aw = {0) (B.5)

where zB bhn l) is the bottom boundary depth

The initializing phase velocity derivatives of the {BM(zB)) vector elements
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are given as follows.

1. A traction free surface,

a{BM(zB)1/ac = (0) (B.6)

2. A rigid surface,

a{BM(zB))/ac = (0) (B.7)

3. Zero shear tractions and zero vertical displacement,

af{BM(za))/ac = {0) (B.8)

4. No upward propagating P or S wave radiation,

-B + ((-Y) - )H
aBM ( B)/ac + 0 4 (B.9)0 62o C2€

aBM2(zB)/ac 2 - 42"-i) a + 82oP4pc20. 16

aB M s( B /~ 1 2 + _ f.C
3(B)& 4pc2i °  c 020 2

BB\, 1 2+ c
4(B)c 4pc2i, cl 82o

aBM(Z)/ac = - I--- .-

2c4 c 22 2 s 2 25
4p C 0  

0 0  P C

We now need to compute the partial derivatives of the IBRI

matrix elements and then use equation (B.4) to compute the {BM} vector

partial derivatives at each layer interface. Unfortunately equation (B.4)

suffers from the same dynamic range problems as equation (B.2) which is

used to compute the characteristic function and so we need to apply a scal-

ing function to equation (B.4). In appendix A I showed how equation (B.2)

could be scaled to produce a scaled version of the [R matrix elements. We

could scale equation (B.4) by computing derivatives of the scaled {BM} vec-

:'-..2.2 4*-''. "-'.. "': :-.U-...*'.*.U"--"-" ".".---.-,-.v -.---.-.- ,. . ... . . . . . . . . . .
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tor and the scaled [R] matrix elements however such derivative computa-

tions are complicated by the scaling function which itself is dependent on

frequency, phase velocity and the layer P and S wave velocities. I chose to

use a simpler method which involves scaling equation (B.4) in the same

manner as I used to scale equation (B.2). Notice that scaled versions of the

partial derivatives of the (BM) vector and [R] matrix elements are not equal

to the partial derivatives of the scaled versions of the same elements. I use a

notation to distinguish scaled versions of the derivatives from derivatives of

the scaled functions as follows.

a(BM(h(i)))/av = BNto t ( c,h(i)) 8{BMj(h(i))),/av (B.10)

,"tBR(i)J/av - N() a[Bft(i)i,/v (B.11)

where NOi) is the layer scaling function given by equation (A.6) and

BNtot(c,h(i)) is the total scaling function from the bottom boundary to depth

hbi) given in equation (A.8). The scaling functions are identical to the ones

used to scale equation (B.2) for each layer and at each depth. We can apply

scaling functions to each layer and write equation (B.4) as follows.

S[Bft(i)) a{BM(h(I))}/av + (B.12)

+ (ajBftl')j,av {BK4(b(i))}

As with the scaling of equation (B.2) we initialize the a{BM-)1v vecto-

directly from equations (B.5) through (B.9).

The scaled versions of the partial derivatives of the [R] matrix ele-

ments are given as follows. These equations use the same functions o  ,

a,i, SN, CS, and N which are all defined in appendix A. I have expressed

-. ... -.. - -..........
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the [R] matrix partial derivatives in terms of a number of intermediate vari-

ables which are also defined. The partial derivatives with respect to fre-

quency are given first.

aRkjzz);w= G,, CACBW,. + HI1 SASBW (B.13)

i3Rft2(R,2.)/BW = 012 CACBW + H, 2 SASBW

aRft13(zIzo)/B.J = S,3 SACBJ + T13 SBCAW,

a~f14Z1.)3W= S,4 SACBW,, + T, 4 SBCA,,

* 8Rft5(z,z.)/Bw = G 15 CACB,,J + HjS SASBW

aRR2 1(zo)/a-J = 21 CACBW, + H21 SASBW,

aRA2(zz.)c~w=022 CACB, L, + H122 SASB,,

aRA2 3(Zzo)/aW =S 23 SACBW, + T2 , SBCA,

CI ft~O)~L = S2 SACBW + T2 SBCAW

aRft2 5(zO)/-'~ = + -L. aRl(,Z)

a ft~~O)~ = S5 SACBJ + T3 SBCAW

aRftS3(z,zO)1a-J = CACB,,

aRA34 (2,ZO)1aW = H34 SASB,W

aRk35(z'z.)/a. = - aRRAl 4 ("Ya)/w

a R f 4 l (22.) /a W = S4, SACBW, + T4 , SBCAW,

aRft42(zzo)/B.A = - 2 aRRI2 S(z'zO)/E-

R~ ~~ 11"o)Bj 43 SASBW

0R 4 4 (ZIO)/-) = CACB,

aRft4 5 (z~zo)/aW = - aRAl3 (,O)/,L..

C)ftl~~z)I~w= G 5 , CACBW + H, SASBW,

aRR52(~z./B"= + 2 3RRI2l(z"ZO)/C1

a~ft3(Z20)a"V= - (3RA4 l(z"z)/a-)

aRR4(21zO)/Ba" - aRft3l(z,zO)/'dW

*aRftSS(2,2O)aw - + a~jZ2)a

-. -
N - * -
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where

Gi C " 2+(.1)2 (B.14)

G12 = + 2pc2 (-I -  ,(27 -1)

H12 = + 2pc2 4"12(" W 1 )2

S13 = - PC2 -^1 2

c14 = + 42 (--)

T = +

G1s = -

Ills = - . a

GI

021 -
PC2

H21 2= +
"S.. PC

022 =-4,7(,7-1)

H22 2(-1

23= +-

r 2 3 -+

AK'.S 24  (7Q

-~T
3 1 =- 2

SPC
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H 34

:; 41 PC=

T 4 1 = 2

2

H5 1 = . ( , +

and

CACB ---.-. SN(0 )CS(OO) - -CS(O)SN(oe) (B.1)

SASB, + --- CS(b,)SN(i9) + - (()CS(i)

pq SACBW = + LaCS (ia)CS(i,) - SN(i)SN(i 3

SBCA,= - -SN(i,)SN(*,) + a3

The scaled partial derivatives of the [R] matrix elements with respect to

horizontal phase velocity &re more complicated than the frequency deriva-

tives due to the functions G, H, S, and T which depend on phase velocity.

The [RI matrix phase velocity derivatives are given as follows.

C)RI (Z,Zo)!d= - G11,C + Gl, CACB + G,, CACB,, + (B.16)

+ B SASB + H SASBC

a G + GC AB+G C B, +R1("Mc 12,c 12,c B C12 CC
i-Hl2c SASB + HI2 SASBC

8RRj3(Z,Zo)!'c =Sl,c SACB f S1 3 SACB,c + T,3,c SBCA + T 3 SBCA

ui ,'" ,' e ,,'*. ,'-.,' .''.. '.,' . , ',' e ,' , ' , ' . -- * ,, *, . *49. -.•, . ... * . ......... . .
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a~fldz~ 0 )~c S1  SACB + S 4 SACB~ + T14 SBCA + T1 SBCA~

a tj('z)/C- - G1 , + G CACB + G1 CACB~ +

w + H15 SASB + H 5 SASBC

43Rft2 l(z,20 )/BC - - G1c+ C21 ,c CACB + C21 CACB, +

+ H21 SASB + H 1 SASBC

"R'~2~"o) - G + G22 CACB + G2 CACB +

.1 + H2 2 SASB + H 2 SASBC

C R23z'z)/'c= S3cSACB + S2 3 SACB~c + T2 3 ,c SBCA + T23 SBCA~C

apf RI 24(Z'20 )/BC = S24,c SACB +, S24 SACB,c + T 4cSBCA +T T2 4 SBCA~c

JRz 25(zzo)/'dc = + -' UR1 2 (zzI)/Uc

d~tlzz)B - 31, SACB + S3, SACB~c + T,SBCA + T3 1 SBCA~C

aRft 2 (Zzzo)/Bc = - 2 ft420/a

aRik 3 (2zo)/ac - CACBc

aRR 34 (Z'Zo)'3c H H34 , SASB + H34 SASB~c

aRft 3S(Zzo) /ac =-aRfE 14 (ZZ 0 )/8C

a fllzz)/c=f1 SACB + S4 SACB + T SBCA +T 4 SBCAC

8Rft 2 (Z'Zo),iBc - 2 aRR 23(Zz0)/ac

a)Rft4 3(Z'Zo)/;3C H43 c SASB + H 3SASBc

aR 44(ZZQ)/BC CACB'C

aRf 4S(ZZo)/BC = - aRftS(Z'Z.)/aC

aRTISl(Z,20 )/aCl - G, + GI CACB + CS, CACBc +

+ H51 SASB + H 1 SASB

a~ft S(2 20) - + 2 '3RR 2 1(ZZo)/ac

aRR 53(zzo)/Bc = - Ril(IO/c

aRfS 4 (z"Zo)/BC - - a)Rft3(Z'Zo)/ac

a RftSS(Zzzo)/Bc =+ a)Rftll(zh2 0)/&

where

c c
2a #2- (B. 17)
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H =4c 4PC-YH 2 1 + (+f'2 ~ 4 ~2

c p- 16yI-) )
12,c c 12

H1 2 ,c +- 2 ~H12 12pc-IH1 1 + 2,pc2(3,+Sfi){ 31Sa~+ -0i
c0012

L s s3

T =~ . - i + 4pc-yT 2 3

=K + -o 1 + 4PC-YS 2 4

T1 4  2 +1 1
14c 4

=1, + ±G5+ 4pc-7G 1 2

Hi5,C = + 7H1 5 + 4pcH 12  a P2466)[4 a~ 6 + j 4

G = -2 IG+ -
21I,c c 21 C

H21 c= - -!H 2 1 - 2pc-yH,51  -!Lj(4a+O YQ+

G2c= - 20GI~

H2c= - 2 1111,c

=2, .1~ +s) S23

T23 ,c = T 23 + 2pc-IT 4 1

S24,c £o24 +- 2pc-7S31

T2 4 ,c =

= ( 1 - a)S3,

S3 =~ L c

T.4 .1 + T31
d~~~ S, S .* *.
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H34,c 0- + S4 0) H34

I I +olS41

T,- -. - T

H43,, = + (Sa-S$) H43

C - ~ 51  2(~~.) ~ Ia 8

H5 1,C 4 H - I

and

(B.18)

CACBC =- e0 V- SN(i9)CS(i~ - 9I6-ICS(i)SN(i$)

SASBC + ia  a- ICS(b)SN(i$) + i .LISN(i)CS(i$)

SACBC = a (Sa- CS(a)CS( ) - '$ (- SN(ia)SN(i.)

SBCAC ia a- SN(i,)SN(i,) + &i (42 CS(iCS(i$)

We finally turn our attention to computing the partial derivatives

of the characteristic function with respect to the layer P and S wave veloci-

ties. We could compute all of the partial derivatives separately however this

would involve computing two times the number of layers derivatives which

would be expensive in cases where there are a large number of layers. It is

obvious that the following is true.

a ]BR(,i/oO(p)  0, for i p (B.19)

a:BR()]p ,(P) O, for i p
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We can thus express equation (B.4) as follows for cases where p < n.

a({BM(h(p-I))}Id,(P) = (a[BR(P)]/a,(P)) (BM(h(P))} (B.20)

a{BM(h(P-1))}/a9(P) = (aBR(P)]/a,6(P)) {BM(h(P)))

and

a{BM(hJ-l)])/a,,(P) = [BRU)] a{BM(h(J)))/a,(P) (B.21)

-){BM(h(J-))}/aSP) =- [BR) ){BM(h(J))}/a$(P)

f'or j=p-l,p-2,'",,2,1

Equations (B.20) and (B.21) can be expressed as follows.

d (') = [BRJ)] i da(i) +  (B.22)

+ (a[RU)j/aU)) d0U) {BM(hU)))

a{bM(h(i-))} d,(i) - [BR()] a{ jBM(h (i-))} d#()

(a[BR{6)I/'d8J) ) d,96) {BM(h(J))}

for j = n- ,n--2,-",2,1

Equation (B.22) can be computed recursively in parallel with equation (B.2)

to produce the numerator factors that appear in equation (4.2.15) which is

used to compute the shift in eigen phase velocity due to small changes in

the layer P and S wave velocities. Notice that the actual partial derivatives

.. % -4%% - . - . - . . . . . .
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with respect to each layer P and S wave velocity are not computed

separately which makes this method more efficient than the direct

approach. The values of da(i) and d$(i) are approximated by the imaginary

values of the layer P and S wave velocities due to attenuation, a,(') and 016)

from equations (4.2.13). The initializing values of a{BM(h(nl)))/8a(n) and

a{BM(h(n-L))/a$ (n ) at the bottom boundary are given as follows.

1. A traction free surface,

MVM(ZB))/aa - {O) (B.23)

c(BM(zB)},/) = (0)

2. A rigid surface,

{BM(zB))/o, = {o} (B.24)

( a(BM(2BJY = (0)

3. Zero shear tractions and zero vertical displacement,

c{BM(zB)}/a* {0} (B.25)

a8BM(zs)/ 8 - (0)

4. No upward propagating P or S wave radiation,

8BMI(ZB)/aa - - 303 (B.26)

4IM 4 3 3

aBM4(zB)/aa = O

aBM(z)/aa = +

4 c2 +103.0"

".0,

,"-" "
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(7 -1 ) 0 =_ 2 _ +

'!

aBM2(zB)/a,6 = 0

aBM 3(ZB)/a'a = _
*aBM (ZB)/a$ = - 1 $

4pio~. 3 5

BM(zB)/ao = + I p2c2I5

where zB = h('- I ) and the layer index for the half space has been dropped.

Finally I give the partial derivatives of the [R) matrix elements

with respect to the layer P and S wave velocities. As with the frequency

and phase velocity derivatives, these derivatives are scaled to eliminate the

dynamic range problem.

aRftjj(z,zo)/Bd; = - GIJ.8 + G, CACB. G1 CACB,6 + (B.27)
+ H1 1 8 SASB +H SASB

3Rt1 2(zzo)/a'f = - G12,8 + G12,8 CACB + G12 CACB 8 +

+ H12 8, SASB + H1 2 SASB,6

aRl 13(zzo)/.BR = SISa SACB + S13 SACB,- + T1 , SBCA + T,, SBCA 0

8RRI14(zzo)/'d8 = S14,6 SACB + S14 SACBO + T,4,0 SBCA + T 14 SBCA,6

a R lj(zz)/adB = - G15.8 + G,,S, CACB + GI, CACB +
+ H 5,0 SASB + H15 SASB,

aRft2 l(Z,Zo)!, = - G 2 1, CACB + 021 CACBfi +

+ H21 8 SASB + H21 SASB,

8Rf22(Z,zo)/'P" = - G G2 - 2, CACB + G22 CACB# +

+ H22, SASB + H22 SASB.

aRft23 (Z,Zo)/a81 = S23,, SACB + S23 SACBo + T2 ,, SBCA + T 23 SBCAO

8Rl24(zZo)/aS = S24,, SACB + S24 SACB,8 + T 2 4 ,0 SBCA + T2 4 SBCA, 86

. . . .~~~~~~~~~~ •%' ' " " - - . . - , . - -" " " . ". . - . - ./ . r . _ - . . . . ' ' , , , . e . . .
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a)Rf 25 (zlz0 )yal6 - +-8 Cl.(zlz.)/85
2 " '

a)Rft~l(zl3o)/ -S3, SACB,8 + T3,,# SBCA + T3 , SBCA, 8o

aR3-1./3 - 2 aRft 24 (Zz)/a#

A~t3zzo/' CACB,#

aRA34(z,2O)/Bfi H3 4,,qSASB + H3 SASB~o

aRft35(zlzo)/ao - R 1 (zo)8

aRR1lzzo)fUP' = S4 , SACB,# + T,41 o SBCA + T4 , SBCA,o

aRft42(zzo)/B# = - 2c 3zz)a

a~f43(l~oM$ H. 3,0 SASB + H43 SASB, 8

C3 ff4(lz)/# CACB 8,

aRft45(z,zo)/Bfi - - 8'Rf[ls(Zzo)/a,8

aRA,(zzo)B,8=051 CACB, + HI#o SASB + H51 SASB,

8R 52 (Zzo)/aj8 = + 2 c ~21(zlzo)/8,
fts(~z)~ = Rr 4 l(z,zo)/a8o

R I3zz)/' - a
a~~ ftRRil(z,bo)/a83

where

C (B.28)

4
G11,,6 +

H 4pc2 ' 2  i[ 2 ~ ~~

G 12,,6 + 2 (6-H1 (-y-1)+1

H5 H12,,6 4 2 i - 2pc2 i fl 3 1 0q

Tl3"a, + 4,0T1 3 - 4Pc ' T2
I'23
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4pc2-I

14,$ 24 ' f

14,8 + - T1 4

G G2,,8= - 4pc2 G12

H.12 PH2,4 = - 1 J4

p2S
2 1,6 + 0 51 _P

$22,$ - 2 01 M

H 22 ,6 - 2 HiT-

$4 = -+- S-

2 4

T -24,0 = T 24

T 3ls = - ; eT 3l

H34,$ = - ;9H34

T ,o R iT41

SH4 3, = + i H4

HSI,4 = 6 4ka¢4 I € J

and

(B.29)

CACBo = i CS( )SN( 4 )

SASB 4 -- -, i$SN( 0 )CS(O)

* SACB, = 16 04 14 SN( 0 )SN(6 4 )

,. , - 4 J

- 'U
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SBCA, - o~sic~e

and

a~fjIx~.)Ba= G,, CACBQ .+H,,,, SASB + H,1 SASB 0, (B.30)

a~f12zlz)/aQ= G, 2 CACB 0, + H12 0, SASB + H1 2 SASB,,I- R~lSz~a)~o= 1a SACB + S SACB 0 + TSBCA,
aR4,o/O S 4 SACB + S 4 SACB + T1 SBCA 0

aRftlS(z,zo)/Ba CIS CACB,, + H1 50a SASB + H15 SASB 0,

aRR[2 1(zlzo)/Ba C 2 , CACB., + H2 1,, SASB + H21 SASB,0
a~f 2(z")/~a= GC22 CACBQ, + H2 2,, SASB + H22 SASB 0,

a~f 2(zzo/(M S2 3,, SACB + S23 SACB 0, + T23 SBCA,,

aR 2 (,O/4 ft4, SACB + S 4 SA GB + T2 SBCA 0

aRft2 5(2z.z)/'da - + L8Rf[l 2 (zlzo)/a

ft~~~z)~ =S 1 SACB + S SACBQ + T3 SBCA 0

a RR 32(zlzo)/Ba = - 2 aRf[2 4 (z'z.)/aEa

C)R 3(lz)/a= CACB3'

C)R 34zlz)/B ,H 3 40 SASB + H 34 SASB 0,
aRft 35(zlzo)/Ea =- a)Rftl 4 (Z'Zo)/aa

aRI(ZZ)O ft 4 1 SACB + S 1 SA GB + T4 SBCA 0

= 4 0 SASB +~ H4 SASB,

c )a = CACBR 442'o ,ac
aRt 4 5(2ZZ) /a a = - aRk3lzo2)/aa

% C R t,,(z~.)/c~a= C5, CACB,0 + H,,, 0 SASB +HSI SASB 0a

aRR52(z,2 0)/a = +- aRR2(z,z)/aQ

aRflSS(2.10 )/Ba = +'012z/

a t/1 (, /~

R 5ll)/a-+a

'F%
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where

C2 (B. 31)

-1, 2pc2  ('-1,

S14,a + iaS1

24,a a 0,4

H21,ot + (a31 a 1

241,o a2

31' a 31

Ha iOH4

SACH S# CB~

SBCA 0 60i\ ~
NJa
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APPENDIX C

THE SOURCE JUMP VECTOR

The computation of the source jump vector for a variety of dif-

ferent source types is a subject which has received considerable attention

(e.g. Harkrider (1964), Takeuchi and Saito (1972), Ben-Menahem and Singh

(1971 and 1981), Bache and Harkrider (1976), Stevens (1980)). In this

appendix I will briefly describe how source jump vectors are computed and I

will give the source jump vectors for the most commonly used source types.

The use of a single source jump vector for a distributed source by

definition implies the use of an equivalent point source. I should indicate

( that my definition of a simple point source is a single vector force applied at

a fixed point in space and an equivalent point source is some linear combi-

nation of simple point sources. By this definition a couple source ends up

being a distributed source (although the source region is infinitesLaally

small) since it requires two force vectors applied at an infimitesimal distance

from each other. We can compute the equivalent point source jump vector

from the following relations.

Rw1(w,k,m,Z) = 0 (C.1)

Rw2(W,k,m,z) - 0

Rw3(Wk,m,z) = .- rdr dO pf(w,r,6,z) • P '(r,O)

kI
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O 2w

RW(Wkmz) = .rdr fdO pf(,r,O,z) B(r,8)

LwI(W&,k,m,z) = 0

cc 2w

Lw2(w0Imz) = ,rdr 4jdO pf(w,r,G,z) C"(r,O)

and

r( k,R)) = fARA(Z., )' (w(w,k,m,f)} d (C.2)

{Lr(wkm)) = f A(z.,)] (Lw(W,k,m,f)} d

where the source is distributed between depths z,, and Z,2 and the

equivalent point source is at depth z. which is arbitrary. Equations (C.1)

and (C.2) were obtained from equations (2.4.3), (2.4.46), (2.4.13), (2.5.11)

and (2.5.13).

The source jump vectors given below are from Harkrider (1964)

and Kennett and Kerry (1979).

1. A center of compression explosion source produced by the application

of a pressure function to the wals of a spherical cavity.

Rr 2(-.k.0) = 0

*RE S(.,k,O) - 0

,:(., ,k,0)= S(6)

=0

** d (.. ' ,*.kO).4 --
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hXE)- L)-o for Mr 0

where

p(W ) a exp(i(W./O. - x))s(w) -- 2 :?1 :

2  
U; 22 J

X = tan-I , W

0(.- -14

p(w) = pressure function spectrum

a., source cavity radius

as = P wave velocity at the source

= S wave velocity at the source

P, =density at the source

2. A simple vector force point source.

(RF(W,k,0) = 0 (C.4)
( RE2(W,k,0) = 0

,S 3 G{,k,O) = - F,

RE4W~kO)= 0

LEI (w,k,O) = 0

LE2(w,k,O) = 0

RE(w,k,± 1) 0

RE 2 (Wk,± 1) 0

RESG'w,k,= 1) =0

Rl:,(w,k,± 1) 1 :; F, Y

LEl(w,k,± 1) = 0

L-2(Wk,± 1) = -(iF, ± FY)
2

f},j = (LE} 0 for m* -1,0,-+i

where F,, F and F, are the spectra of the components of the force vector

in the 0 azimuth direction, 90 degree azimuth direction and down

. . .- . t *" 1 1 1 -*d -. - -%* %*
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direction respectively.

3. An equivalent point source which is represented by a general

mnoment tensor.

R r2(~kO)= 0

RI4(~kO)= IM.,+ M,.n) -M..(I - 2,8'/.2)
2

LFIl(w,k,O) 0

LL2(w~,k,O) =LM~ - M ,)

R r (w k,±t 1) =0

RE 2 (w),k,± 1) = M., -My

RE ( = i( M1) -L " N-, M-)
2 2

RE 4 (w Ik,± 1) 0

LE2(w~,k,± 1) =0

Rrl(w~,ki± 2) 0

R r 2 (w~k,± 2) 0

RES(,,,,k,± 2) =0

RE 4 (w,k,:± 2) =!M- - M.,) i(M 1 y -my.)

4 4

j1l(w,k,± 2) =0

LE 2 ("),k,± 2) = -i( 1 ,- i, + my,.)

f{t) (Lr} { 0 for m n;

where IM., NM,. etc. are the spectra of the nine elements of the moment

tensor and the directions are the same as those used for the vector

force.
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